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My dissertation represents the first anthropological engagement with Congolese in a 
condition of forced and protracted statelessness. I outline how the camp, originally 
figured out of emergency and crisis, is sustained and normalized over time. Feelings of 
social abandonment, logics and operations of humanitarian reason, and the excessive 
extensions of a moral, ethical force of compassion create the conditions for “life” in 
Gihembe camp, though heavily culled from cruel, minimalist biopolitics. The refugee is 
produced by an intense, liberal valorization of human life, mediated by a difficult and 
distinctive role: at once the target of life-enhancing humanitarian mobilizations, typically 
regarded as an unmitigated force of good, refugees are further exposed, stripped-down, 
stranded, and harmed by the same logics that facilitate their lives. Social death operates 
parallel to the life-enhancing regime. I unravel how the refugee is living within 
humanitarian intervention, what they do with it, and how it shapes their subjectivities. 
The durative present and the resulting temporal dispossession illuminates the multiple 
blindness’s and paradoxes of “the camp of life,” a site where the boundaries of 
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humanitarianism operates and exceeds its own systems of value, and ethical impetuses. 
At the initial time of crisis, it saves and preserves life—but nearly two decades later—the 
apparatus limits the possibilities for the life contained to the camp, and relegates it back 
to bare life, wherein refugees are not permitted to extricate themselves from this 
temporality, nor do they have the means to do so. The camp is intended to be temporary 
in nature and time. Long-term humanitarianism is not concerned with striving or thriving, 
but rather about enduring life and managing the disappointments of its subjects. The 
structure of camp life pushes into their being, making them immobilized and outside of 
time—but still in the durative present—and unable to piece together a coherent version of 
themselves: their context is repetitive and boring, yet, disruptive and too unstable to 
cultivate a self. The perception and participation in time plays a critical role in refugees’ 
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WHAT CAN YOU HEAR? 
“You came back!” She tells me in Kinyarwanda. “Bohhhhhhhhhh,” Grace continues, 
tears welling up in her eyes. She clutches her hands together flatly, at once nodding her 
head forward and shaking it sideways, “We thought you will not return, till now.” Rising 
from her wooden bench that digs into the dark brown earth a foot beneath her, she 
readjusts her igitenge over her shoulder while holding her small knife covered with the 
sticky remnants of potato shavings close to her ear. Today was a good day for food, one 
in which she had managed to trade and sell the cruddy maize rations, bringing home 
potatoes and a bundle of greens for iron and vitamins. These are softer foods, she says, as 
they lay inside the cooking pot, not yet filled with spoilt water, just beside her feet. 
She looks at me closely, inspecting my skin, touching my hair, readjusting my 
scarf and her shawl as the chilly winds blow around us. The very first time I met Grace, 
she called out loudly, repeating herself, “It is a miracle you are here,” waving me over to 
her doorway, where a large crowd of small children already gathered as she invited me to 
visit. That was years ago now, and Grace is still where she originally found me, in the 
Gihembe refugee camp of Rwanda. Four years later, her mud house stands covered with 
the same plastic tarps as it did on our first meeting and the winds are as chilly as before, 
the overcast skies familiar, and the crowd of children around us are ever attentive. 
Grace’s child comes to me, barely taller from the years that have passed, and instead of 
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hugging me around my knees, she clutches me a little further up my legs—slightly nearer 
to my hips—having grown less than she should have in between now and then due to the 
deficiencies in nutrition and medicines in the camp and the generally hard life. 
“Are you strong,” Grace inquires, “Are we together, how was the night?” 
Together we ask each other these questions, greeting and hugging. Our conversation is 
rehearsed with frequency, and often on a daily basis Grace still asks in disbelief, now 
turning the statement into the form of an unbelievable question, “You came back?…‘till 
when?” With each rendition of our exchange, one that echoes and reverberates in my 
mind loudly from within the camp, my heart shudders, it trembles a little. Grace’s words 
are a reflection of her disbelief in my extended interest in the camp and in the life that 
dwells here. Her words are indicative of the deep feelings of abandonment and 
exhaustion refugees live with, despite their ability to persist, to suffer, and barely get by.  
Endurance and the implications of continuing to frame a politics of life in the ugly 
face of tragedy, death and suffering—“are you strong?” she asks me—implies there is 
another way to be emotionally, physically. She knows her choices in such matters—how 
can you live?—are limited. She must be strong to survive the camp, a space where she 
and her family have lived without end for nearly two decades. Strength and miracles and 
a return to her country of origin are the categories she can only imagine to be possible, 
however impossible it feels to her now. The act of care and interest, as evidenced in my 
extended presence in the camp over time, was taken as a gift, one that seemed to validate 
her existence and the camp’s existence, in a space where no one else seems to notice and 
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their lives—where the grind of camp living—are kept largely secret. She asks me again, 
as the creases bundle severely around her eyes and they lock into mine, “Are you 
strong?” She replies for me, answering self-reflexively her own question, as I am 
uncomfortably silent, absorbed by her fierce gaze. She commands me. “Slowly, I try.” I 
repeat her words back, and she senses my hesitation, and says, “Slowly by slowly.” Her 
command is a directive to us both. We are together in this moment, even if just for now. I 
am confounded, confronted by her, and she by me, although less so. Making sense of 
each other is a journey in making ourselves, still human and in the light of egregious 
events and obstacles to the good life. Grace, for all she has endured, has blessed me with 
recognition, and in the flesh, I do the same for her. I aim to express this recognition to a 
wider public through this ethnography.  
Sadly, Grace knows that some lives and livelihoods are greivable, while others are 
not. Judith Butler saliently frames what Grace already knows as the conditions 
surrounding precarity, the conditions of what constitutes the normative human, and what 
counts as a “livable life and a grievable death” (Butler 2004: 20). The unlivable lives, 
those trapped in detention centers, prisons, crude poverty, and in the subject of this 
project—the refugee camp—are often in the domains relegated and ignored from public 
life. Depictions of these spaces and the people who live there, if registered in an official 
domain or sphere of acknowledgement, are obscured by the problematic nature of the 
contexts from which they arrive, and the complicated and tumultuous politics that created 
their condition as stateless people. The faceless, those injurable, are always postponed 
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from the purview of a larger global community, even though they are always just next 
door, or around the corner, and exist nameless without recognition, visibility, and 
acknowledgement. Their failure to be seen is a failure of a deeper a commitment, to a 
richer sense of the value of life, and of the living.  
Facing Grace, I see her, even though I desperately fail to grace her with a 
different immediate life. These moments are intangible. Here nothing stops: the chatter of 
the children, the noise of the winds, the smell of the fires being lit for lunch, and the 
necessity of getting by in a silent, precious moment that no one notices, but are by now 
ingrained into them. This is what you do everyday. No matter what. I try to see her and 
everything else fades into her eyes. Yellow in color, sharp and distinctive, her eyes are 
urgent and indicative of the mixture of previous commands and pleas to me: “Will you 
come back? ‘Till now? …But…you have come back!? Still? You did not forget us?” I try 
to not cry, to keep it together when this conversation, one that is repeated through the 
camp regularly, emerges. How is it possible that my presence and curiosity means so 
much, as little as it actually means, especially when I have materially minimal things to 
give—and that my gift is based only on the words I am able to share. Please read this. 
This project is my attempt to make her life, and the other camp dwellers lives, 
visible. Refugees always ask, “Are you telling the world about the camp…the life 
here…?” I am reminded by my best, intimate camp teachers, and repeat, “Slowly by 
slowly, I am trying.” My words are the product of theirs. In what follows, try to hear the 
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camp, imagine their lives, and listen to what hangs in the balance for camp refugees in a 
site of protracted, forced migration.  
 
“WELCOME TO GIHEMBE” 
This how the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) sign reads at one 
of two entrances into the camp. The sign is weathered and old and portrays, under this 
aging imitation of welcome, structures of shelter and bags of food. The Gihembe refugee 
camp has existed adjacent to the town of Byumba in northern Rwanda since 1996. The 
overwhelming majority of refugees are Congolese and ethnically Tutsi, and this camp 
alone is home to nearly twenty-five thousand inhabitants. Four other refugee camps in 
Rwanda house an additional fifty thousand refugees. The camp is a place where 
materially, there is never enough of anything—food, water, clothing, housing, blankets, 
medicine, soap, and education. Despite the strategies put in place by the humanitarian 
apparatus to enhance and sustain the life contained here, the camp is a place where the 
majority are malnourished, HIV spreads, hopelessness abounds and refugees are 
immobile and largely dependent on the materials made available to them by the 
humanitarian intervention and the apparatus assembled by it. The inertia of the camp is 
overwhelming: it is still and predictable in its trajectory, and does not change or move. 
The camp is built at the peak of one mountain, among many in Rwanda’s terrain, 
commonly described as “a land of a thousand hills.” It is earth that rolls and collides into 
itself. One hill emerging as the next comes into focus, the lateral terraces scatter into the 
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rugged sides of any mountainside being cultivated. Patches and plots are allocated for 
sweet potatoes, beans, and maize, and Byumba town is known nationally for its heavy 
production of Irish potatoes, as the climate is cool and rainy, much more so than other 
provinces. On the outskirts of the town where citizens dwell, some cultivators own cows 
and chickens, easily seen lazily grazing and pecking on earth and bugs. This earth is dug 
out and pitted with small pathways that sharply zig-zag, making the labor of walking and 
cultivating less daunting. Shadows spot these electric green mountains too, often shifting 
quickly with the passing of large cascading clouds. These hills seem at once sullen and 
jovial. Narrow roads leave small prints too on the mountainsides, visible only if one is 
positioned opposite them. Often drivers seem to cruise easily along the pavement, 
ignoring the sharp lethal inclines that point downward, as if the bus is incapable of 
tumbling down—they swiftly navigate the road—hugging the pathway. The drivers know 
how to handle the terrain beneath them, the earth and its give and take, and the conditions 
upon which the road becomes slick and lethal.  
Closer to the camp, the mountains become more stunning, the road inclines even 
more sharply, pushing the glowing green vegetation into perspective with my vans’ 
roller-coaster dives and dips down into the valleys. Approaching Byumba town from the 
road—looking up—the distant camp plastics flicker in daytime, into the light like tin, 
reflecting sharp, searing beams of light. The place practically sparkles on sunny days. 
These patches of reflection swirl down the hillside, spotting the terrain with sharp 
contrasts. The white plastics, so glaring, appear to be a stronger material element than 
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they are; these are pervasive and iconic to humanitarian camp spaces. This camp’s 
construction is brutally dense and heaped into a small amount of fragile earth that barely 
supports the corresponding fragile bodies relegated to life here. 
This is a story that concerns the Congolese refugees in the Gihembe camp, who 
since 1996 have lived outside of their country, the Democratic Republic of Congo and 
inside Rwanda in the Great Lakes region of east Africa. For nearly two decades, 
refugees’ lives have been facilitated in the light of humanitarian intervention, which 
seeks to house and protect the lives that have been persecuted in the north Kivu province 
of eastern Congo. On-going instability and war in Congo has eliminated refugees’ 
abilities to return to their homes, while Rwanda is unwilling to accept pleas to 
permanently locate them as citizens inside these borders. The camp’s protection of their 
life—those who have escaped imminent death—is ostensibly temporary, but in practice it 
promises to drag on indefinitely. In order to even qualify for humanitarian protection, 
refugees are made to prove their neediness to a system that recognizes trauma, 
vulnerability, the experience of egregious violence, and the inability to do for oneself. In 
the process, they become the approximate figure they are made to perform: incomplete, 
immobile, helpless, and absolutely dependent. 
 This dissertation begins with this figuration of statelessness within humanitarian 
intervention: the refugee as a camp dweller. How is life maintained through the force of 
specific organizations and entities aimed to facilitate life, how can we decipher between 
the terrain of life and death, how does precarious life persevere, and in what ways are 
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new possibilities of life caged, unhinged, restricted, forbidden, and, in the most optimistic 
sense—opened up? I ask, what are the conditions under which refugees’ lives are 
produced, what do those living in the camp endure and to survive, and how does the 
humanitarian system aggregate this social world? How is the refugee life chronic, untidy, 
ordinary and, with these questions in mind, who, namely, are refugees? What kind of 
potentiality is fostered in the space of a camp for those who live in it? How are 
humanitarian settings, the work conducted within, and the bare life produced by them, 
often politicized under the rubric, intentionality, and valorization of a universal value of 
human life? What does this life look like? I, like the camp, beg you to try and imagine. 
In this ethnography, I locate the refugee at the intersection of various  
humanitarian apparatuses, including the United Nations High Commission for Refugees 
(UNHCR) and the World Food Program (WFP), the implementing partners that these 
institutions collaborate with who facilitate the day to day maintenance of the camp, and 
regional cultural formations about ethnicity, belonging and group identity. I consider how 
such life-enhancing mobilizations’ are typically regarded as an unmitigated force of good, 
yet the lived reality produced by it contradicts the general assumption of the holistic 
helpfulness to the humans who are forced to live within this mobilization. Exploring 
tensions within how operations to preserve the refugee life exacerbate suffering, I show 
how the humanitarian apparatus dramatically limits refugees’ present existence and 
potential future, and how in the long-term, the gift of life is created and comprised of 
tragic choices, muted forms of violence, lethargy and hopelessness. By unraveling the 
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ways humanitarian assistance falls apart, yet comes to dominate the majority of life in the 
camp, I demonstrate how the refugee is stranded by the logic and practice of 
humanitarianism, which refuses to acknowledge how the intervention itself further 
immobilizes the refugee.  
 As an ethnography of the refugee camp, this dissertation shows how endemic 
violence is built into the system of live-giving support that administers, facilitates, and 
maintains the physical, social, and cosmological life contained in the Gihembe camp. I 
illustrate how social suffering, (Kleinman 1997) humanitarian reason (Fassin 2013) and 
the forces of compassion (Bornstein and Redfield 2010) come to bear on the lives of 
refugees living in protracted displacement. Refugees’ endure within an entourage of 
extended litanies of historical and ethnic violence against them, and within their current 
marginalization, as they are resigned to occupy the camp now. This is an ethnography 
positioned at the crossroads of conflict and post-conflict studies, trauma and violence, 
and the anthropology of humanitarian intervention.  
 
MORE THAN AN OBJECT 
While positing the refugee dwellers of camps as an analytical and ethnographic object, I 
draw from a growing body of theoretical and ethnographic literature that I refer to as 
critical humanitarianism (Fassin 2012, Feldman 2011, Aiger 2012, Redfield 2013, Turner 
2010), which frames intervention, refugee studies, and asylum in terms mediated and 
infringed by uneasy political and moral sentiments. States of emergency and genocide in 
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the Great Lakes region of east Africa have created a revolving apparatus in which 
intervention is sustained through a mandate to protect human lives (Pandolfi 2010). The 
dissertation focuses on understanding how intervention is not only formed but how it is 
intelligible to refugees in the camp who receive these formulations of gifts, care, and 
compassion (Bornstein and Redfield 2012, Mol 2013). In doing so, this ethnography 
raises questions about the moral and political compasses of those who are charged with 
and who agree to the task of deciding what kinds of humanitarian intervention are 
acceptable, under what terms, and for how long.  
The refugee camp and its inhabitants are directly produced by these mechanisms 
of power, sovereignty, and bare life (Foucault 1979, Arendt 1958, Agamben 1998, 
Mbembe 2003, Hansen and Stepputat 2005). These perspectives, the difference between 
life and death, the space between how refugees are asked to live, and how they want to 
live—are radically unhinged in a humanitarian space of the camp. It is liminal but 
timeless, frozen yet searing in its brutality. Life and death, those who are sovereign, and 
those who get to decide on the behalf of other human life, are especially troubled in the 
context of post-genocide Rwanda, where on-going ethnic tension dominates most popular 
analyses of reconciliation and especially so with its proximity to the on-going conflict in 
Congo (Mamdani 2001, Malkki 1995, Redfield 2013).  
Violence and its enduring impacts change—sometimes irreversibly—the way 
those who survive are able to continue to live, to exist in a future tense, and to make do in 
the present one. The anthropology of violence (Daniel 1996, Nordstrom 1997, Feldman 
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2001, Das 2001) outlines how survivors and those subjected—but not killed by 
violence—attempt to form new kinds of understandings of the world. These works 
struggle to center how the experience of violence exceeds the language available for it. 
The narration of the unnamable, of the senseless, random, and programmatic violence is 
one focus of this dissertation: how do we speak of moments when we believed we would 
be killed, how do you explain to someone without your experience what this means to 
you, what moments can you tremble alongside, and finally, is it possible to for you to 
forge a new life and rebuild?  
 
“IN REVERSE” 
My interest in forced migration and refugee studies initially stemmed from encounters 
with refugees in resettlement and transition in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Originally I was 
interested in a group comprised of Somali asylum seekers, who moved from a volatile 
and active conflict zone to a post-conflict space within Europe. The experience of exile 
and statelessness impressed on me the volume of global refugees, the majority of whom 
live not in resettlement contexts, but in refugee camps and as internally displaced 
peoples. The situation in Belfast initiated my interest in east Africa and this ethnography 
extends the framework that initiated my interest in statelessness, and applies it to a 
radically different geographic and divergent theoretical context that few contemporary 
anthropologists have studied: the camp.  
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It is a place that has been on the margins in anthropological literature (Aiger 
2010, Turner 2013, Mallki 1995, Horst 2008), although it is minimally attended to in the 
fields of public policy (Horst 2008, Landau 2003), philosophy (Agamben 1998, 2008) 
and political science (Mandami 2002). With the exception of anthropological research, 
other fields of inquiry take the camp as a transcendental and generic category of 
experience, one that is glossed over as a field of life that is known and intelligible. Yet 
the camp is a highly specific and weighty site of life, with deep historical and political 
roots. This dissertation’s main task is to illustrate how the politics of life and death are 
lived in a zone of secrecy, pain, and vulnerability. I ask you to dream with me, to try to 
imagine the life that resides here. 
A space to merge anthropological scholarship on critical humanitarianism and 
ethnographies of the camp is indispensible in founding an emergent ethnography of 
refugee camps. It is especially critical in this region between Rwanda and eastern Congo, 
in which historical mappings of genocide, conflict and forced migration (Prunier 2009, 
Scherrer 2002, Lemarchand 2009, Reyntjens 2009) dominate existing research. Within 
the literature on Rwanda, genocide and violent conflict has largely dismissed the human 
by-products of more than a decade of war, focusing on the formal political processes of 
war, reconciliation, and an emerging country where speech around ethnic groups teeters 
between being officially outlawed and legal. The result has been an international interest 
in transitional justice and reconciliation that neglects to take refugees—the human 
byproduct of war—as an analytical object. The recent work of Jason Stearns and the Rift 
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Valley Institute exceptionally has sought to frame conflict in Congo through social 
dynamics and militaristic agendas and terms (2009). I appreciate and have benefitted 
from his analysis, but my dissertation, drawing from his work, among others, is rather, an 
analysis based on ethnographic research and uses the existing historical frameworks on 
regional violence and genocide since the 1990s, to show how individuals sequestered as 
refugees in camps are still tremendously affected by the climate of war and how they 
formulate their own subjectivities. 
 
WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?  
Gihembe camp is stuck as it is: its refugees are locked into a humanitarian apparatus with 
no means to get out, trapped between their old, prosperous life in Congo, and their new 
life on the other side. It is a home now to more than 20,000 inhabitants in northern 
Rwanda, isolated even from the small town nearby. The camp is densely settled with 
small mud houses roofed with plastic tarps bearing the UNHCR insignia. Refugees 
subsist on meager monthly rations from the World Food Program. Their movement is 
severely restricted, and with it their access to work, schooling, and communication with 
their former home. At the same time the Government of Rwanda has openly invited, and 
even, “welcomed” refugees to reside safely inside its borders—the only role of any nation 
state that is hosting refugees, outside of official resettlement schemes. In addition, 
international humanitarian standards, and these of the 1951 Convention for Refugees, are 
to provide safety and space for the UNHCR to facilitate operations, just as the UNHCR’s 
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mission as the primary facilitator of refugees worldwide is to provide housing and shelter. 
The coordinates of this co-constituted relationship of humanitarian actors creates a basis 
in which the primary bodies responsible for refugees and the camp are fulfilling their 
formal, legal, and moral missions.  
Yet, the lived reality of the camp, presented in this dissertation, shows how 
materially and cosmologically lacking is the life that resides there. This is a narrative 
about the conditions that result, negotiated and felt by refugees themselves. My 
ethnography is not a narrative centering on the humanitarian apparatus: instead, I am 
choosing an in-depth focus on the lives of refugees themselves, their pasts, their 
experience of humanitarian intervention, and their sense of futurity. The majority of 
literature on refugees and forced migration comes from a solution-driven perspective, in 
which the governing humanitarian bodies are analyzed within the zones where they 
interface with refugees. The result is overwhelmingly prescriptive and oriented to 
understanding how to better apply humanitarian assistance in crisis and refugee settings. 
As much as the work existing in refugee studies analytically shows the hues and 
shades of difficulty in administering camps and internally displaced people (IDPs), these 
studies often forget how huge is the space between what humanitarian intervention 
intends to do and how their work is received by refugees. This is echoed in the casual and 
formal talk about refugees as “the recipients,” “fraud and identity cards,” “those 
registered,” “rosters.” Surely, there are challenges to humanitarian intervention and long-
term displacement, and this work faces a contrast between the structure of aid systems 
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and the people in need. Humanitarianism and the crisis of life, ordinary life, begs for 
critical investigations into how people work in and through these interventions. What is it 
to live as a refugee long-term? 
Living is premised fundamentally on dying and intervention is about halting 
unnecessary death and dying, and in this way, it is focused on an immediate goal. But 
long-term displacement means that death ultimately does come, even if not immediately. 
This is related to intervention, not just to life, but to the end of life and to illness, aging, 
and making-do in the camp: what does this mean for life-saving intervention, what 
constitutes humanitarian care, what are the challenges and limits of adequate and helpful 
responses, and what are the humanitarian jurisdictions over life? Humanitarian actors 
emphasize humanity, yet what if the refugees’ desires lies outside of the system of what 
intervention can award? This dilemma raises questions about the limits and value of life 
and how the fulfillments of life are contested and constituted in a refugee camp.  
Even pricklier is the intersection between humanitarianism and biopolitics, which 
is focused on promoting welfare, fostering and disallowing life to death. However, 
humanitarian intervention is not as active a management of life as Foucault’s framework 
suggests: instead the camp and its management illustrate a minimalist biopolitics 
(Redfield 2012). Here the concept is attuned to how intervention is hyper-honed on 
keeping bodies alive: what is the caloric minimum needed for a healthy two-year-old 
child versus a malnourished one, what meager prescription for medicine can be given to 
temporarily alleviate the reoccurring illness of a mother of two, but yet not cure it? A 
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minimalist biopolitics zooms in on the difference between bare life and keeping human 
life somehow alive, instead of on facilitating and positioning human life to thrive. It is 
intended to be temporary in nature and time. Long-term humanitarianism is not 
concerned with striving or thriving, but rather about enduring life and carefully managing 
the disappointments of its subjects. Foucault’s figuration is about humans not being able 
to improve over time, yet, I point out in the camp, death is not always a weapon or a 
disavowal. Refugees, especially elders, commonly live with dying in mind as they claim 
they wish they had been killed in Congo, so that they would not have to be trapped here 
in the camp, reminded of what they used to have and have lost, and how there is no end 
in sight, no way to go home or to head into to the good life. Refugees commonly live this 
personal threshold: it is to wake up and make do living with—precisely—dying in mind. 
The ways that refugees live with these difficulties are variable and different, although for 
all it is exceedingly hard. Hopelessness and abandonment emerge too, as a source and a 
threat to life. 
Indeed, humanitarianism manages stages of dying and death, it is in the getting by 
when things are not getting better in the camp. And when this is the reality, 
humanitarianism falls apart: ruptured, severed, dangling, blown up and torn even though 
it, literally, still labors to give life. The apparatus in place of the camp seeks to recalibrate 
the life attached to this space, and for that reason, investigating how humanitarianism is 
about acute limits, opens up space and lends analytical traction to ask: what is the value 
of humanitarianism if not to improve lives? Let us remember, the sources of life can 
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easily become the causes of death. In vulgar terms, how is it that the hand that feeds, is 
also the hand that bites?   
 
THE MUZUNGU1, PART I 
I spent most of my fieldwork (August 2010-September 2011, May 2012, June 2013, 
August 2013) in refugees’ homes, or wandering around the camp with my informants, 
passing through the narrow pathways, visiting other families and homes, inspecting the 
grounds for new changes, or looking at the signs of residual problems in the camp with 
refugees. The camp oddly feels both busy and idle, and I became accustomed to taking in 
this mixture of feelings, having been unwelcome to “hang out” in the UNHCR office 
located outside the town as well as with the government officials inside the camp. I spent 
most of my days in the spaces refugees occupy. The young boy who quickly became my 
research assistant and I would pass by women tending to children, old men chatting, and 
school children on their recess breaks. We roved. We visited. We waited. I talked with 
prominent camp leaders, attended community meetings, and made trips to the health and 
malnutrition centers, to the ration distribution tent, to the graveyard and burial 
ceremonies, and to the church sessions. 
                                                 
1 Muzungu is the Kinyarwanda word used in Rwanda to refer to a “white” person. Broadly, it first denotes 
“outsider” status and secondly, wealth. However, in many instances in Kigali city, not in the camp or the 
rural villages of Rwanda, people will also refer to Rwandese or other east Africans as “black muzungos,” in 
the case they held upper class status. People commonly misperceived my ethnic and racial background, 
thinking I was from the Middle East or South Asia. It became an on-going joke, “but you are not like the 
other muzungus!” They confused the mixture of my interest in their lives, my dark hair and eyes, and what 
they deemed my “yellow color,” as different enough from the very fair complexions of other outsiders they 
see to repeatedly articulate a degree of disbelief about my racial and ethnic background. This becomes 
relevant in later chapters as I discuss refugees’ perceptions of humanitarian workers and assistance. 
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Often on our wanderings, the NGO and UNHCR vehicles would zip by us on the 
dirt and mud pathways, rarely offering to give us a lift. The view from the steep dusty 
roads into the camp and our slow pace by foot represented a built-in antagonism with the 
humanitarian system in the camp. Even when the vehicles were nearly empty, they would 
prefer to leave refugees outside of them, as the work of maintaining boundaries between 
refugees and staff is far from obvious or easy. The mode of interaction between 
humanitarians and refugees is often fraught and heavily antagonistic. As they passed us 
by with frequency, refugees often noted how little these humanitarian workers understand 
their lives. Yet, refugees absolutely understand how much power they wield in 
relationship to the camp life: they are the people determining which refugees get awards 
and benefits inside the camp and deciding if refugees are able to leave the camp behind 
them in resettlement forever, or earn extra food rations, or obtain a work permit or small 
job inside the camp. Over the course of these months, I primarily commuted from Kigali 
city to the camp, a distance that took about one hour on a public bus. I enjoyed leaving 
the camp daily, and the small village of Byumba town where the intensity of public space 
and being a muzungu was far greater than in Kigali, where the frequency of outsiders is 
much more common. I used my time on the daily bus ride to transition inside, to jot 
notes, to breath more deeply and to calm down from the usually tumultuous day within 
the camp parameters. The central locations of meeting my informants in the camp snow-
balled from the relationship I had to my research assistant, a young boy fluent in five 
languages and well-known in the camp for his confidence and excellence at the camp 
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school. He brought me into his family’s home, where I met other families in this 
particular quarter of the camp, and then later, in the adjacent quarter and common areas. 
We speak every weekend and he frequently exclaims, “You have made me famous!” 
I spent countless hours wandering with a variety of refugees, usually younger men 
and elder men, and in the home and cooking areas, with women, who were less mobile 
and free to discuss as frequently as men, due to the constraints of cooking, housekeeping, 
and child care. I also followed my informants to community meetings in the camp, to the 
health and medical center, to the ration-food distribution tent, to schools, and to the 
malnutrition center. Most days, at least one informant and my assistant walked me down 
and out of the camp to the smaller bus stop, host to a smattering of little shops and fruit 
vendors outside the camp. The bus companies and the boys who work for them learned to 
take care of me, too, and I grew to trust them with my life. Like those in the camp, they 
too, were surprised I was interested in refugees.  
In these rare spaces outside of the camp, but very near to it, we discussed the life 
in the camp, how those vendors and residents see the place. In total, I collected life 
stories from sixty-one refugees, and the overwhelming majority of my formal interviews 
were done with refugees in the camp. The Government of Rwanda within the Ministry of 
Disaster Management and Refugee Affairs (MIDIMAR) and the UNHCR refused to be 
interviewed and forbid being the direct subject of my research in any explicit way. The 
discussion in the dissertation that involves these parties is information culled from casual 




THE OFFICIAL PROTOCOL 
The camp is structured by an absence of direct humanitarian aid workers. Before arriving, 
I imagined a place bustling with people from the outside milling about, giving and 
distributing things, checking on refugees in home visits as doctors and health clinicians, 
and such. But really, the health center and the rations store only are the two primary 
places refugees regularly interface with humanitarian actors. In my initial days there, I 
walked the pathways and narrow ravines non-stop. Refugees told me how happy they are 
to see a muzungu- not “doing something” for them, but rather, just walking around the 
camp, interested in who they are. Someone else chided, “We do sometimes see the white 
people, very rarely, but only in a car, and only in the main staging area. No one ever 
walks around, like you do,” referring to my movement in the residential quarters. What 
did I want to see, they asked, where should we go today, and then with slow confusion, 
they wondered, you want to talk to us about our lives?  
 Refugees’ welcoming and excited feelings about my footing in the camp starkly 
contrasted with my own reception and greeting by the UNHCR and other humanitarian 
“partner” organizations to the national UN mission. Getting permission to enter the camp 
from the Ministry of Disaster Management and Refugee Affairs (MIDIMAR) was highly 
challenging, as I, like most researchers in Rwanda, am suspected of generating and 
publishing negative “findings” on the state and the current regime. Despite the 
overwhelming obstacles, MIDIMAR granted me research permission to enter the camp, 
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asking me to introduce myself to the UNHCR staff “on-site.” Prior to that, however, I 
needed permission from the UN main office in Kigali. The two agencies, MIDIMAR and 
the UNHCR, work in such a way to limit researchers, starting a dance between which 
agency needs to grant permission first, what forms are necessary to process the request, 
which head of office is equipped to designate permission. This does not even account for 
the national levels of research permits necessary, which have to be obtained from the 
Ministry of Education, and require including all publications on Rwanda be co-authored 
and published with a Rwandese counterpart if dealing with genocide studies.  
 
PERMITTED AND STAMPED 
Finally, one morning, I walked out of my final meeting with the MIDIMAR permanent 
secretary, grinning. I had the stamped and sealed documents and zoomed off quickly on a 
motobike, too afraid they would consider it an obvious mistake and call me back inside. 
The final step in this permission process resided in Byumba, within the UNHCR field 
office, the site where I needed to deliver myself to Fidele, the UNHCR boss at the time. 
Typical of the larger research permit quagmire, Richard had not returned my calls or 
emails. Again, facing another steel gate, with security guards who would not let me enter 
the premises without an appointment, I waited. It shows humility. Ambivalent about my 
purpose, they wondered why I did not have the direct line to the office inside, surely, they 
said, that meant I was not intended to be in this place. They offered up a common 
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solution: perhaps you can return tomorrow, “ejo,”2 and perhaps then, the boss will be 
here. I smiled and leaned against the brick outpost they sat inside. It made us both 
uncomfortable and eventually, the men scurried to open the heavy green iron gate, as 
someone was sneaking out. A man, in British-accented English, rolled down the UNHCR 
vehicle window as he was pulling out and asked me what I was doing. I was following 
instructions from the Kigali office, I smiled, flashing him a business card, I had come to 
see the boss—was he there? This system of bureaucracy adores being reminded of how 
you have followed the rules, are showing compliance, and are willing to be outright 
ignored and to wait. You must strive to exhibit humility. The boss was here, and gestured 
me inside, speaking quickly to the now sheepish guards who averted eye contact, 
allowing my entrance.  
I was escorted inside by the guard and directed through a big room with UNHCR 
employees silently working on numerous laptops. No one made eye contact. Inside the 
back office room of a residential house, converted into this office, I met the boss. He was 
cross-legged in his chair, wearing green military style pants and a matching jacket, with a 
tight black tee underneath. His head was shaved to the skin and a neat goatee sculpted his 
chin. He took off his jacket and re-crossed his legs, showing combat boots, and pushed 
back from his desk. He looked me over and re-crossed his arms, showing some serious 
muscles. His assistant joined us, pointed to a chair for me to sit in, and sat down to the 
side as I introduced myself. The boss, the director of field missions, asked immediately 
                                                 
2 A word meaning both yesterday and tomorrow. 
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who I had received research permission from, pointedly asking me to “name the granting 
authority.” His first question was quickly followed by a series of other mandates. What 
was the exact spelling of my name, where was my research permit letter, what was the 
research topic, did it include researching in anyway the UNHCR, where else have I been 
in-country, other locations of my fieldwork in general, how long have I been in Rwanda, 
and what did I intend to do with the research? I answered methodically, with concision. 
As he stopped asking questions, I could not conceal my smile, an involuntary reaction to 
my feelings of irritation and anxiety. He blurted out, “I also need to know where you live, 
precisely, in Kigali.”  
His tone was stark. He explained if there was an emergency in the camp, the 
UNHCR would be obligated to evacuate me, along with the other staff, even though I 
was not an employee. I wondered, in such an event, what happened to the refugees living 
in a now normalized, everyday crisis? I laughed again, as he pushed me on it more—
“where did I live,” prattling on, and then interrupting himself—everyone is just as 
“controlled about protocol” with UNHCR, as they are and will need to be with me. I said 
that was great, as I stated a residence in Kigali city. Not only was he pressed for time; he 
also impressed me with his expediency in figuring me out. I was tempted to try to engage 
him further, having a limitless arsenal of questions about the camp, but I took the out as it 
came and quickly exited as fast as I entered. The interaction lasted less than ten minutes. I 
had managed to finalize the process of conducting research without throwing up 
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additional red flags, concerns, or fears that would hinder my ability to enter the camp. I 
sighed. 
The introduction and approval from the UNHCR office in Kigali was a critical 
deciding feature in getting the government Ministry of Disaster Management and 
Refugee Affairs (MIDIMAR) permits. My permit and association was facilitated by a 
gaggle of elite young men in their late twenties in Kigali, all of whom are directly 
connected to the current regime in Rwanda and the President, Paul Kagame. Most of their 
fathers were born in Rwanda, grew up after exile from Rwanda in Uganda and Europe, 
where a few of them were sent to secondary and university schools with the now 
President. Later, they fought alongside Kagame during the genocide in 1994. Now, these 
young men, the sons of exile, are extended family invitations to dine at the presidential 
palace for lunch, as their fathers take head jobs in leading the country’s ministries and 
prosper enough to take holiday vacations and build second houses to rent to muzungu 
expats while these Rwandese, though still upper class, live more humbly, saving the 
earnings. Being connected to these families, I suspect, not only facilitated conducting 
research and initiating my letters of permission, my relationships also carried a subtle 
importance in Kigali where everyone knows each other, as everyone takes careful note of 
who is around, in-and out-of-country, and with what intentions. Over the course of 
several years now, we have calculated how to potentially troubleshoot my research 
relationship with the UNHCR, and how to facilitate open and healthy relationships with 
MIDIMAR. The background and families of the boys’ and their prestige helps me. 
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The younger men, my friends, are easily assured lucrative jobs in Rwanda as they 
finish their schooling, establish careers and contribute to the rhetoric of peace and 
democracy as they build the country that had not been theirs previously. These young 
men were raised on and consumed a story about the horror of “living without your 
country,” as their fathers and mothers were refugees of a different era and region. Their 
families, all Tutsi, were in exile, some of them left in the early 1960s to live in refugee 
camps, most famously in Nakivale and in other parts of Uganda. Being now at home, and 
all their feelings of entitlement for “their” Rwanda and “returning home,” overshadows 
their often unspoken shame over having privilege in a current regime that ignores the 
refugees that they host. Shame or an acknowledgment of their privileges was discussed 
infrequently and in confidence, but they know they are seeded well in the current 
topography of the nation, and have the ability to climb in advantageous ways. These are 
also in tentative and volatile positions: the work of staying in good grace is often hard 
work. Related to these feelings, especially notable during the genocide commemoration 
month, the boys relate to survivors and the intense climate of mourning with distance. 
They were children in 1994. They and their immediate families were outside of Rwanda, 
although most do have extended family members who were killed. Others have parents 
who were in the country too. But the combination of factors lends itself to odd dynamics 
of how one knows and relates to violence, and to the subsequent privilege of being on the 
right side of the current ethnic political sphere in place. Perhaps it is through these 
sensibilities and histories, and a series of playful friendships, that I was able to convince 
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the boys to help me meet the then head of the UNHCR office in Kigali through their 
family connections. I had not been able to get a meeting with anyone in the head office 
until then; they refused my calls, letters, and emails. In person, I could not convince the 
UNHCR to let me through the armed office gates that look out on one of Kigali’s new 
shopping centers in an affluent neighborhood. The family connection and the favor 
extended to me was from an “Auntie,” a middle-aged woman who has worked in the UN 
system for most of her career. She pushed through and approved in a day my research 
clearance, a dilemma that had taken many failed months to arrange through different, 
ineffective channels. I am grateful to them. And to her.  
The elite connections I refer to, do understand, and have lived to varying degrees, 
a common experience of forced migration. They have also shared with me what exile 
means to them. I at times share these links of having lived “without your home,” a phrase 
used by both the current Tutsi elites in Kigali and those in the Gihembe camp. Everyone 
loudly repeats how statelessness hurts. The entrance into the camp would not have been 
possible without these Kigali connections, and my broader understanding about the 
history of exile and regional forced migration much weaker. I periodically share their 
words too, through my ethnography, as a way to frame how a very specific and regional 
larger audience understands and perceives refugees in Gihembe and the more than 70,000 
Congolese refugees in Rwanda. 
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 The national focus associated with “refugees” in Rwanda is largely connected to 
the Rwandese “genocidares”3 who are Hutu and living outside of the country in the Great 
Lakes region as well as in Europe and North America. The international attention brought 
to Hutu refugees living outside Rwanda often clouds common dialog and associations 
about refugees from other countries in Rwanda. The Government of Rwanda for many 
years has been pushing to invoke a cessation clause, which would take away the refugee 
status of Rwandese still living at large outside the country. The clause officially revokes 
the legal and political status of exile. For years, the clause has been delayed and 
postponed through the efforts of international human rights organizations and the 
UNHCR. In the popular local media, the Rwandese state claims that there are no reliable 
or reasonable concerns preventing Rwandese refugees living in Uganda, Tanzania, and 
Congo to return back to the country: it is stable, economically growing, and secure. 
Rwandese refugees fear they will be persecuted unjustly for genocide crimes if they 
return, or be abducted and tortured, or face unfair reprisals in community-level justice 
courts. It is outside the purview of this project, but important to acknowledge that in 
common conversations with citizens in Kigali, usually ethnically Tutsi, our talk about 
refugees immediately went to the controversies surrounding Rwandese refugees still 
outside the country and the negative impact and image it brings to the state. The fixation 
on the heady political stakes in returning Hutu refugees home creates a blindness to on-
going displacement in which Rwanda is implicated, in addition to the country’s 
                                                 
3 The dominant national narrative deems all Rwandese refugees genocidares, and the terms upon which 
genocidares are “brought to justice” is deeply contested.  
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facilitating refugees lives as a host country. Often, upper class citizens in Kigali do not 
know there are refugee camps in Rwanda currently. Of those who are vaguely aware, 
they are limited in their interest, despite the deep history of living themselves as refugees 
for decades, and the horrors of exile they frequently rehearse at ease to outsiders. 
Statelessness is something to forget. Within a current state regime founded on the tragedy 
of living in exile, persecution and genocide, there is little interest in applying that 
experiential knowledge to consider the Congolese camps in Rwanda now. 
 
A POISED COBRA 
The UNHCR plastic makes the mountaintop—organizing dwellings, entire quarters of 
lives—and wraps it up. The sprawling plastic and its reflections spiral down from the 
mountainside, resembling the figure of a coiled cobra. Its head and hood forms the top of 
the camp, and it becomes fatter at the base, stretching and becoming larger with the earth 
and all the bodies that are squeezed into the space made available to them. Making out 
the cobra from afar implies imminent movement forward. But movement from the camp 
or a future pathway forward is quite opposite to how refugees experience their lives. Its 
inhabitants, instead, are poised but waiting for something to happen, for direction to take 
place, for change to come and wipe it away. They wish for their lives to be different. 
Participant observation in the camp involved a tremendous about of joking, 
waiting and attentive idleness. Living in the oddly imbalanced presence and absence of 
sheer humanitarian intervention, a group of refugee boys gathered under these same 
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plastics in the late afternoon in one of their family’s homes. Stuffed into a small space, 
they hugged each other, often either holding hands, or linking their arms around each 
others waists and midriffs, slouching onto each other. Nearly fifteen, even twenty 
students, boys only, talked about how much they comprise their own gang. It was a 
continuation of a conversation they initiated a week or two earlier in their schoolyard. 
Then, a gaggle of boys, and a few girls, stood around outside the classrooms. In the more 
general schoolyard, there was a U-shaped block of structures, some made of decaying 
concrete, some with plastics from the UNHCR for roofs, others with tin. Small carved out 
windows in each room provide slivers of light and air in order to work with the 
blackboards and to read papers, and to see the teacher. Each window has been made 
miniature in order to protect the inside space from the cold winds and rain, while still 
facilitating something essential for students in a school structure: light. The opposing 
darkness—not merely in schools or camp homes—that dominates how refugees describe 
their situation is a reoccurring theme in interviews and everyday observations. Without 
electricity in the camp, how does the light move through darkness in this space? Where 
does light get in, and how is the corresponding darkness managed, lived with, and 
tolerated? What are the sources of light?  
It is after school hours now. We hide inside from the rain. There are five 
classrooms and it is beside the Catholic Church. One boy emerged from nowhere and 
introduced himself to me as ‘the president’ of the school and all the students. He was tall 
and slender, wore a red tee shirt, smiled constantly and is missing his two front teeth. His 
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sheepish expression overwhelmed his grin: a thick scar is carved out around his eye, 
crossing over barely into the side of his nose. The botched spot of skin touches, ever so 
lightly, his upper lip. He approaches me squarely and asks, “Who are you?” Some 
students were younger and older—they took me inside the classroom first to our right. 
Inside, it was all dark. There were two light bulbs on the ceiling, although they were not 
powered by electrical current. They were there, in case the lone generator in the camp 
was working and the designated humanitarian staff switched them on. The desks were 
made of skinny wooden pieces and there were no chalkboards, but only the mud walls, 
where they use chalk to write, or sticks to lightly scratch the surface and later erase by 
rubbing off a thin layer of the mud. We looked around. They told me about “the refugee 
life,” a stock phrase (Hartigan 2005) used repeatedly throughout the camp to describe the 
difficulties and disappointments of the lives they are resigned to live. 
 
THE MUZUNGU, PART II 
It was the first day of fieldwork. Quickly, they formed standing on the desks all 
surrounding me, asking me questions, “Why are you here, are you married, can we 
dance?!” On the walls, there was writing in Kinyarwanda and some English, phrases 
perhaps from the lessons taught that day, although it might have been the day before last, 
as the teacher, they relayed, had not attended school on this day. They pointed out the 
phrase, spelled out and then abbreviated, “Klu Klux Klan – KKK,” situated beside a 
swastika written on the wall. They explained it was a group in America they were 
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learning about and casually asked, “Do you know about them?” The other boys said they 
too, had a gang. One boy, introduced as a performer—a role supported by his black 
Michael Jackson-like hat and the sequined belt hovering above his narrow hips that 
dangles on his little frame—assuredly relayed they “definitely” had a gang. Another 
student pointed to something written on his pant leg about having a camp gang, “Yes! 
Our gang,” they said.  
They wanted to know about everything with me, a feeling that rivaled my own 
intensity of questions about them. Inside another student’s home of two rooms, we sat in 
darkness, the sharp silver of a petite window let some light in, until the storms came and 
we sat in darkness during daytime. A group of male students made room for me on the 
bed in the main room and more boys filtered in; everyone piles in and around. Everyone 
has questions for me. From the outside, other smaller children and younger girls stared in, 
amazed. Repeating their earlier line of inquiry, they ask why I was there, what did I want 
to do, what music did I like, did I know Shakira and the other artists? The Rwandese 
artists I liked they said are R&B, not Rap, and besides, they like Rap more, but are 
especially fond of Meddy and the Ben from Rwanda. They are famous artists, they 
reminded me.  
The Ben, a singer and performer, has family in a camp too, they said, pleased that 
someone so well known nationally for Rwandese music could be connected to their home 
of Gihembe and had origins in the camp, even if it was just hearsay among refugees. 
They also wanted to know what American celebrities I know—any of them?—
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disappointedly, they coo, “Oooooh, you just know them on the television?” They ask me 
to sing for them, and then quickly take over humming Rwandese tunes as they start 
dancing and fully singing. In this small room barely fifteen by ten feet, at least fifteen 
boys, “the gang,” serenade me. 
At the camp basketball courts a gathering spot for younger people, boys again 
describe what they mean about being in a gang. They said a gang is a group of friends 
who hang around together, love each other, talk to each other about their problems, try to 
help, and generally just enjoy each other’s company and presence. They said it was true 
there were many gangs in the US, right? Others, like Kobe Bryant, and Michael Jackson, 
were they in gangs? These conversations in turn led the boys to talk about wanting to 
learn American English, and in wasting no time, they imitate a lot of my own accent and 
my phrases. A youth will exclaim, “Really?!” mirroring the inflection of my voice, just as 
another interrupts, “Ohhhh, interesting,” or “What do you think?” And the more senior 
boys laugh really hard, telling the younger ones they were really talking the way I do, 
which everyone enjoys and approves of. But parroting me in English is more about status, 
than the way I parrot Kinyarwanda, honing basic conversational skills from small 
children who speak sweetly in a young, unsophisticated voice. My accent reflected this 
over time, unknown to me until a youth, giggling, finally said, “You’re spoiling it! You 
sound like the children!”  
A large part of this project shows how the boys, among others in the camp, make 
do with the time, how they use it, think about being idle, and search for significance 
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outside of the space of the camp. It is an undercurrent throughout this ethnography: how 
do refugees in the camp relay what it means to live there, and how do they manage to 
pass time without knowing that their lives will ever improve, or that things can be better, 
or that more light can reach them? Of the existing ethnographies on refugee camps 
(Malkki 1995, Turner 2010, Aiger 2011) there is a tendency to focus on the terrors and 
violence of refugees, and of the camp space. It is important to also raise moments of 
vitality and humor, and the ways that refugees make light of their situation, while holding 
also fast to the severe dilemmas and difficulties they face. I hold the variety of these 
expressive mediums and repertories (Hartigan 2005) together throughout the dissertation, 
as the camp and statelessness is a landscape of hope and despair (Peteet 2003).  
 
HUMANITARIAN SETTINGS 
The meanings, shapes and textures of a humanitarian setting are highly variable and 
difficult to sustain as an analytical category. It is the classic UNHCR air conditioned, 
white Range Rover of the woman working in resettlement of refugees; it is the messy 
desk in the office in Oslo where agencies attempt to assist asylum seekers; it is the grit of 
a packed house in Kampala where unregistered refugees live within urban density; it is 
the press in Australia that condemns asylum seekers at large; it is the middle-class Texan 
who contributes online to UNICEF for feeding a faceless refugee on World Refugee Day. 
Humanitarians and the meaning behind what these forces bring, and to whom, are 
contingent and fluid. This work is about a classical humanitarian space, one that is 
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rendered obvious—the camp. I draw attention throughout this ethnography to the ways 
that humanitarian settings vary to all those forces who are involved and are at times 
equally sucked into them and influential. The camp in theory is an extreme, blaring space 
of humanitarian intervention, governmenality and bare life (Agamben 1998). Yet in 
everyday practice, the terms and ideals that globally motivate individuals and groups to 
partake in these interventions are not simple or straightforward. Nor is the life that results 
in the camp. 
 The mundane everyday of life in the camp revolves around internal and external 
relationships. For refugees, it is the difference between getting a meal instead of having 
nothing, trading a blanket for soap, culling together money to decently bury the dead and 
comfort the family. Administered by a humanitarian system, the camp exists on the 
parameter of a small town and while everyone agrees, the refugee life “is horrible!,” an 
apparent consensus of public feelings also suggests that refugees are problematic. 
Gihembe camp is physically located away from the town center, although it is visible 
from it. The official statistics on ethnicity in Rwanda now are not kept, as a result of a 
national policy forbidding discussion of ethnic groups. Prior to the 1994 genocide, based 
on the ID system marking Tutsi, Hutu, and Twa identities, the estimates marked 85% of 
the country as Hutu and the remainder as predominately Tutsi, with a small minority of 
Twa. Post-genocide and the loss of nearly a million lives, these figures are likely still 
accurate. The Tutsi diaspora, fleeing various renditions of violence and persecution, left 
throughout the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and in early 1990, but since has returned in great 
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numbers under the current government. Overwhelmingly, the concentration of Tutsi 
reside in Kigali and in a few small villages scattered across the rural regions. Outside of 
Kigali, non-refugee Tutsi informants will often note, “You look around…and see…you 
are the only one there.” Ethnicity might not be openly discussed, but it is far from 
unnoticed. The camp, exclusively Tutsi, is a lightning rod of ethnic composition, in a 
largely Hutu town, like other rural areas of Rwanda. I hear rumors and stories of how 
refugees moving through town to get to the internet café, or to purchase cheap lotions at 
the market, feel scared and haunted in the public space. Deep feelings of resentment by 
Rwandese local citizens, jealous of the materials and food refugees’ are awarded by the 
humanitarian apparatus, surface in town settings too, in the refusal to barter down a price 
in the market and other ordinary transactions. Among other better-off refugees who can 
manage to get scholarships to finish secondary school in the town, as the camp education 
ceases at the age of 15, students share their discomfort in the mixed space: between town 
and camp, citizen and refugee, Hutu and Tutsi. 
There lies the camp, a splinter, protruding into local spaces, irritating the 
humanitarian forces serving them, at the same time these forces work from many global 
and impartial angles. The forces of compassion make distinctions between what kind of 
life is acceptable, desirable, and possible. It is acceptable to close schools in the camp as 
the NGO partner organization administering teachers are “fed up” with refugees 
demanding more jobs and raises. It is acceptable to distribute damaged, weevil-ridden 
maize and bean rations for months on end. It is acceptable to have only one working 
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water station in a camp of 20,000 and to expect refugees to live on less than two liters per 
person until the apparatus in place finds more money to correct the problem. 
Ethnographers (Malkki 1995, Aiger 2010) rarely write about how the camp life “is 
boring!” Yet the mundane actions like the small trades of soaps and salts, or the 
collaborative household routines of sharing firewood for cooking have tremendous 
significance in how everyday survival is maintained in Gihembe, and are actions taken 
our of necessity and idleness. The camp is facilitated in formal humanitarian 
organizations, and refugees recognize this as the World Food Program, the UNHCR, and 
MIDIMAR. But little do refugees know that the humanitarian system they are subjected 
to is culled from many more divergent parts: the anonymous sympathy of Western 
charities, the consistent slippage in the assignment of rotten maize detoured through a 
Tanzanian town and swapped out by locals, the NGO with a doubled budget to promote 
refugee women for a project of six months. The host of these humanitarian forces 
intersect and all come to exert force on refugees’ day-to-day lives.  
The convergence of humanitarian networks and elements of camp life overwhelm 
and prohibit the execution of basic tasks by refugees on a daily basis. The plastic sheeting 
in a home leaks into the small room of a family that six or eight people share. The 
children are unable to run to the pit latrines in the rainy season because of the nearly 
constant cold rain and so they relieve themselves just outside the doorways of their 
homes. The mobile phone that enables communication with the world outside the camp 
fails in its battery charge, or there is no money to give to those operating little salons on 
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the outskirts of the camp, which often charge mobiles for cheap. The most simple mobile 
phones in east Africa have a torch built into them, to navigate the uneven pathways 
during the night, or find a way into bed or even, in daytime, to locate something in a 
home’s storage underneath a bed, or hidden under plastics. The wood for cooking 
becomes damp or even fully saturated depending on the time of the month the firewood is 
delivered from the World Food Program, for a small leak in the plastic has gone 
undetected. The meals for a family are delayed for the day, or several days, or the food 
rations become even more damaged in homes on accident. The rains have come so much 
that a child has fallen in the mud and gullies, fully soiling her clothes and her mother 
cannot wash the linens completely clean because there is not enough soap or water for 
her to do so. 
Any object refugees can muster to relieve their daily burden of living in the camp 
elements has value. One small solar-charging light, distributed from an INGO in 
Kampala, operates on a six-by-eight solar panel, and splices two connecting cords: one 
leads to a fixture on the bendable, small light, the other to a piece with multiple types of 
mobile phone adapters. At once, it is possible to charge the light and a phone, using an 
electric current that will last for up to eight hours. Receiving this item, the camp family 
who dwelled with it, treasures it and shares it within the quarter. The miniature light, not 
strong in watts or force, is greatly helpful to these performing mundane household tasks, 
or on the days when the rains come so strong and the chills so severe, “the gang” could 
still sit together on a bed and read to one another by its light. A mother could take it to 
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cook with, or to find the small twisted bag of salt that she had misplaced under some 
linen. 
This ethnography is composed of these splinters of experiences and observation, 
and works to put together a comprehensive object of the refugee life in the camp. The 
density of each splinter leads to another one and overlaps making each fragment 
indistinguishable from the next. The parts unravel and bleed into each other, making it 
impossible to easily isolate one piece from the next. This dissertation works to unravel 
how “the gang,” “the light,” “the forces of compassion,” “tragic choices,” “hurt,” “fame,” 
“wish,” “gift of life,” “dreams,” “the killers,” “waiting,” “humanitarian gifts,” and the 
“refugee life” converge in a space that has been home to twenty-five thousand refugees 
since 1996. 
My approach is a response to an obsessive, generative focus on bare life—useful 
and evocative—but limited and inadequate in accounting for the lived relationship 
between refugees in camp spaces and humanitarian actors. Camp life is not restricted to 
only mimicking the death camp (Agamben 1998), an indication of modern life, and 
instead exists across a spectrum of “life.” Cultural analysis demonstrates how frameworks 
like bare life, the state of exception, and biopolitics are calibrated onto a collective of 
people indefinitely in immiseration. Refugees exist in a durative present, where the 
broader sense of futurity is frozen and foreclosed, at a site where temporal dispossession 
inflicts havoc on the living. 
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The durative present and the resulting temporal dispossession illuminates the 
multiple blindnesss’ and paradoxes of “the camp of life,” a site where the boundaries of 
humanitarianism operates and exceeds its own systems of value and ethical impetuses. At 
the initial time of crisis, it saves and preserves life but, nearly two decades later—the 
apparatus limits the possibilities for the life contained in the camp, and relegates it back 
to bare life, wherein refugees are not permitted to extricate themselves from this 
temporality, nor do they have the means to do so. The camp is intended to be temporary 
in nature and time. Long-term humanitarianism is not concerned with striving or thriving, 
but rather with enduring life and managing the disappointments of its subjects. The 
structure of camp life pushes into their being, making them immobilized and outside of 
time—but still in the durative present—and unable to piece together a coherent version of 
themselves: their context is repetitive and boring, yet, disruptive and too unstable to 
cultivate a self. The perception and participation in time plays a critical role in refugees’ 
inability to create lifeworlds, reengaging the impossible openness of the future in a 
habitable space. 
Humanitarian reason governs precarious lives through a moral and ethical 
commitment to alleviating suffering, emphasizing subjects who are helpless, faceless 
victims, ever-vulnerable, and unable to provide for themselves. Both sustained 
humanitarian interventions, and the human objects of these efforts, are submerged in their 
current potentialities, but refugees do not merely live in these narrow positions: 
precarious life is so much more. The ethnographic excess of the camp and intervention is 
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hyper-honed on keeping bodies alive: what is the caloric minimum needed for a healthy 
two-year-old child versus a malnourished one, what meager prescription for medicine can 
be given to temporarily alleviate the reoccurring illness of a mother of two, but yet not 
cure it? An attention to minimalist biopolitics tunes into the difference between bare life 
and keeping life somehow alive. 
The ethnography is organized around these broad themes of social death, 
economies of abandonment, the forces of compassion, and cruel optimism. They focus on 
explicating the memories of genocide in Congo and massacre in Rwanda; the difficulty of 
waiting at the mercy of unknowable forces and the violent temporal dispossession that 
results and constitutes a general, shared condition in long-term refugee camps; refugees’ 
pursuit of employment and the extreme efforts it takes to be make ends meet on a daily 
basis; the dangerous endeavors often undertaken by refugees to continue schooling, 
sometimes forcing girls into prostitution, and boys into armed groups; and the dangling 
and elusive incentive of UN resettlement to Europe or North America.  
 
WHAT IT TAKES TO LIVE 
Leaving the darkness of a house one day after the afternoon rains, we stumble out into the 
air that was clearing around us. The cooler winds move slowly as the bright sun starts to 
push its way in. We are surrounded in something white. It is alarming and disorienting; a 
boy looked causally right and left, and exclaims, nodding, “We are in the clouds! These 
are clouds!” We stand together in stillness watching the vapor and mist and clouds swirl 
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around us. The transition from the darkness inside into the exterior whiteness 
overwhelms us. We walk together through the clouds inside the camp, as the boys dreamt 
of walking through clouds in other places, far from here, far from the grinding impacts of 
living in inclement conditions, with forceful elements that twist, tear, and limit their 
dreams. But for now, the clouds are sufficient for a dreamscape, these clouds had brought 
them me, their very own muzungu who sings and dances, and asks too many questions. 
Their reality is a camp in the clouds, but in their dreams, they wish to see the clouds in 
other places, and for the clouds to carry them away from this place. They try to imagine 
the world somewhere else, where their hurt is not as relevant to their daily routines or as 
overwhelming. Their imagination is a key element to living. For now, it is how they 
dream. 
 This dissertation is for them, to share their lives, and to expose the conditions they 
have dwelled in for nearly two decades. It is also an anthem for those of us who survive. I 
hope to do it justice. What happened to me since the formal conclusion of my fieldwork 
is in some ways, unspeakable. I conceal this from the formal dissertation, but I have been 
brutalized, raped, and killed. While this dissertation is not about my own trauma and 
suffering, I do want to draw your attention to the ways that we speak from multiple points 
of reference, from multiple parts of our lives. I am an ethnographer and now someone 
who also knows what it means to be chased, and to survive. I have this kind of 
knowledge now in a different way than I did before and during my research and it has 
been nearly impossible to not self-destruct in the aftermath of this violence. Rebuilding 
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my own life, in the way that people do such things in the aftermath of violence and with 
all the resources I have available, has still been a hopeless and seemingly impossible 
process. 
I tell you this now, as a victim, not to gain or generate sympathy. But I tell you 
this to endorse what I argue throughout this dissertation: that to recover, to cultivate 
oneself, and to have life, to be good again, in the way that you in a Western sense 
understand what those things to be, is incredibly difficult. It is next to impossible. The 
majority of those who are victims of sexual violence and other forms of brutality have 
deeply limited forums to speak or write: a lot of the words and utterances of the refugee 
life mingle with my own experience of violence, surely varied and different, but within a 
similar framework. Words matter. I present you with their experiences and words in this 
ethnography, and from my position now, their words linger and make a deeper, different 
kind of sense with my own experience. I hope you can dwell with this discomfort and try 
to imagine, as the boys in the clouds do, what these experiences of despair and violence 
mean.   
The refugees who have confided in me are those who have survived the terrible, 
unwarranted things that have happened to them, and they are strong enough, somehow to 
tell me about these experiences. They are stronger than you. I want you to see that in this 
book and to feel it in the way of being undone (Weston 2002, Butler 1999) by something 
larger than yourself, and in the process to imagine how impossible the work that they 
have managed to do is in protracted displacement. Without resources. Counseling. 
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Monetary support. Medical attention. This is hard work: to will yourself to be whole 
again and to fall short.  
The year between being in Gihembe and finishing fieldwork and being there now 
is the difference between life and death. Life is challenging after such trauma, and I write 
in this book from a position that acknowledges something that other anthropologists—
with no fault to themselves—do not understand. I write something in between and it 
hurts. Surviving means more to me than the average person. I assert a kinship with the 
countless others who have suffered and remain mostly invisible. It is the daily face of 
recognition, of life, and “of doing,” despite the risk and the reality of being killed. It is in 
knowing that you can be killed, that you will be killed, or that you might also slip by the 
grasps of an assailant or a hungry militia or a gang of young boys out for blood. Your 
death is the lunch money for their next day. And these are also the risky moments when a 
series of whistles on a dangerous city street mean that five young men come to take you, 
pin you down and take all that you have, though sometimes, the whistle is for another 
person, not for you. Or for the six-year old girl child in Gihembe, who was pinned in, 
silenced, and raped by another refugee, a madman, high on drugs. Or for yet another, who 
in the process of expelling a robber from his home, was gutted from his spine to his belly 
button. Survivors live with these kinds of truths and with the knowledge that not every 
act of violence is yours. But it evokes a type of sympathy that frames violence and terror 
in a different way that it does for others, and it makes us care more. We know it is about 
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the odds and randomness: it is about roulette and it is about gambling with your own 
safety and about others. You cannot plan for this. 
Everyday life presents survivors with the face of our own extinction, the 
possibility of being eradicated from this waking earth. We know we can be killed. It is 
more than possible. Most others do not know this, as they have not the same experiences 
and they feel uncomfortable trying to even imagine these acts of violence, whether about 
my experience, or about the experience of the camp. I ask, what can you hear? This is 
what Hannah Arendt (1958) states is the shared foundation of the human condition: the 
shared understanding of isolation, humanity, and death. A survivor herself, Arendt 
suggests that even if humans without experiences of violence could transport 
“themselves” somewhere closer to knowing or imagining the experience, they would be 
lost with what to do with themselves in relation to the information, as they are likely not 
survivors of anything—of brutality, of sexual violence, of territorial war, of ethnic 
genocide. 
This book is an anthem for those of us who have survived. I do not write these 
words in a way that makes the work, the pain, the physical horror, or the everlasting 
torment of these experiences less than they are. I write instead for the benefit of others 
who do not know of this suffering—I want you to try to imagine it for yourself. Survivors 
are exceptions. Just as I want the people that are contained in this book to be better 
known and engaged by a collective imagination, they are just a few of the millions. 
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Refugees need fame, and to those of us who know the camp, they are already somehow 
famous (Aiger 2010).  
What does it take to live? The ability to imagine that life might be different in the 
future. This is the wisdom the camp has imparted on me in my own path of recovery, 
which they have culled and learned from their own traumas. This is their story of 
imagining and attempting to discover and dream of a new world for themselves. But it is 
written by hands with a rarer sense of empathy for pain. Their imaginations and realities 
are brave, vivid, and tragic. Refugees in the camp have been my teachers in how to keep 
living in the face of extinction. We utter each waking morning to ourselves, silently, 
 
“What do we say to the God of death?”  
 
We answer ourselves, “Not today.”  
 




Chapter 1  MUDENDE: MASSACRE, TRAUMA, AND NARRATION 
 
“YOU RECORD WITH YOUR EYES” 
“Emiliene! It [the book] is exactly perfect.” A few weeks ago at the time of this writing, I 
was in Gihembe. My formal mission was to share my writing with the camp, the leaders 
there, and my favorite and closest confidants in group and individual encounters. 
Reaching into my oversized, heavy bag that children love tugging, I pull out multiple 
manila folders, my permits, the zillions of pictures, all oddly organized and stuck together 
with binder clips, staples, and jot-notes on the corners and edges of random pages. I pass 
all these pieces around. Gasping, everyone slowly, grasps each piece of paper totaling 
nearly a ream of pages single spaced, and move their fingers over each line, deliberately 
assessing how many pages there are together. A few women, I know especially well, kiss 
the pages, smiling at each other. These are our stories, they ask, all of it, just from our 
sessions, interviews, dialogs and time together? Taking the stories, words and 
experiences of the camp with the aim of revealing the secrets of how their lives are 
facilitated, without sharing it with them in advance and getting feedback—seems a too 
equally violent and selfish act of my own, despite how self-conscious I am to share the 
work with them. I am nervous. What if they felt these utterances and interpretations are 
misplaced knowledge, or vulgarly explained, or flat-out wrong?  
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 Innocent, hovers over me, insisting that I sit on the chair to his right, inside the 
common room in his home. He is in his late 40s, very tall and lean in composure, and 
gentle in his style of speaking. His eyes feel kind. Innocent and his family’s toothbrushes 
hang gingerly on a wooden placard, attached to a string that disappears somewhere up in 
the plastic roofing. Two yellow brushes, two blue ones, and a lonely stray red one stuck 
out in the middle are tucked into the wooden slat holding them up, and away from the 
walls made of mud and umuchanga, a sandy mixture that is smoothed out over time from 
bodies and wear, and for those with more means, sometimes painted over with a red or 
whitish stone, ground down and mixed with water. Refugees who are even better off yet, 
will take fresh cow manure, loosened and made runny with water, and rub it into the 
rough-cut mud walls: the final product is incredibly stronger, insulated from the colds, 
and easier to paint on colors. It takes a few days for the smell to dissipate. A few older 
women who specialize in the technique make it into a lucrative small in-camp business. 
In this home, behind us there is a large poster calendar, promoted by one of the private 
universities in Kigali city it reads, “Kigali Independent University—2013” and shows the 
months of July and August beside each other, contained in outlined bubbles and rows of 
days and dates. Having materials like a calendar or a toothbrush holder are marks of 
having more in the camp space than some other families. I compliment the calendar, 
expressing approval and interest and he nods, grinning. I wonder if he is pleased that I 
notice this marker of “having” in his home. Other materials, signs of relative affluence 
compared to the standard of other homes, are noticeable in the lace tablecloth draped over 
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the eating space, the sturdy chairs (not benches) that swell around it, the single fake red 
rose placed into the plastic pink vase as a centerpiece and finally, in the Fanta he sent his 
eldest girl child to fetch for us. As she returns with three bottles of citrusy sweet and 
warm soda, he pauses, sipping deliberately from the straw and gathering his thoughts, he 
starts to speak. 
 Innocent approves of this chapter on the Mudende massacres, except, there is just 
one small problem, he said. The date, it was December 1996, not 1997. I gulped, “it 
was?” How did I manage to get this wrong, the events of Mudende are a common thread 
through my formal interviews. 1996? I nod, asking Innocent to clarify again—the main 
massacre in the Mudende camp shelter was in December of 1996, not 1997? My level of 
panic was rising. “Yeeeeeeeees,” affirming this year, he tells me, “It was just before the 
UN moved us to Gihembe, safer and further away from the killers.” I quickly scribbled 
out 1997 in front of him and the others, who circle around nodding with approval. 
Sensing my embarrassment at the error, he said, “It is now entirely, exactly, perfect.” We 
rattle through the pages of other chapters, scenes, and moments together, everyone 
elaborating on the words written by each other, moments collectively described, and 
shared common sentiments affirmed. They say, “Emiline, you are too clever. Very 
dangerous. You have been recording with your eyes! These moments you were not 




I am temporarily reassured by what these words might mean, but I could not help 
but fear what else have I left out, or gotten wrong? Late into that night in Kigali, I 
hurriedly steam through the host of controversial historical books tucked into my dusty 
closet that detail the great African war and regional geopolitics, events that scholars, 
politicians, presidents, refugees, the UN and outside forces still cannot agree on. The 
stakes for everyone are too high. In these minimal writings that briefly account for the 
Mudende massacres, the consensus on the year of events is 1997. What does this mean, is 
it a reflection of how lost in time the camp is, or how violence and trauma eliminates 
linear narrativizing and memory?  
 
A SITE OF DEATH 
Mudende names both the event of massacre and a physical location in western Rwanda 
close to the border of the Democratic Republic of Congo.4 In 1996 (I privilege here 
refugees’ accounts) the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) 
created a makeshift refugee camp there to accommodate the influx of refugees from the 
north Kivu province, DRC, in a tentative and emerging post-genocide Rwanda. The 
majority of current refugees in Gihembe camp were hosted by the UNHCR and registered 
initially as refugees in the Mudende camp. Opinions vary, but it is largely believed by 
refugees that at least three thousand refugee inhabitants were killed in attacks on this 
                                                 
4 The camp formed and took the name of the small village housing an Adventist college close by sharing 
the same name, Mudende. The Mudende College has since moved to Kigali city. 
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camp on and before December 1996.5 The number of victims reported by the Rwandese 
government assesses refugee deaths to be approximately 300; however the Congolese 
government claims at least 1500 casualties (Reyntjens 2009: 177). 
A month or two into fieldwork, I learned about the Mudende massacres by 
accident. It came up in a conversation with a cluster of humanitarian workers, who were 
in the process of doing resettlement interviews with refugees for the UNHCR. “What are 
you talking about,” I sheepishly ask. I was feeling cautious around this staff, as we hardly 
knew each other well. Our interactions are ever buffered between what they could share 
with me officially, and what I am able to know on my own. Mudende’s attacks. The 
UNHCR staff, like others, steel themselves from emotive responses in their work and 
then over time, lose an ability to try to imagine or sympathize with refugee victims of 
violence. It would “injure” them too greatly to be able to do the work, they say. Seeing 
like a refugee hurts. They apologize for it later, as the staff know it sounds callous and 
cruel. The humanitarian apparatus in place too, shows signs of traumatization and the 
jolting twitchiness of exposure, even as they assign or deploy ordinary and extraordinary 
violence through their labor, they also absorb it. The double binds in the camp are 
elliptical and endless.  
When I ask about what happened at home in DRC, causing them to leave, 
Gihembe camp refugees describe the ways they were “hunted” by “the killers,” in their 
home province of north Kivu. They often summarize and gloss these events and murmur, 
                                                 
5 Official statistics from the UNHCR and Human Rights Watch are not available. This figure is based on 
what refugees have told me. 
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“we were chased,” gazing far off, out of bounds from direct eye contact. They are 
relaying their memories of leaving their land and homes, and how they were “taken by 
force,” or remember those families who were killed and left there, dead. Huddled 
together in conversation for months, no one ever volunteers to talk about their experience 
of violence, outside of these generalities—“the killers came to kill us!”—a strategy 
described later on as geared toward “trying to forget.” 
The silence about Mudende is shattering. And yet its silent absence is broken in 
heavily structured moments during official resettlement interviews conducted with the 
UNHCR, in which refugees are prompted to speak formally, and in detail about the 
events of Mudende, and their initial flight from Congo. At the same time, this experience 
of violence and terror haunts nearly every aspect of the ordinary camp life nearly two 
decades later. The massacres they endure are part of a larger historical and political 
narrative of conflict and a leading source of why refugees currently cannot return home to 
Kivu, and are forced to live in protracted statelessness.  
 
THIS EVENT IS OURS 
How is it possible that the staggering events of atrocity and slaughter in the Mudende 
camp and the perpetrators of this violence go little discussed in camp life currently 
despite its explicit connection to why refugees are trapped and have what they mildly 
refer to as “the bad life,” in the camp? What does it tell us about the way violence lives in 
us? I explore how refugees understand these connections and in what ways they 
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complicate conventional understandings of how those who suffer violence narrate it and 
their memories of past violence. In this chapter, ethnographically, I focus on how 
refugees describe the Mudende massacres, asking what the event of violence means to 
them, and how they explain the massacres as it relates to the present context of the camp, 
and in what ways do they manage to live with these experiences (Stewart 1996, Grey 
2002, Agar 1996).  
Attempting to understand the impacts of trauma demands a rethinking of violent 
experience and the ways that victims communicate this experience (Caruth 1995). 
Collective renditions of violence in Mudende can be literal and are also wholly fraught 
with disagreements and discrepancies in how the events of violence are experienced and 
now managed, lived, and survived. The possession of these experiences recasts how 
Gihembe camp refugees inhabit violence from the past, and cope with trauma in the camp 
context where having the means to remake their worlds go largely unestablished. This 
chapter is a somber engagement and reflection on how violence is endured and 
communicated, within an overarching acknowledgement to how narrative forms of 
violence elide and refuse to be fully conveyed and captured. Tragedy and massacre is 
painful to listen closely to, even more difficult to try to sympathetically imagine (Ross 
2001, Das 2001).  
Months after the conclusion of fieldwork and my unexpected, abrupt return to the 
US from greater east Africa, I tentatively sat in an Austin seminar room at the University 
of Texas, where two senior anthropologists were invited to share their heady, trendy new 
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work on violence and social suffering. As I listen, I edge out of my seat, nearly excusing 
myself, feeling irritable at the style and manner in which they discuss research with 
communities of violence and loss. I profusely sweat, shake and become teary. I stare in 
anger at my fellow audience, mostly academics, who feign discomfort at the tame details 
and images of violence in an American post-industrial city. The anthropologist 
audaciously claims that violence studies has an “addictive quality” to it, while the other 
one apologizes at the end of his talk, “for the difficult, sad images” he described for the 
last hour. The audience fixates on what I considered not only a sanitized portrayal of 
death and suffering, but one which presented a vulgar rendition of experience without the 
shadows of either individual’s reflexive specificity or pain of knowing death. It was as if 
the room is only theirs to have: tremendously opposed to the camp life, which is stuck in 
a space between the living and the dead. These experiential zones are rather places where 
you know the world is happening around you, but you desperately cannot find a place 
within it. The difference between life and death seems unknown in these intellectual 
forums, yet it is the unknown reality that wakes you up at night in sweat and hysterical 
tears, or in the hot flash of random panic registering risk within an ordinary moment, and 
these events repeat themselves every day and night. The years pass you by, and you cease 
knowing what life was like before the kill, before the massacre. Deep listening, indeed, 
should hurt. 
The degrees of violent experience of Mudende vary in many respects from each 
other, yet together taken through a mixture of telling, silence, refusal, and poetics, 
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refugees illustrate how violation feels, as the layers of implied understanding and 
communication are elliptically tossed and turned over into the larger mixture of 
experience (Ross 2001). This is a humble, but spirited “attempt to understand another life 
world using the self—as much of it as possible—as the instrument of knowing,” within 
the Gihembe refugee camp (Ortner 2006: 42, Hoffman 2011: xxii). These narratives are 
partial truths, incomplete and biased to those who narrate it (Strathern 1991, Stewart 
1996, Agee 2001) and reflect an ambiguity and an unfinished quality, especially as it 
concerns spectacular violence. This very impossibility and dissatisfaction in writing 
ethnographically about violence, and the elision that takes hold renders the experiential 
domain a space of only partial intelligibility. It is sharply divided between those who 
experience violence and to those who try to imagine it, and to this extent—narrative 
domesticates the experience (Hoffman 2011, Zizek 2009, Scarry 1985, Das 2007). 
 
THE REELING PRESENT 
Refugee’s narrations of Mudende seep back in time, reeling and recalling fonder 
memories from the past, with little explicit attention to the graphic violence that literally 
marks their bodies, psyches, and current lives. I frame how the UNHCR interviews 
refugees for the purpose of resettlement, and elaborate on this style of narration and its 
focus on testimonial and evidentiary forms of trauma. Next, I discuss three narrations of 
the Mudende massacres: the first narration is one refugees’ more literal, detailed and 
technical description of the event. The second iteration is comprised from conversation 
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with a group of camp elders, as they focus both on the event of the massacre and their 
interpretation of the political climate and period. The third narrative is one woman’s 
poetic rendition, an expressive idiom, of the so-called meaning behind the violence of 
Mudende, and her coping strategy, a sentiment that is commonly echoed by other 
refugees. I highlight the ways their narrations of Mudende are formed and prompted in 
divergent styles to the UNHCR, to the ethnographer and each other. In another chapter, I 
analyze in detail the function and complexity of the resettlement award system, and how 
it lends itself to blindness, crazy making, and unintelligibility of refugees.  
Mudende is iterated through “deep listening” and a dedication to a “view from 
below” that is inclusive of little represented or acknowledged social and historical events 
(Parks 2006, Jesse 2011, Portelli 1991, Thompson 1988). To this end, I journey in the 
manner in which Gihembe camp refugees narrate their experience of violence in 
Mudende and in frameworks organically driven by their own understandings and 
agendas. I intend to complicate conventional understandings of how victims remake and 
live in the everyday after violence, by analyzing the diverse and textured ways that 
refugees communicate their past, and their past in relation to their present lives. How is 
the experience of violence impacted through time in a location where day-to-day survival 
is difficult? How is the experience and memory of the Mudende massacres formed in 




DEATH WORLDS AND MASS MOVEMENT  
Genocide lives in us (Burnet 2012). The well-known Rwandan genocide overshadows the 
present day conflict in eastern Congo and the lives that continue to be compromised as a 
result of regional on-going conflict and violence. The historical refugee crisis from 1994-
1996 in the region is an era that is not well understood and documented, and 
overwhelmingly, the subject of forced migration regionally is dominated by the heated, 
controversial debate about the cessation clause (June 2013) recently approved that 
revokes Rwandan’s (mostly Hutu’s) refugee status.  
Among studies on the Great Lakes crises and post-genocidal violence, it is known 
that Interahamwe—those Rwandese responsible for organizing and carrying out the 
slaughter of 1994—arrived in Congo following the genocide in Rwanda, where they 
made refugee camps a new basis and establishment for rebel activity. From inside the 
refugee camps in Congo, rebels recruited new members, formed Armee Pour la 
Liberation du Rwanda (ALIR) and later, Forces Democratiques pour la Liberation du 
Rwanda (FLDR), at the same time that Rwandese Hutu civilians,6 who were not 
recruited, struggled to survive inside the camps due to disease and starvation (Mamdani 
2002, Burnet 2012). Heady memories circulate among the Rwandese Tutsi survivor 
communities who watched the UN and humanitarian groups drop food supplies and 
materials to these camps. Of this historical period, the space between victims and 
perpetrators is blurred, as many soldiers that participated in the war post-genocide were 
                                                 
6 There were large quantities of Rwandans who fled and were not involved in committing acts of genocide. 
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not necessarily or exclusively Interahamwe, but new recruits drawn from inside the 
refugee camps (Prunier 2009, Scherrer 2001, Mamdani 2001, Lemarchand 2009, 
Reyntjens 2010).  
Mudende is a site of violence where the combination of these complicated forces 
acknowledged above are referenced in refugee narratives as simply “Interahamwe,” 
referring to the Rwandese paramilitary Hutu forces who instigated with genocidal intent 
mass killings in Rwanda, and then in Congo, where camp elders say, “they brought those 
bad ideas [about ethnicity] from Rwanda to DRC.” The Mudende camp suffered multiple 
attacks from these forces7 over the course of several months between August and 
December 1996. Since then, a host of militias and contemporary forces in eastern Congo 
have been responsible for the intervening years of conflict though are not singularly 
driven now through the small remnants of what had been Interahamwe.8 The product of 
conflict and war in eastern Congo has yielded millions of deaths, and millions more have 
been forcibly displaced both inside and outside of the DRC.  
Necropolitics, the division between political decision-making processes over 
modes of sovereignty and the destruction of populations and the human masses, is 
terribly familiar to the human inhabitants of eastern Congo (Mbembe 2003). Following 
the 1994 Rwandan genocide in the north and south Kivu provinces of DRC, Interahamwe 
                                                 
7 I remind the reader that “these forces” are incredibly complicated in composition and taken up largely in 
political science, transitional justice and historical debates. See Prunier, Lemarchand, Rejeyntens, 
Mamdani.  
8 Current events involve CNDP, M23, and the governments of Rwanda, Uganda, the DRC and the UN 




mixed with civilian Congolese Hutu, Tutsi, Hunde, and other ethnic groups residing there 
who cultivated, owned cattle, and were land owners significantly segmented by social 
class across ethnicity (Mamdani 2002). Rwandese Tutsi and Hutu civilians also fled west, 
toward south Kivu, north into Uganda, and east into Burundi. It was one of the largest 
mass migrations in east Africa and further emphasized how ethnic groups do not fit 
neatly within the Great Lakes region national borders prior to the 1994 genocide, and less 
so in its aftermath throughout the region (Prunier 2009, Lemarchand 2009). Interahamwe 
acted alongside other organized militias, the Mai Mai and Combatta, the Magravi party, 
and more recently, Patriotes Resistants Congolais (PARECO) and the Congolese 
government army that seeks to promote their own tribes, land ownership, access to 
mineral rights and wealth, and political agendas (Prunier 2009). 
In 1996, the Mudende camp was defended by the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), 
who were interested in protecting vulnerable Tutsi in the region, alongside their more 
profound interest: to eradicate Interahamwe and later, FDLR, who were hiding in the 
forests and in camps in north Kivu with civilian Rwandese and Congolese Hutu. As noted 
previously, distinguishing between combatant and civilian was difficult, and more 
accurately, people were often both9. Congolese Tutsi, particularly in Masisi, north Kivu, 
are Kinyarwanda speakers, tracing back to the 1959-62 Tutsi exodus from Rwanda, 
where large numbers were resettled stemming from instability and population strain 
(Prunier 2009, Mamdani 2009). North Kivu offered swathes of land, and was met with 
                                                 
9 Noted and discussed by one refugee later on in his account of how Interahamwe entered the camp. 
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little resistance from Mobutu, until the 1981 referendum to Congolese national 
citizenship laws, which directed rights to land only to those who had dwelled in north 
Kivu prior to 1885—the tipping point of the Berlin Conference in which all of Africa was 
divided between the twelve major colonial powers (Prunier 2009, Mamdani 2009). The 
Tutsi minority in this era did manage to secure land, but as Kinyarwanda speakers and as 
new citizens of the state, their local acceptance by other tribes in the region was 
contested, namely by the Bahunde (Mamdani 2002; IRRI 2010), although the refugees’ 
of Gihembe camp do not readily point this out. Living with difference and coexisting 
before the wars is a fondly recounted trope in the camp, and something refugees can 
imagine in the future, despite how intimate their enemies there may still be (Theidon 
2012).  
  Eastern Congo is a place where war, on-going death, and insecurity largely passes 
unnoticed by the broader global community (Stearns 2010, Autesserre 2010; Smith 
2011). This truth continues to be an established mode of sociality for those Congolese 
citizens and internally displaced people (IDPs) who do manage to still reside in north 
Kivu now. An extension of this death, war, and hardship is what has created the camp 





MULTIPLE VERSIONS OF MASSACRE 
The Mudende massacres are profoundly, deeply formative and lingering traumatic 
experiences for Gihembe camp. These experiences of violence exists among many 
different older and newer forms of violence since 1996, confounded by inherit ordinary 
violence of camp life currently, regardless of the humanitarian perspective that views the 
camp as facilitating life (Aiger 2010). Refugees offer another angle into understanding 
what violence in this context means and their narration of it—without the potential 
incentive of being granted UNHCR resettlement—and in the process, how refugees 
develop strategies for narrating this violent history on their own terms. In the backdrop to 
excruciating trauma and violence, having endured double and triple forms of acute 
violence, they also live on a daily basis, in the conditions of the camp that further 
immobilize, demerit, and often extend their experiences of brutality.  
In what follows are a collection of narrations about what happened in Mudende, 
which at times are limited to voices that are silent, while in other times, attaches words, 
however limited, to a larger narrative about this massacre. Often, in formal interviews, 
refugees feel shame, embarrassment, and horror at speaking about Mudende. Several 
interviewees refuse to speak about Mudende, other than to confirm they were there. One 
woman, shakes her head, and saliently notes, “I have no words left to tell.” Narrating 
Mudende, at times, took the form of silence, and that shattering, amplified reverberation 
was precisely the point, the very central feature about Mudende she wishes to relay 
(Aretxaga 1998, Burnet 2012). In other refugees’ experiences, the Mudende massacres 
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merely bleed into the other events of betrayal and killing in the Congo and then, in 
Rwanda, and the refugees narrating initially about the Mudende massacres discuss the 
broader dynamics of Congo at the time of their departure. It is difficult to discern how 
one layer of violence and atrocity relates to another, and how a series of state, 
humanitarian, and local actors provided comfort and protection to some at the expense of 
others.10 It bleeds into itself. 
 
TESTIMONIAL AND EVIDENTIARY FORMAT – THE UNHCR 
Permanent solutions for refugees in protracted, endless forced migration by the governing 
humanitarian response are limited to the possibility, then, of official and permanent 
resettlement by the UNHCR often into a European or North American country. This 
potential to resettle refugees who have spent large sums of time in exile is commonly 
                                                 
10 The Rwandan state commemorates the genocide every year in April. It is largely marked as a week of 
mourning, restaurants and bars close, and the government holds formal commemoration events in Kigali 
and in provinces that allow survivors of genocide to formally remember, and to retell their stories of the 
genocide with other survivors (Burnet 2009, Hinten 2009). Commemoration in Rwanda extends beyond 
merely just the week of April 7, which marked the start of genocide in 1994 and continues into the three 
months that follow, a time for smaller towns and villages to conduct their own commemorations, to 
remember those lost in genocide and the impacts and burdens they still carry. In the Gihembe camp every 
year, the Mudende massacre is also commemorated in May ostensibly on the day in which the final 
massacre occurred. It is facilitated by the state and the genocide committee operating out of Kigali, but it is 
largely attended and at the initiative of the camp refugees. Though targets and victims of genocide during 
this period based on their ethnicity, however Gihembe refugees are frequently marginalized in the national 
conversation surrounding genocide survivors and the official state recognition of them (Povenilli 2002). 
According to some the Rwandan state has set up rigid boundaries about who has been victimized by 
genocide and who should be officially rewarded and recognized as a survivor of this violence (Burnet 2009, 
2012). Much of this dynamic relates to a broader, tentative position of refugees in relation to the Rwandan 
host state, and the silence and lack of knowledge in general about Congolese refugees existence in Rwanda 
at large. The camps manage to keep a low profile in the larger national public forum. I explore this in more 
detail in the following chapters, but for the purpose here, I wish to state that the camp remains involved but 
at the edges of the nationally recognized genocide commemoration month. 
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viewed by the UNHCR and humanitarian operations as an alluring, even though highly 
limited, response. In certain contexts, such as those displaced from Somalia and Sudan, 
and increasingly for Congolese, where there are few imminent promises to security from 
the country of origin, the “forces of compassion” generally assume that resettlement is 
one of few options to restore refugees’ humanity (Bornstein and Redfield 2010). Similar 
to a humanitarian model of medical assistance, the camp in many ways assumes that 
biological life stands to complete and signify “the terms of humanity at stake and reduce 
it to a suffering body.” (Redfield 2010: 67). In other words, the recognition of human 
suffering and the mandate to correct it through life-enhancing measures are a key feature 
to how resettlement interviews in the humanitarian frame take shape. A feature of this 
process is to make legible human suffering and create awards around it—such as the new 
life in resettlement—and in the process shape these awards into primary forms of 
compensation to those who have suffered. Individuals and families in the camp have 
higher odds to be awarded resettlement the more they are capable of presenting 
experiences of suffering and exceptional vulnerability in the camp currently. 
The overlap between the past violence and the present vulnerability in the camp is 
connected through categories of analysis used by the UNHCR, privileging the cases of 
individuals “orphaned,” “disabled,” or “HIV positive.” This is a large part of how 
refugees in resettlement interviews, in a testimonial format, are compelled to speak in 
terrific detail about these events in the hope of achieving a resettlement award. If the 
narration of a violent event such as the Mudende massacres connects to current lived 
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vulnerabilities in the camp, the likelihood of the UNHCR building a case for resettlement 
is significantly higher. For example, if a refugee has become disabled during the 
Mudende massacres, their odds of being awarded resettlement are higher than a refugee 
in the camp for the same duration of time, household size, and with similar everyday 
constraints. In their everyday lives, refugees speak of violence in DRC and Mudende 
vaguely and with a mixture of spectacular care, ambivalence, and pain. In other words, 
the experiential realms of the Mudende atrocity are parsed out and glossed over in the 
everyday life of camp dwellers. Yet, in many other ways, the violence of Mudende 
represents to refugees another, similar violence that is visible in the ordinary objects and 
conditions in the camp. Their narration of violence contrasts with the aim of UN 
resettlement staff who prompt refugees to script full testimonies of the atrocities they 
endured in a particular way that is often outside refugees’ knowledge and familiarity. 
Conventional approaches to trauma and violence privilege the format of testimony, 
wherein the speaker narrates ostensibly true events and provides moments for evidentiary 
claims to support the narration of these events, similar to the UNHCR format for 
resettlement interviews (Fassin 2007; Fassin 2010). In these kinds of official documents, 
there is little room for refugees to express themselves in the ways more closely related to 
how they live this ordinary violence. 
A large part of “the official” narrativizing refugee’s experiences of violence and 
trauma in the camp takes place in relation to the system in place, however limited, and 
unable or unwilling it is to redeem, protect, and represent the basic needs of all those 
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refugees who experience violence. The resulting interview process relies on categories of 
current vulnerabilities and discrimination in the camp setting and the selection process 
necessarily excludes other experiences of violence and suffering, in the past context. The 
resettlement process operates within a paradox that prompts refugees to share narratives 
of trauma, only to—in many cases—assume those narratives are fabricated and then 
penalize the refugees for it. There are many steps to vetting the credibility of refugee’s 
experiences.  
The process of resettlement is not straightforward to refugees or for the UNHCR. 
To minimize what the UNHCR calls “fraudulent claims” of trauma, their staff in charge 
of resettlement sifts through the refugee in-take and registration database for those 
refugees who were initially marked as extremely vulnerable. This falls back on those 
labeled “orphaned,” “HIV positive,” or “disabled.” By establishing criteria and particular 
cases for UNHCR resettlement to the West, UNHCR staff ask refugees to establish their 
histories of flight from their home country, and in this camp, also of their experience in 
Mudende. For refugees interviewed as potential candidates for the resettlement, they are 
asked to narrate the precise details of their social and life history.  
Refugees are asked: where exactly were their prior homes? How many people 
were in their household at that time? How the war came to them, who chased them? Were 
they involved in direct conflict? Who was killed in the process? How were they killed? 
Where did they run to next? Who did they meet along the way? Who discovered them or 
protected them after reaching the border? What documents and possessions did they have 
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at that time? The more consistent detail offered in narrativizing violence, the more 
credible the refugee becomes. Staff look for consistency in details of violence. The rubric 
of evaluation privileges certain kinds of violence over others, just as the broader 
humanitarian apparatus promotes an idea that different kinds of harm and suffering can 
be isolated and objectively ranked and serves to delegitimize those kinds of suffering that 
fall short of whatever the threshold is for action or recognition. 
Resettlement is supposed to award those most in need and provide reprieve from 
the on-going emergencies of the camp that they find themselves in, be it living with 
AIDS, physical disabilities, or peer-based discrimination. According to the UNHCR, 
refugees who fall into these categories are exceptionally vulnerable in the camp are more 
qualified for resettlement. When asked to talk about violence and trauma, in this highly 
formalized setting of resettlement interviews—a setting in which there are high stakes 
and potential rewards—refugees are accustomed and encouraged to share graphic details 
of their experiences and narrate their experiences as such, despite how little refugees in 
Gihembe understand about the larger criteria for resettlement qualifications.11 
Throughout these interviews, refugees’ stories, which are later informally relayed to me 
as, “the chase,” of fleeing and running, or of “the killers,” or of watching family members 
die, or of hearing the sounds of war approaching their homes rapidly—are much more 
concise and reflect the ambiguity of their sentiments and residual trauma about what has 
happened in the past. The UNHCR method of narrating trauma asks specific questions to 
                                                 
11 Although in humanitarian and UNHCR circles, it is well established that other camps and populations 
vary intensely in their working knowledge of acquiring awards from these systems.  
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the registered head of the household, and then later of the household also narrate the 
event, then the officer approves and extends future interviews for resettlement or passes 
the case off. For refugees it is uncomfortable, retraumatizing, and highly difficult to 
remember and reorder violent events from years past.  
 
A TECHNICAL NARRATION OF MUDENDE 
Of my informants, another man named Innocent is rare for his explicit and detailed 
narration of the Mudende massacres, and echoes a more formal, rendition initially of the 
event, and then later, reflects more broadly on what the acts of killing mean to him now. 
Wrinkled and fragile in appearance, around seventy years in age sits on the wooden 
bench. Innocent is a widower since his wife died in Gihembe camp of old age, the 
accumulation of the wear and tear on her body and from the hard life. Innocent lost her 
about four years after the camp moved from Mudende to Gihembe, although, it has been 
so long in the camp now, he is unsure of which year she passed. Her body is buried in the 
refugee graveyard, on the periphery of the northern side of the camp quarters, just below 
the houses in that quadrant. They had a total of nine children, of which six remain living, 
and although he does not state it explicitly, it is easy to assess that the children who 
passed did so in Mudende, along the way from Congo, or since being in the camp. He did 
not offer this information, and I did not press him to do so.  
 Having been back to Congo in 2002, for a brief visit through a “go and see” 
mission arranged by the UNHCR and a delegation of local leaders in north Kivu, 
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Innocent has only returned home this one time for a brief stint. Now, he feels largely 
resigned to spending the remaining days of his life in the camp here, and to be buried 
eventually, alongside his wife in the plots of the graveyard. The mounds of green grass in 
semi-organized rows outline the bodies of the dead, and indicate how long the camp has 
existed in Byumba, and how many lives that originally arrived to Gihembe, like his, have 
been immobilized in this liminal space of the camp, never to arrive back to their original 
homes in the Kivus. 
 I ask Innocent, tentatively, if he minds telling me about the conditions in Masisi, 
north Kivu leading up to his departure, and his family’s journey. Straight-faced and tight-
lipped, he states flatly,  
 
I came because of the war in 1996, in April, first, I went to Mudende, after 
being attacked by Interahamwe, the government of Rwanda brought us 
here. Even when I remember what happened there, now, I cannot sleep. 
 
He pauses for a long time, and shifts his body, resituating his coat and positioning his 
hands into his overcoat pockets. “Nta kundi,” he says, “there is no other way,” followed 
by “boh.” These are stock phrases used by refugees to narrate difficult moments past and 
present, the translation being, “it is what it is,” or “anyway…” The repetition of these 
words in the camp relays an acknowledgement of something painful or difficult to 
discuss, and that this moment can be recognized, even if it then only allows the narrator 
to put interest on something else temporarily, only if it still involves the same, previous 
topic. His pause marks something relevant to the event. 
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 “Mudende is in the forest,” he says, “there near to the volcanoes.” He shifts his 
body now on the bench, adjusting his legs in the chilly house. He continues gingerly, 
“First,” and explains,  
 
Those killers came before and started moving the big stones around the 
road…they were preventing the army from protecting us…the killers came 
in the evening, using traditional materials and started killing us all night in 
the camp, they were stopping and starting till morning with the traditional 
instruments…machetes…[he trails off]. 
 
 
He makes eye contact, and asks “perhaps the story was still unclear?” Uncomfortable 
asking explicitly for more detail, I nod, affirming. He gestures into the air at nothing, and 
shrugs. 
 
They came to kill. It was the government of Rwanda that came to rescue 
us, they were calling the man inside the camp…he told them they were 
burning the house of Interahamwe, but he was intelligence to 
Interahamwe…the army came late because of that man. It was then the 
RPF came. The problem of that man—first—he was seeing that people 
could discriminate, he was Hutu. And he took the Hutus behind and some 
Tutsi and sent [them] out of the camp to be as alone, because he saw 
something would happen. That was when they came in. They 
[Interahamwe] were going inside the houses, burning tents, it was very 
bad. Around 2,000 refugees died…those killers came and after entering, 
they started killing outside, then inside the houses, then shooting, burning 
the tents, some people were running. It was night. I was running under the 
trees, then outside the camp. God is the one who helped us survive. Even 
in Congo, they killed us like that, the same as in Mudende. 
 
 
 The starkness to Innocent’s words makes clear how he has come to understand 
violence: “they came to kill,” represents the singular mission that he understands 
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Interahamwe to be operating under, and that the reality of violence often lacks meaning 
to those who endure it, and to those who try to study it. He does still understand “the 
killers” to have colluded with those employed within the humanitarian operation, in 
facilities and food distribution, an idea conferred with a few others in interviews, 
although largely is not entertained at the UN level. The man he refers to was working 
with Interahamwe and “tricked” the RPF soldiers who followed up, calling on that very 
same man. In Innocent’s mind, the Hutu man inside the camp was posing as an aid 
worker, but really had been persuaded by Interahamwe, who then facilitated a larger 
collaboration of “killing” between and within local Hutu and Interahamwe. Knowing who 
is who in war and conflict zones, not to mention memory, are extremely complicated and 
impossible to assess (Hoffman 2011).  
Ethnicity and the volatile bonds that grew out of groups during this period is a 
highly plausible explanation to him for how the massacre could take place in what was 
supposed to be a safe haven, protected by the UNHCR and the Rwandan government. To 
Innocent, even though the humanitarian operations were ostensibly vetted and were to be 
working on the behalf of these Tutsi refugees, he is not convinced of their sincerity 
otherwise, he says, the killers “would not have succeeded” in Mudende. As with other 
narrations of Mudende during interviews and research, it is difficult to parse together a 
scene of events between the fragmented memories of violence and chaos, especially after 
the violence before at home, and the similarity of the events, perpetrators, and the nature 
of the violence. Innocent’s memories are his truths of what he remembers now, years 
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later, formed from what he saw and heard as he questioned if he would survive, and from 
the days and subsequent years in the camp now, between other refugees who speculate 
about how “the life” could be different. 
Innocent does not lay particular or specific blame on those non-refugees inside the 
camp who were, in his account, easily convinced to let the killers inside, and his words 
reveal another sentiment of concreteness or certainty about how death was made during 
this period. As he says, “They killed us like that in Congo, the same,” as an expression of 
his unbelievable sense of familiarity with repeated acute trauma. In speaking, he is matter 
of fact and straightforward about how the Mudende massacres came to be, and who was 
responsible for the killing. He is also very convinced about how the RPF was the 
intervening force who protected the camp, even if their actions were too late to stop the 
ambush and ultimately not enough. Several days later, seeing Innocent, he relayed how 
he did not sleep that night after telling me, as he knew he would not. 
Piecing together “accounts” of violence and massacres such as these are 
impossible tasks: the truth as it occurs for one person is highly varied to another, and 
what other refugees believe to have happened in Mudende, the reasons or causes of the 
violence or the memory of what took place there are often different in nature, event, and 
substance. There is an impossibility of putting together seamless, comprehensive 
congruent accounts of violence. Spectacular violence has this quality- it erases memories 
at times, and fills in the gap with a void, silence, blankness, disbelief or a refusal to 
remember (Nordstrom 1997, Das 2007, Caruth 2005, Feldman 2004). A perspective on 
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trauma takes it to be a space of belatedness and an event that is so overwhelming that the 
victim can not fully experience it. The creation and production of the truth of trauma 
takes place after the event in the telling, in the lived memory, and in the often-
reverberating aftermath of terror and trauma. Innocent’s and others modes of 
narrativizing Mudende oppose the manner in which the UNHCR seeks to structure and 
order violence in neat and precise categories. 
In several interviews, refugees rehearse the events of Mudende similarly. 
Although few speak about the massacres in such detail, many will casually, if asked, 
commit to having been in Mudende, to perhaps having lost family members there, before 
arriving to the Gihembe camp. This is in sharp contrast to the way refugees narrate the 
events to the UNHCR, whose actions and resettlement intentions necessarily force a 
certain structure onto the events in a particular way. Yet, this leads to an overdetermined 
figure of the refugee, a subject who should be interested in apprehending the maximum 
services available to them, and as a subject who can make their experience of violence 
intelligible to another person, or listener.12 It is the difference between a refugee who 
narrates excruciating spectacular violence through their memory of the massacres, 
potentially hour by hour, minute by minute, or another refugee who nods, and reveals 
their presence in the place at the time when the camp was collectively hurt and shows 
their ambivalence to be questioned about these events. Even though refugees are made 
                                                 
12 I discuss elsewhere how unique Gihembe camp is for its general disinterest in UNHCR resettlement 
schemes, as the majority of refugees here yearn to return home more than they wish to move to North 
America or Europe. It was the on-going subject of confusion for a particular friend, and UNHCR staff 
working in resettlement. 
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more eligible or entitled to resettlement or to small fragments of sympathy by the 
humanitarian apparatus the more they are able to narrate these events in great detail. 
Refugees on an everyday basis do not speak of Mudende, or of the initial killing that 
caused them to leave their homes, even though it is one of many, very concrete reasons 
they are forced to reside in the camp without any end in sight.  
 
A CONTEXTUAL NARRATIVE OF MUDENDE 
Another man, also an elder, Ildephonse, cogently relayed the years and months leading up 
to the Mudende massacres. Perched in his camp home constructed of a mud and sand 
mixture, the walls are cold and the rain now softly pattered on the plastic sheeting the 
UNHCR assigns for roofing in the camp. He starts quietly, “Boh…” and he trails off in 
silence before starting again.  
 
The genocide happened here [in Rwanda] and Interahamwe shifted place 
to Congo and they were living in a camp. Then, war happened there 
[Congo] too, and the army from Rwanda went and started fighting them 
and the fighting spread to the population around the Congo.  
 
 
The window carefully placed in the construction of the house is cracked open slightly, the 
material used to open and close the opening had been crafted from a metal USAID oil 
can, a material reused in the camp for patching together and creating doors or windows, 
slightly stronger than the plastics, which are frequently issued in the camp for house 
dwellings. He closed the window entirely and darkness dominated the room. 
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He pauses again, hesitating, and continues, “Before in the Kivus, we all lived 
together, got married, and were safe.” This was the era of Mobutu Sese Seko, he grinned, 
and continually repeated, “it was a time when we were all safe.” Others in the camp 
adamantly agree about the positive aspects of Mobutu’s era of rule—despite the 
contradictory characterizations of his nepotism and extravagant indulgences—refugees’ 
claim it was a time when “we were all Congolese and we all had rights.” Another elder 
joining us chimes in, “We had the right to be where we wanted, to cultivate, to have 
cows, to develop ourselves. But the problem is Mobutu did not develop his country, in 
terms of infrastructure, roads, education. So what he did was give was freedom to the 
population, but not develop his country enough to give the good life, forever, to us.”  
Days later, a larger circle of elder men under the plastics in a camp house wonder 
how things might have been different if Mobutu’s reign had lasted longer. This is an 
extension of the conversation initiated about the Mudende massacres. One man interrupts 
another, who pauses after getting the attention of the group. “Even when refugees came 
to Congo from other places, Mobutu gave them land! And protected them too!” The man 
speaking prior tucked his hat downward to the dirt floor and re-crossed his legs. He 
speaks softly, shaking his hand for emphasis and relays,  
The government of Mobutu was good; there were no groups in his 
government, and no groups that could cause the insecurity to the 
population. No groups were created at all. The problems came to the 





Again, as with many other conversations in the camp, refugees lapse into another mode to 
narrate their current lives, and the violence they experienced in the past. “The problems,” 
it is often noted—of the camp and the life that is facilitated there—are an easier, more 
available and common way of talking about what has happened to them, past and present. 
 The differences in modes of narrating these events, for Innocent, became about 
revealing the chronology of Mudende, and his view of what happened, the causes and 
responses to the massacre. For Ildephonse, and the others, when directly prompted about 
Mudende from me, he did speak, but carefully and generally. He says, “the war from here 
came there,” but when I pressed him for details, it was clear he preferred not to say more. 
Instead, he and the group wanted to discuss how their lives were before, to tell stories 
about how they were immersed in the “good life,” and had the ability to “cultivate 
themselves,” something that is impossible in the camp now. Ildephonse’s mode of 
narrating Mudende is characterized by lapsing back in time, nostalgic, with an implicit 
comparison to the life refugees are left with now. His refusal to share details of Mudende 
are indicative of an act of agency, what he reveals by offering his understanding of group 
dynamics in north Kivu before the war, sharing a lot about how he considers ethnic 
dynamics that would not be captured by the framework available by a testimonial or 
evidentiary format. Violence in Mudende to Ildephonse is directed to the lingering and 
volatile contents of group identification in the region, and importantly, how their lives 
had been previously good. He sees this violence as having stifled their ability to live 




AN EXPRESSIVE AND POETIC NARRATION OF MUDENDE 
One woman, leans into the hearth, and stirs the pot placed over a fire. The food is culled 
from the World Food Program rations awarded each month. The wood smoke billows 
around her, concealing her figure as she stirs mightily, mediating and keeping pace with 
the heat and the boiling maize flour. It is lunchtime. This family gathers around the maize 
bread and beans, served in a salty water mixture from a broad metal plate. Everyone 
circles the steaming food with spoons, sharing from the communal platter. A few of the 
youth ask about the interviews from earlier, what was I asking about, what did people tell 
me? The mama of this household, affirmed their questions, and added, why am I asking 
about those things, that time, this journey?  
 She and I were well acquainted and later in private, spoke briefly about Mudende. 
“Giyseni, Mudende, we came through a transfer to here, through Mudende. Then, in 
1997, or 1996, we came here…Five months I was there? Because at that time in 
Mudende, there was war, so I can not remember the exact months…Boh…” She sighs. 
Eventually, she summarily said, “You see the lightning, but you feel the thunder. The 
thunder is stronger,” and she would not explain more on this day. Her silence was 
haunting and confusing. 
 This idiom came up repeatedly, with this woman, and was a sentiment I conferred 
with many others, even though these are not the exact words they used to express similar 
feelings. The general expression makes sense to others in the camp, and was something I 
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obsessively ask about after Yvette’s initial evocation of these words. It illustrates what 
refugees more commonly feel and have to say about trauma: the lightning is the thing felt 
in the camp now over the course of nearly two decades of sequestration to camp life. The 
lightning is the violence they are exposed to on a daily basis. Instead of talking explicitly 
about the events of Mudende, or of the “chase” from home to the camp, they talk about 
the horror of living in the camp now for so long. The “bad life,” or “this refugee life,” are 
ways of describing how hard the daily tasks of surviving in the camp actually are, for 
those who are forced to reside there. The lightning comes to be the often rotten food 
rations distributed by the World Food Program, and the reality that the food that they are 
awarded is also inadequate in quantity. The lightning is the terror of knowing that the 
health center will not transfer even the sickest refugees to the local hospital, and it is very 
possible to die in the center because of the lack of care and treatment given there. The 
lightning is in the inability to find work and cultivate yourself and your family and is in 
all the injustices and ordinary forms of violence that refugees live with on a daily basis. 
The camp is filled with lightning: witnessed in nearly every aspect of the decaying 
homes, malnourished children, education to primary school. These are the reminders, that 
refugees in this camp have been hurt deeply and their physical presence in the camp is a 
tragic indicator and a constant reminder of what they used to have at home, before war, 
before Mudende. 
 She said, again, “You see the lightning, but you feel the thunder.” The roar and 
rumble of thunder is what is felt, and it is stronger and more potent than lightning. 
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Thunder is the events narrated in formal terms, in testimonial style about what has come 
before, at home in Congo and in Mudende. Thunder, and the feelings associated with it 
are more volatile than the everyday torment of living in the camp. One younger refugee 
notes, “the way we suffered then can not be compared…we suffered even more before.” 
The trauma and violence of the past is by far related to that of the present context, and in 
the past, it resides in the skies, and in the earth, as the thing that is felt. This is one reason 
Ildephonse deflects a direct rendition of Mudende and instead discusses how “the life 
was,” before the genocide spilled over into Congo.  
The thunder is the undercurrent to everything else that has put in motion the 
violence that initially displaced these refugees, and it is what keeps them in the place 
now. It is more felt than expressed. The bright flash of lightning quells the sounds of 
thunder, yet not the feeling of it, suggesting the lightning may also blind aspects of the 
past emotional trauma. The peculiar thing is that the metaphor thunder and lightning is 
that they are always recognized as occurring, or happening together, and embody a 
simultaneous effort and strategy. They come from the same source, or point of origin. 
However, in Gihembe, they are two manifestations of the same effect, although the two 
are felt and perceived separately. The memory of violence is sometimes blurred, ignored, 
or deleted, and that thing that is the salient aspect of the event to relay to the observer or 
to the ethnographer, unlike the UNHCR representative. Some people died there, others 
feel dead now, and yet they are still somehow living. An explanation in the traditional 
sense is warranted by the testimonial format. Nevertheless, for Gihembe camp residents, 
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is it not as straightforward—what does this mean for how violence over a protracted 
period is understood, felt, and lived? The thunder in the camp is especially volatile and is 
the thing that takes over during the formal telling of violence, or in the commemoration 
month when survivors speak Mudende.  
This inability to narrate—the moment when the narrative domesticates the 
experience—how deeply felt the atrocities and violence endured is why other camp 
informants will relay, “Silence is the best cure for a disturbed mind.” The expression 
points in the same direction as the previous saying: that any attempt to narrate the past 
and its pain and difficulty is in vain, yet silence is not possible if there is thunder. “We 
have to keep quiet,” another refugee said, “because when we think of our lives, those 
events and massacres…what is the destination?” In which direction can their own 
narration of these massacres be taken, moved or undone; in what way is it possible for the 
humanitarian apparatus to find action, or to correct, or remedy their suffering?  
These questions are irresolvable to Gihembe camp residents and to the UNHCR 
and its implementing partners. Everyone knows the point of the camp is that people are 
provided for, in some capacity, however inadequate and in whatever way it inflicts more 
suffering and violence. Silence is an easier strategy to take up. For refugees, silence 
relieves them of having to relive the thunder, and the disturbances that remembering 
brings up. Taken all together, the sum of Gihembe refugees’ lives are dramatically 
shaped in all aspects by survival in the present and violence in the past, although in 
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everyday life, these dynamics melt and merge into a fact of everyone’s daily realities 
(Nordstrom 1997). 
Seeing the lightning, but feeling thunder, is an outstanding example of another 
kind of testimony or retelling that, although unconventional, relays a great deal about the 
camp sensibilities and makes more complicated a temporal dimension to the experiences 
of violence in the camp. By remembering the past, you are transported back to that 
moment and you feel the horror and upset of the event, which then has effects in the 
present: as Innocent says, “when I remember, I can not sleep.” So that a testimonial 
formatting of these experiences, even asking about Mudende or the flight from Congo, 
reminds, triggers, and enhances, the lightning of the present, making the present camp 
conditions more difficult.  
However there are other aspects of the metaphor of lightning and thunder that 
reveal additional interpretations of the woman’s sentiments. Lightning is instantaneous, 
and is potentially part of the sensory hierarchy between things buried and things felt, 
whereas the thunder is the sensory thing heard. Within the idiom of a single event, there 
is blending and contradiction between time, space, feeling, and the visual. If lightning is 
blinding and can stand in for spectacular violence, it is also the component that maps onto 
the everyday conditions of camp life becoming a chronic condition, rather than an 
isolated event. The ambiguous social sensibilities about how people who live with these 
experiences, then, falls apart when plugged into an humanitarian apparatus that takes 
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rigid definitions of trauma and living and imposes a framework onto experience that does 
not necessarily make sense to those subjects and their narration of experience. 
Working within this testimonial format, where victims are responsible for 
advocating for themselves, and their experiences of brutality, also insures that the present 
circumstances are generally inadmissible for grounds to resettle away from the camp, or 
to be awarded more rations, or to obtain a voucher for school. The conventional way of 
narrating violence in the past, provides a buffer for how and what kinds of services or 
reparations refugees can be eligible for in the present, as the past is a privileged moment 
among many other moments of violence.  
This dynamic of promoting certain kinds of narration on violence are a critical 
feature of what refugees in Gihembe are actually doing, only at times by choice. In other 
instances, like with UNHCR interviews, refugees have far less choice in the way they can 
explain what violence means to them, excluding the lightning of everyday life. Narrating 
in the camp does not capture the things that testimony format does. I contend that 
refugees complicate standard ideas about how violence is lived and discussed, and 
narrated long after the fact of the violence has passed and they have survived, some 
noting that they wished they had been killed so that they would not have to endure the 
endless state of living as refugees in the camp. The idea that narrating, more correctly in a 
conventional mode their suffering of Mudende and that telling their experience in a 
particular way even, can bring them justice, and reparations, is little understood by 
refugees. Justice and retribution, and the ability to remake a self are intangible and 
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ambiguous in daily life and are unattached to the humanitarian apparatus that services the 
camp.  
One woman assures me, “God will bring those killers to justice,” a note that was 
tremendously striking as it signifies the belief in something invisible, but felt, similar to 
the power of thunder, as opposed to the written or spoken word. Christina Zarowsky 
(2004) aptly describes similar strategies in a Somali refugee community as “expressive 
idioms” are critical signifiers of narrating the history of the camp: thunder and lightning, 
forgetting and curing, god and justice. These surely are not factors that go into 
conventional approaches of “proper” ways of narrating violence, as it does not lend itself 
to quantification, measurement, or comparison, as one refugee saliently noted. “We 
suffered more before,” he said, “and it should not be compared to those of the neighbors 
here now, or to those other refugees in the other camps.” The violence of Mudende is 
specific to this camp, but refugees do not privilege their suffering over others, inside the 
camp or in the other refugee camps close by. There is a far more felt solidarity to how 
they see themselves as having survived, in the past and in the present. These are the ways 
refugees themselves understand their experiences, and make space—even if a meager 
one—for living with violence in their current lives. 
 
HUMANS AS LIVING LIGHTNING RODS 
Taking a more nuanced and ethnographic perspective on the Mudende massacres means 
attending to the additional ways that refugees talk about violence less explicitly, and what 
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these narrations, utterances, and living lightning rods relay about how violence is 
embodied and lived in the camp now. Additionally, in thinking more closely about 
narrations of violence, there are inherent questions raised about who gets to decide which 
kind of violence carries more weight, is awarded more notoriety, is more intelligible, and 
is broadly legitimized. Carolyn Nordstrom summarizes this point with survivors of war in 
Mozambique, “But in truth, violence and the creativity necessary to withstand it 
successfully are ultimately, and intensely, personal.” (Nordstrom 1997: 10). Perhaps it is 
the personal dimension to surviving that refugees protect when they refuse to talk about 
the war or Mudende, even if there is “an entire sky of lightning” hovering above the 
camp that makes it impossible for refugees’ “create,” in Nordstrom’s sense. Or from 
another angle, that creation—even if it is in finding the small bits of food to get by this 
day—takes tremendous strength of character. In another man’s words, “only we have the 
confidence to sleep here, hungry like this, for years…” The camp in this sense deflects 
the conventional ways of awarding narrations of violence, by stating in other ways, 
deeply personal and felt ways what they know to be true now, not necessarily in the past. 
Innocent controversially accounts for Mudende, “I was there under the trees.” He 
describes flatly: after running, escaping the collusion between humanitarian staff in the 
camp, and Interahamwe. This is a wholly unsupported hypothesis by national, state, or 
UN versions of events. It was war, after all, and the Mudende massacres are notably 
gruesome, and just one small instance of brutality during this period. Even though the 
RPF had attempted to secure the majority of the Western provinces by that time, war is 
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unpredictable. “’Till now, I am here under the trees,” he says to me more than seventeen 
years later, pointing with his hands up to the air. His words indicate how there is a 
“copresence in everyday life” of trauma rather than the presence of absence (Kidron 
2009: 15). The lived memory stands as a reminder of this traumatic event—as it is also 
simply, how one comes to live (Kidron 2009). He is still hiding now in the camp from the 
killers, he is overwhelmed with fear when he remembers Mudende. His words suggest 
that fear has become normalized and that remembering violence is a trigger, but that 
living in the camp—however safe it now is from violent assault—continues to signify 
how he is still hiding, living in secret, without the means to return and resume his 
previous life. He lives with these violent experiences, and it has become part of him, 
embedded and always co-present in his everyday life. Genocide lingers. Hiding under the 
trees, despite the scarcity of shade trees in the camp, is another expressive idiom from the 
camp detailing how violence lives in us (Burnet 2012). 
The integration of the trauma into the everydayness of what refugees experienced, 
and shifts through intergenerational terms is significant to how the younger refugees 
understand what it might mean to go home, and for the older generation, what the stakes 
in doing so are. For Innocent, or for Ildephonse, there are tremendous gains involved in 
“reaching home,” and reclaiming “the good life.” According to Kidron there is a 
“normalization” of death-worlds that become “interwoven with everyday life-worlds” in 
the lives of survivors. Kidron argues against the assumption that death is always 
phobically bracketed off, ignored or repressed; but is rather something that survivors are 
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always talking about, importantly through silence, and sometimes without the literal 
translation and the words to “speak” or “tell” of these events at all. Refugees also know 
that survivors pass down trauma generationally, as to the younger people in the camp, 
who have grown big there and do not even remember what is their home or remember in 
the flesh Interahamwe. But they do know the fear and horror of what was done unto 
them, their parents and neighbors. Instead, they are taught to understand its significance, 
in the way that a grandmother, reaches for the air, exclaiming with her arms outstretched, 
how she used to own “mountains of cows,” on her land, where the life was good, and 
there was peace. For the youth who have grown big in the camp also understand the 
difference between seeing the lightning and feeling the thunder, though the lightning is 
what they live and the thunder of the past is what they are told has happened. The trauma 
of violence is shared beyond the past and into the present. They can imagine in their 
living memories what the assault felt like. 
 Refugees often gloss these events, summarizing that, “the killers came to kill us,” 
and slaughtered civilians to secure land, gain local power, question the citizenship of 
those native to the region, and displace those who managed to survive and escape. From 
this time, refugees mutter, “till now, there is no security,” and lawlessness abounds in 
eastern Congo. People pause, avert their eyes, and shake their heads. It is difficult to get 
refugees talking about this period and the violence they endured, just as it is embarrassing 
to ask about it. They feel shame and sadness and are limited in what they can tell. The 
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minor utterances about Mudende are rarely talked about voluntarily, and people are 
nervous about edging into political terms, a volatile topic. Yet they do still speak. 
The difference between what is lived and felt is one very compelling way to think 
about the differences between testimonial formats of trauma and what in practical 
everyday moments these traumas mean. In the larger group conversation with the elders, 
refugees articulate very clearly how ethnicity and groups are an enduring problem, 
instead of drawing out the details of the ambush in Mudende, or what exact violence was 
inflicted. Talking about trauma in the past is critically linked to how this group wonders 
if the Mobutu era had lasted longer beyond the 1997 coup by Laurent Desire Kabila, 
whether the Congo would be stronger now. They often believe it would be. Yet, their 
sentiments confuse common assumptions and dominant narratives, as it was Mobutu who 
was allies with the Hutu extremists in Rwanda, and it was he who invited, allowed, or 
complacently admitted the genocide and volatility into Congo, out of spite and hatred of 
the RPF. The period of time around the Mudende massacres marked the start of the first 
Congo War, a time that until now is unresolved. 
 In another interview, when I ask who chased them, my friend laughs. She 
exclaims, “Interahamwe!” Her laughter reflects how obvious this information is to those 
in the camp, that it is a story, a narrative that exists and it is well known to those and 
should have been self-evident and apparent to me. It is the narrative that has been crafted 
by refugees to make sense of senseless violence, and frees up space from the complicated 
political context that too often overrides refugees’ own understandings. This same 
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woman later said, “We were so okay before those Interahamwe put the poison in the 
minds of those [Congolese] local Hutu, if they come back to Rwanda, we can return to 
home and live in security and with peace.” Her narration of the chase, and of home, is 
rather, on the surface, simple. Those “killers came with a grenade inside the house of 
Mudende, my mother died.” Others, who were not in the house and the children survived. 
On the surface, there are elements of “the chase” that are narrated as obvious moments of 
history, but imply so much more.  
Refugees in accounts of these attacks defy a more assumed way to narrate, by 
saying less, or refusing to speak, and in the process they are in fact saying something 
entirely less obvious. These approaches to understanding violence, witnessing, and 
testimony are complicated by the ways that Gihembe residents talk about their histories, 
that often point to the dreams and desires they have for their futures. They imagine 
returning home, to north Kivu and having the “good life” again, despite not having the 
logistical, monetary, or secure means to do so. 
 
GROUP FORMATION 
The modes of narrating Mudende are explicit, discrete, and sometimes silent. The 
accumulation of massacres that Gihembe camp refugees have lived through is part of 
what keeps them stranded now, in the confines of the camp: it is a topic they more often 
than not do not wish to narrate, or their experience elides the language available to them. 
Instead, they are willing to discuss in detail the circumstances and context of their lives 
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prior to 1996, to Mudende, and of their co-habitation with multiple ethnic groups in north 
Kivu before the wars. One woman’s narrative defies a common standard about how 
victims narrate their experiences of violence, and in the process, creates critical openings 
for new ways of understanding how camp residents see their present context and futures, 
as well as their shared history. In a Durkheimian framework, the narration of collective 
violence, however much one attempts to forget it, is necessary to group formation and to 
maintaining a shared identity. The memories of violence, however quelled or forgotten 
are critical signifiers to the present identity of the group. Forgetting is an active, 
deliberate and some would suggest impossible choice, reflected in the silence and refusal 
to speak of the massacres, even the occasional laughter at obvious questions of who the 
perpetrators of violence are: “Interahamwe! Of course!” followed by a nearly jovial tone, 
feigned but convincing. Laughter and silence and other forms of emotional coping 
strategies emerge as distancing devices that creates a space from the reality and 
knowledge of how to “live with evil” and its function in mediating the felt helplessness of 
violence for survivors (Bettelheim 1980, Mehta and Chatterji 2001).  
This chapter also shows how camp elders narrate the Mudende massacres more 
elusively, more poetically describe their experience in the camp during the attack, and the 
ways that they relate this experience directly to ideas about their past home and the 
current attachments to returning to their previous lives. The slight turns of phrase 
surrounding Mudende, their silences, and the discrete nod and tears, their contradictory 
and complicated versions of events are incorporated into this chapter, and of the stories 
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about atrocity in the camp now, the past camps, and long ago at home, in the months of 
“the chase.” These atrocities, massacres, and violence are not distinct events to Gihembe 
camp refugees. They are a conglomeration, an assemblage of events that bleed into each 
other, overwhelm, and disrupt the conventional and humanitarian standards about how 
victims of trauma narrate between the past and the present moments, relegating one 
instance of violence to an isolated moment. The Mudende massacres suggest another 
understanding of violence, which bring together the past attacks and the present moments 
of camp life. It never fits neatly. 
 The reverberations of violence have been taken up by a large body of scholars 
trying to understand this subject, its transference onto the communities, its effect on 
memory, and its capacity to harm across time and space, among other enduring qualities 
of violence. By attending to how testimonies and narratives of massacre are told, we gain 
traction on how experience endures through time. In other words, the way these 
experiences are relayed hold significant bearing on what we hear and how we listen. 
Veena Das argues that failure even to recognize an affirmation of pain (“I am in pain”) is 
to perpetuate and participate in violence, and that this failure is not a failure of intellect 
but of spirit (1996: 88). Silence is a particular mark of knowing, and it too, functions as a 
way of legitimizing violence and terror. Silence and poetics are valid means to 
communicate experience and if one listens deeply and closely, the easily submerged 
narratives rise to the surface and complicate what was obvious or more readily 
intelligible from other accounts.  
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Testimony takes various forms, and bonds, depending on how the subject is told: 
at times, remembering as Primo Levi claims, requires the teller to eradicate their own 
memories as a “suspect source,” and to attempt to evacuate ones own memories becomes 
an engagement and investment in self-protection (Das and Kleinman 2001: 14). 
Collective memories and individual memories highlight the disjunction between public 
culture, official memories, and the sensory memory of individuals…the official memory 
and the official inattention creates a vacuum in which “discordant experiences” are 
excluded through inattention (Das and Kleinman 2001: 9).   
Thinking concretely about the testimonial style of violence and trauma, we leave 
out critical components concerning what is not allowed to be said, and who can be left 
out. Labeling victims and rehearsing trauma through the UNHCR format necessarily 
means that the majority of understandings of Mudende are obscured, as it relies on 
certain kinds of signification and frameworks of acceptable victims (Fassin and 
Rechtman 2009: 280-80). In UNHCR’s attempt to assign reparations for suffering and 
trauma, the reliance of the category of trauma and suffering “obliterates” additional 
competing forms of trauma experiences by undermining the “diversity and complexity of 
experiences” (Fassin and Rechtman 2009: 281). Because humanitarian assistance and 
compensation is founded on the idea that there are objective stratums of suffering, a 
corresponding ranking of deservedness is produced for a refugee who has been “injured” 
more than another, and is therefore resettled for their emotional and physical injuries and 
strain. Ethnographic approaches to the Mudende massacres opens up space to critically 
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and attentively listen to the signs of the storm, the lightning and the thunder, and to more 
thoroughly account for how trauma and violence are lived through, embodied, ignored, 
and co-presented by survivors. They speak of the painful links that connect the present to 
the past.  
The narrative experience expressed throughout this chapter are powerful 
demonstrations of how living in the aftermath of violence is an entanglement of 
imaginative acts of lived memory, those moments that are not clearly relegated to the past 
or to the present, but rather bend across temporalities and shape a subjectivity elided by 
conventional trauma perspectives and standards. More accurately, experiential truths, 
memory and the articulation of this massacre exist as evolving, fluid, and variable 
exercises, dependent on the incentive or reparation or personal nature of the listener or 
witness and subject (O’ Neill and Hinton 2009: 20).  
What I emphasize are the ways that testimonial forms in formal reparations often 
supersede the imagination and poetics of Mudende and resettlement camp processes, and 
obscures and ignores other social modes of discussing, remembering, making do with, 
and surviving massacre and violence. Embodiment and the inhabitation of violence is 
inescapable in that it reworks individual and collective understandings of trauma and at 
the same time it also critically limits the meanings and versions of violent experience that 
are much more divergent than an official or singular narrative would suggest. The world 
of violence and the lived realities and memories it produces are not orderly, tangible, or 
conforming to an internal logic that fits neatly into a context, group of survivors, or 
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victims (Sanford 2009: 46). Rather, the lived memory, and the truth and sense making 
that Gihembe refugees create from their flight from home, of the Mudende massacres, 
and of protracted exile, has never made sense to them in the way the humanitarian 
approaches to trauma would want them to, or to a listener who is blind to the experience 
and knowledge of personal violence. The deluge and tangled and re-tangled memories of 
massacre evolve over time, get distracted by the happier memories of home in the 
decades before war and genocide, and draw from peripheral factx13 not easily, neatly, or 
comfortably captured by refugees in multiple forms of telling and remembering, and for 
most of all, themselves. As social scientists working in the field of violence, we must find 
new ways of listening and thinking about experiential realms and that survival in the 
everyday can constitute a traumatic event and normalized crisis in the wake of 




                                                 
13 Here I follow Carolyn Nordstrom (1997: 43) who writes, “I have written ‘factx’ instead of ‘facts’ to 
underscore the observation that, at least in the context of war, something is always wrong with the facts one 
is given. The facts of war emerge as “essentially contested” figures and representations everyone agrees are 
important, and no one agrees on.” 
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Chapter 2  IN WAITING 
 
‘TILL NOW 
You sleep. You wake. The idea is that you repeat this routine with a sense of impending 
eventfulness—profound or ordinary—in what it is you will eventually do and be, whether 
it is the following day, or the next year, or in ten years. Living with the sense of futurity 
is usual, common for those living in non-camp spaces. It is a motivating factor to “getting 
things done” or in striving to be a best friend or spouse, or to accomplish, achieve, and be 
your optimum self. These are individualist themes, surely, yet they are what motivates 
most of the world: it is the sense of being able to be autonomous. For most people, there 
are slips and bumps—periods of darkness—those moments that relationally are 
inconsequential and when what you see is not what you want to see, or those around you 
are not who you thought they were, there is an ability to make changes to these 
circumstances, contexts, and relationships. Slowly by slowly, those considered fully-
formed are able to shift out of darkness and find a light that raises you up. 
There is a daily grind in the camp and it is reflected in how refugees mark time. 
The ways time escapes them; it is witnessed in nearly all moments. Time marks their 
bodies, but eludes them, leaving them left out of the mutually constituted ways that 
others, leading different lives, understand themselves in time. Endurance and the measure 
through which the life can be good again are radically unknown to Gihembe camp. 
Living in waiting is impossibly blurry. When were you last here, they ask? Last month? 
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Five months? How old are you? How old am I? I do not know what year this son was 
born. Like the wife who cannot point out how long her husband has been away from the 
camp searching for the small jobs in the rural provinces. The drift, as I name it, kicks in 
and you cannot remember where you even were before, or where you are now. You see 
reminders of the passing of time in the rare reflection of yourself in an odd piece of glass 
or in a passing SUV window driven by humanitarian workers. This reminds you of how 
estranged you are from yourself and how many years must have passed since you were 
what you try to remember from before. The romance of the before is dark, sharp, and 
terrible, and it is too easy to inflate to be more than it was, although that is merely based 
on the conversations you have with people who do not know violence. Otherwise, the 
before, to those who have been by force changed against their own will, stands as a place 
and time to long for and yearn to return to. 
Being in the drift requires that you dream together, it is collective. It is a process 
of remembering what had manifest in the past, and locating yourself in those memories, 
in order to be, and to survive the present tense. The past, drifts through you, living albeit 
marginally, still inside you. The drift, like genocide and violence, lives on, in us. It is a 
state that you try to keep yourself in, so that the present seems less awful and more 
abstract than it is in order to distract yourself from the grinding halt that is, actually, the 
truth of now. This drift behaves like a tourniquet; it cuts off the blood and oxygen supply 
to other parts, welling up, rising to the surface, it builds a blockage. It is a technique used 
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to save lives and to try to repair nerve endings, preserving the partial life of limbs and 
organs, possibly curbing immobility.  
But it is always at a cost. The parts below and away, or behind a tourniquet are 
often lost to the slice of knives or the whiz of blades or the hacking of a dull blunt object, 
leaving a deafening numbness. But in the drift, letting yourself live at least partially in the 
past, preserves what is in the now and the tourniquets aids in this process so that you can 
not remember what was there before, at the same time you can not live without 
remembering what came earlier. Humanitarian intervention in the camp now is like the 
tourniquet, the sharp closing off—to constrict and compress for a period of time—so that 
the past, the organs, limbs, hearts and minds of refugees can be maintained. Refugees use 
this process, drifting through memories of the past as one elder says, “I owned mountains 
of cows! They were all mine…so-so-so many of them, did I own, then.” Like a 
maelstrom, a powerful whirlpool acting like a free vortex with terrific down pull, the 
tourniquet serves often as one of very few solutions for the turbulent situations of camp 
life. Letting themselves be sucked into the whirlpool of the past, increases the ability to 
endure and wait in the now. 
 
FROZEN 
The popular depictions of refugees in news, on World Refugee Day, in UNHCR popular 
spreads and calendars portray refugees as timeless, usually comprised of women and 
children, very much unlike Innocent’s calendar. Their faces are serious and haunting. The 
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image lends itself to thinking about refugees and stateless people, from Afghanistan to 
the Balkans, from Sudan to Somalia to Syria as people who are constituted by what and 
where they are not. Anthropologist Liisa Malkki (1995) readily notes how the refugees 
represent the failure of the nation-state, and come to stand in as a violation of the national 
order of things, those humans who betray linear, cosmological boundaries between how 
peoples are expected to line up with the nations from which they originate.  
Zones of pollution, territorially uprooted, the refugee in camps reflect pure 
humanity—faceless and nameless—often divorced from the historical and political 
contexts that are the very processes causing their statelessness (Das and Kleinman 2001, 
Malkki 1995, Marrus 1985). Hannah Arendt describes this vulnerability in her writing 
about refugees following the Second World War, “the abstract nakedness of being 
nothing but human was their greatest danger” (Arendt 1973: 300). In visual depictions of 
refugees, the viewer is often overwhelmed by how timeless refugees seem, not only to 
themselves, but to the viewer, to the one looking whose gaze is the source of a decisive 
interpretation. Time slows down. The visual sense of time as it connects to the refugee is 
dangerously attached to a sense of powerlessness, unknown ability, of being out of space, 
without a “natural” order of territory and place to attach themselves to.   
In his classic essay on liminality, Victor Turner (1967) names this process as 
structural invisibility. He writes,  
 
The subject of the ritual passage is, in the liminal period, structurally, if 
not physically, “invisible.” As members of society, most of us see only 
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what we expect to see, and what we expect to see is what we are 
conditioned to see when we have learned the definitions and 
classifications of our culture. […] The structural “invisibility” of liminal 
personae has a twofold character. They are at once no longer classified 
and not yet classified. 
 
 
While the camp exists into and of itself, and the residing life is frozen and timeless, it is 
invisible or more aptly put unseen. Innocent, Yvette, Illdephonse along with all the 
others—Marc, Aime, Solange—are still living, breathing, and are hardly timeless beings, 
but to whom does their sense of time matter, for what and under which circumstances? 
What do you expect to see? What can you hear? What does it take for them to live?  
When I rattle across the grey vinyl seat from the insides of a range rover, roughly 
turning, navigating the raw red dust, the camp world looks even more suspended, frozen 
than how it feels from outside the SUV. Encased in glass and heavy metal, for a driver 
and some HCR staff in the back, I awkwardly start seeing the camp radically resolute, 
organized, even understandable. Scared, disoriented and alarmed at how rapidly my 
disengagement takes shape from behind the glass of security and otherworldly advantage, 
making this world sliced-up and obscured by metal, mobility, money. And admittedly, I 
feel brief relief. This camp world exists in part because too often as we do manage to see, 
we do so through mediating layers of glass—of the television and calendars and range 
rovers—that block out how the life is slow and boring and whose life is kept waiting for 
something to be better. The visible and known world confines its own knowledge of 
refugees, who are constricted, like laced-up tourniquets, by what they cannot be and the 
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worlds they cannot join. I get tossed out the back of the vehicle at the bottom of the 
hillside, having lucked out with the lift, allowing me the time to catch the last bus to 
Kigali. The minibus drivers know me, and wait a minute longer for me to get my tickets. 
It was nightfall, and Gihembe had fallen dark. Everything felt still for just a second.  
… 




In this chapter, I am concerned with the Congolese experience of estrangement and 
neglect, and the accompanying difficulty this violence creates for refugees to locate 
themselves as continuous subjects in time. This segment explores how time, and the 
intense periods of waiting endured by refugees living in camps, enacts a particular form 
of violence less recognized than the conflict they originally fled. The following section 
explores temporal dispossession- the removal of subjects from a linear order of time—
and how for camp dwellers, this is exacerbated through their relationship to a 
humanitarian regime and to their relationship to those working on their behalf. 
Life in the camp takes place in this suspended world where temporary conditions 
turn out to be indefinite. It is a space of exception where life is kept living yet riddled 
with constraints and muted forms of violence. For inhabitants of the camp, time is 
regulated, broken and made idle. The prolonged and endless operations securing life for 
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refugees actually serve to enact further violation and suffering, interrupting their ability 
to form less fragmented subjectivities. The refugee’s ability to parse together a more 
complete version of the self relies heavily on imaginative labor about movement in the 
future.  
Waiting or “passing time” is hard work. It is one form of everyday violence 
embedded in the refugee life and is justified precisely because refugees are thought of as 
impermanent subjects inhabiting a liminal space. Young refugees often relay this as they 
mention how they have “grown big” in the camp, having come as small children to 
Rwanda. Camp-life is the only life they know. Unlike their parents, who remember what 
had been in Congo, younger refugees also in limbo are asked to imagine what the family 
land, work and educational opportunities were like before fleeing from war and genocide. 
They are left to exist in a never-ending state of liminality, a condition experienced most 
intensely in the “non-space” of the camp—neither fully operating in either of the outside 
worlds, in Rwanda or at home. Added onto this challenge, humanitarian action directs 
refugees to be as independent as possible, but at the same time they are forced into 
accepting the aid administered. Refugees are asked to stay in the camp until peace comes 
to Congo and they can return home. The UNHCR wants refugees to be self-sufficient at 
the same time they struggle to find the means to do so, as evidenced in their inability to 
work, or attain the money to travel in country to possibly find other opportunities. Life in 




These double binds and the sense of enduring waiting, symptoms of being outside of 
time, are witnessed in the physicality of the camp too. The indicators are in the large 
refugee graveyard on the outskirts of the houses in the ninth quarter, or in the erosion of 
the unstable ground on which plastic and mud houses are built, and in the felt reality of 
flowing raw sewage from within burst pit latrines. Here lay the signs of the steady decay 
of an already, temporary and makeshift camp infrastructure. What does it take to wait 
through this?  
A lot of the daily refugee activities center, albeit slowly, on efforts to renew camp 
life, such as repairing the falling-down homes composed of the very same eroding mud 
they rest on. Or the repairs to ragged clothing and the extreme effort it takes to be clean. 
Or in finding more and better food and getting additional staple materials to live that are 
not provided for by the humanitarian regime. The UNHCR is also stuck in the camp, as 
they are charged with—yet they have also granted themselves the duty—of planning the 
camp and refugee renewal projects. They too, cannot abandon the life contained in 
Gihembe. 
These are the types of issues—how can we wait and sustain our lives here?—
raised in the occasional meetings between the UNHCR and the refugees. Meeting days 
were unusual days because something was happening in the camp. Everyone piled into 
the common multi-purpose building that is used variously to administer vaccines to 
children; the occasional film if the generator for electricity is working and special 
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permission is granted for its use; or a rare dance party for the youth. This particular 
meeting had been postponed several times throughout the month and was initiated by the 
UNHCR to introduce the new country director out from the Kigali office. She wanted to 
get acquainted with each and every camp, “to see the good work for herself.” The UN 
and their partners claim that these meetings happen formally each month to discuss 
refugee’s untenable choices, the logistical camp malfunctions, and their long wait to go 
home. But the refugees say they wait long periods of time for meetings to happen, 
resulting in only one or two annually, and during my fieldwork, this was the only official 
meeting I was aware of.  
 
A FEATHERED PRESIDENT 
The meeting-place air feels slow and complicated, too dense from heat and the intimacy 
of proximate bodies. People jam in as the elder President of the camp, a refugee, stood 
and addresses the UNHCR and local government officials. He holds himself particularly 
well, usually sporting a hat with a feather tucked to the side that accentuates his medium 
frame and shadows his amber colored eyes. Turning to the group, he states blankly, “We 
have so many problems.” He ticks through a list, focusing on the main issues, elaborating 
on each as he continues to the next.  
In between his pauses, the entire room stuffed as full of poised, coiled bodies as 
possible, the crowd applauds and calls out measures in agreement, clapping and cheering. 
He cites the lack of education beyond primary school, hunger, rotten food rations, no 
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hospital transfers for the very sickest, too few plastic tarps for larger families in need of 
bigger houses, decreased in-camp work options and slashed salaries for refugees. He 
pauses, crying out of anger, and continues his list. He relays: increasing vulnerability for 
those in the camp with HIV, disabilities, madness, problems for orphans and widows, the 
lack of progress on returning home and forever repatriating, and the unanswerable 
question of when peace will come to Congo.  
The camp President finishes his speech, and joins the group in waiting, as the 
UNHCR officials continue the meeting. The officials want to “answer” the problems he 
raised, though their speeches echoed a generic humanitarian template, assuring refugees 
they are looking into all these questions, while applauding the collaboration and 
communication between the humanitarian workers, the Rwandese government officials, 
and themselves. The UNHCR director explains, “The UN has to be in charge of the life 
here as much as possible,” and so it is her job, to continue assessing these questions, so 
that she and everyone else working with the refugees may find the answers. “I know 
these are big issues,” she said.  
One refugee, irritated, stands up and asks again about the rotten maize and beans 
provided month after month by the World Food Program. There was more than a long, 
stretched out silence that followed. I look around nervously. I wonder if the period of 
waiting that the HCR director had put into effect between the refugee’s question and her 
response is deliberate. After all, it is not her life that waits in the tentative balance of 
being. If anything, it is her very life that is promoted, extended, and enriched by the very 
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fact that the camp continues to exist as long as it has. It is a sign, among many others, of 
knowing good business practices. The silence swells as an endpoint to those words that 
cannot be said. The director interrupts and with terrific force says, “It is very serious,” 
and assures everyone. “We will discuss this with the WFP and come back to you with 
solutions.” 
It was unclear how anyone felt as the meeting finished; it seems like one more 
futile exercise for the refugees and the UNHCR alike. What was apparent was the way 
these problems are raised and heard, with promises of solutions just around the corner. 
Both refugees and humanitarians are familiar with how the life-assisting regime works: 
everyone repeats and rehearses the same problems: refugees ask for help, organizations 
say they are trying to help. But everyone knows this life is really about waiting and 
making do with the time that is left in between what had been in the past, and what might 
be in the future. Refugees know the UN will not and cannot bring peace to Congo. They 
also know that despite humanitarian interests in sculpting the refugee as more self-
sufficient or as an independently mobile subject, the point of the camp is that people are 
provided for, and cannot easily leave. 
 This is how time becomes trapped and waiting year after year becomes the 
routine. Refugees expect this as they explain that every year for the past 17, when the 
New Year comes, the UN will wish them wellness for the coming season and dole out 
spare materials, such as an extra blanket or piece of clothing that has been holed up in the 
storage cans behind the food distribution and ration tent. I have never entered one, but I 
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know what the objects that emerge from these spaces mean to those whom I love. The 
“extras” are coveted and used with an extreme sense of concern, forcing maybe even an 
expression of gratitude for HCR from refugees to those who are lucky enough to be 
awarded the materials outside of the general rubric of deservedness. In a secret intimate 
cluster within a quarter of the camp after “spare” supplies were doled out, everyone 
confers: who needs the new blankets, who are managing to sleep now as they are? 
Everyone knows the camps are not moving or changing. Even the UNHCR general 
director from Geneva grimly stated succinctly when speaking on the number of the 
world’s refugees having just reached a 15-year high in 2010, “the new crises multiply and 
the old crises never end.”  
For refugees, exceptional helplessness is not a subject position they have always 
occupied. At home in north Kivu, they were considered very rich people, they had cattle 
and land, and because of this, it hurts them more to endure the time of waiting and to be 
so unknown, and to be so shamed by what they are in comparison. Their prior selves 
know what the “good life” is and how it makes them feel. But the structure of camp-life 
pushes into their being makes them immobilized, and leaves them outside of time, broken 
and unable to piece together full versions of themselves. Now, they do not experience 
themselves as coherent with the passing of time, because the circumstances surrounding 
them are so repetitive, boring, and yet unstable, disruptive, and unpredictable. As the 
President’s list of “problems” reveals, refugees feel themselves deteriorating, physically 
and mentally, with every year that passes in the camp. And when that HCR meeting 
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ended, the refugees were left with the feelings they brought with them, not with solutions 
or answers.  
‘Till now, through the years, they find themselves unable to picture improving 
over time, cultivating themselves, realizing their desires, all the things a self is supposed 
to do. This problem is described over and over, “they come and we tell them what we 
want,” “we explain to the UNHCR our problems and they go away and nothing happens,” 
“I hear rumors of return and then only silence.” These subjects are left waiting, but 
waiting at the mercy of all these other things—war in Congo, citizenship, gainful 
employment, education. They work to sustain some semblance of themselves, and their 
former lives. But they remain indisposed because of their inability to produce predictable 
time. This paradox reveals their unequal insertion into a humanitarian regime that claims 
to promote their lives and yet keeps them immobile. 
 
THE BOY CALLED PROMISE 
Waiting outside of time is enduringly difficult and especially caustic work considering 
humanitarian principles are based on the transcendent valorization of life. The younger 
boys, lanky and polite, who have “grown big” as refugees, talk about what they wish for. 
Stripped of opportunities and living in horrendous conditions, as the President’s 
comments reveal, they love talking about what they imagine could be true for their 
futures. They would buy new colorful Converse sneakers, and so many books in English, 
and they would study at universities as long as they liked, and most of all, they would be 
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at home in Congo and free from the torment of being a refugee. When I asked them if 
they really think this is possible, they tell me, “We have to have hope!” “We have to 
imagine it can be better than this.”  
Another boy, named Promise agrees, and then exclaims, “But we do not believe 
it!” He tucks his head downward, gazing into the red dusty ravine, and slowly pulled his 
chin upward to the sky and the clouds. His jaw pulls in and he pauses, exhaling ‘till the 
stale air from his lungs is expelled as much as possible. Promise is generally nervous and 
overly eager, so much so it wears off on you, nearly contagious energy and volatile and 
desperate, all at once. Emotions in the camp are sticky. He is referring to the inquiries 
and communications made between the refugees and officials, and to all the promises that 
are made to refugees about going home, or finding better solutions, or to peace. I leave 
Promise that day, knowing that his discrete wording and gesture is one of many others he 
and the camp collectively have made, stated, pleaded for, and have silently coped with. 
Where do these promises materialize? The answers to their problems go unattended. 
Hope and belief are distinct for camp inhabitants, imagining their future and having hope 
for it are radically different categories than believing that promises for the good life will 
actually happen.  
Promise continues to greet me daily with belief that the life will be better, he asks, 
“how is the book, ‘till now, you are still writing?” I smile. I Nod. And then I tell him that 
today, “I believe,” might shed some difference into what others can hear and see. 
“Today,” I squeak, “Others might know,” of what exists here. As I speak these words, he 
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cannot catch my poor accent and lazy intonation. “No problem,” I tell him, “It is 
nothing,” I think to myself. It would be too vulgar and misleading to tell him otherwise. 
The gift of life and his freedom is not mine to give. It is his to have and he already knows 
this. And when Mama Furaha, meaning “happiness” tells me, “God will bring those 
killers to justice,” as she simultaneously references her own experience, the camps larger 
history, and my more recent one, I have to also hope for it, for her, for myself and for the 
others. However, we do not believe it. These are indeed, critical distinctions for those 
who know the labor of living ‘till something gets better, ‘till now, and the work involved 
in waiting to be better and ‘till the day when we wake and do not wish we were dead. 
Until then, we still ask, “What do we say to the God of death?”  
 
KEPT OUT, SUCKED IN 
Refugees know better than anyone the feeling of being kept out of time, and the 
disorganization and confusion it leverages on their future abilities to act effectively and 
continuously in time. This is the dispossession and violence, as well the disbelief that is 
so saliently noted by the youth—those whose entire lives have been spent as refugees. 
The boys and the aging refugees alike live and understand the temporal dispossession 
created by the humanitarian regime as a force originally acted out in good faith, with a 
benign purpose and the intention of helping. They also know that it is much, much more 
than just that. They see it in their diseases, in their lack of belief, in the horror of slow 
death, and in their sequestration in this place. I see it too.  
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Only a few months later after the Gihembe camps founding, does the life-giving 
world show darker signs that suggest the camps also create violence for the very subjects 
they try to assist, leaving the refugee with a half-hearted hope for betterment and a 
brighter future. James Smith, among others (2011) has described how civil conflict in 
African states, especially in the Democratic Republic of Congo, has produced a kind of 
violent temporal dispossession, squashing its citizens for decades into a toxic vacuum 
between land-based conflict, global capital, and mineral extraction. The subject here is 
unable to gauge how this combination of factors led to the violence inflicted onto them, 
as hopelessness abounds, and their futures seem unattainable.  
Yet conversely, in this camp a short distance from eastern Congo, refugees who 
are the product of these very conflicts do have a keen sense of what their own temporal 
dispossession is about. They understand that the violence lived in the camp is a product 
of the humanitarian apparatus, as much as those same efforts keep them safe and alive. 
The resulting dilemma begs for critical thinking about how humanitarian intervention 
should function and for how long, under what terms new forms of violence are justified, 
and which subjects are asked to endure an endless period of waiting outside of it.   
 
THE IDLE PHOTOS 
Refugees live in a constant state of general, normalized emergency, wherein the creation 
of solutions for refugees in camps by the governing humanitarian apparatus is limited. 
The idle time and hopelessness that dominates the camp is only slightly dismissed by the 
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rare moments in which marking time or ways of seeing yourself are keyed in on, 
especially by someone from the outside. Over the course of these years, I have taken 
hundreds of photographs of the camp, the families within it, of scenes and individuals. 
Upon the finale of the initial long period of fieldwork, I spent a small fortune processing 
a handful of photographs in Kigali to give as a farewell gifts to those most intimate to the 
research. Women and children gasp, delighted at having their very own photographs, 
often having never owned their own photograph themselves.  
If anything, their photograph is reflected to them in the standard issued refugee 
identity card, emblazoned with those same words in bold, alongside their fuzzy solemn 
picture, with their full names and the UNHCR logo. Sitting months later in the same 
community building as the HCR directors’ meeting, we hunch in on each other, sighing, 
sleepy from the nights unrest and the fatigue of the day. Promise, Marc, Aime, Boudain, 
Black, and others gather ‘till now. They had been told to arrive that day to collect their 
refugee ID cards, they had been issued recently, and verification matching the ID and the 
refugee is necessary to be confirmed in the UNHCR roster. Messages like these from 
HCR are passed along through an old message board in the center of the camp, and 
through quarter leaders who distribute news and needs. We sat, waiting, for hours: the 
toddlers pass passing by, and the HCR worker also looks so tired.  
The wooden benches beneath us take adjustments, a constantly slow periodic shift 
to combat the numbness that sets in otherwise, lightened by the crick of the neck and the 
squeeze of the hand next to you. The constant thought of when you might be able to leave 
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this room—this camp—and the incessant hope that it must come to be. It was mid-
morning by now. The sun and its shadow are the only marker of time as we saw it from 
our fixed, seated positions. The light was moving slowly by slowly through the 
doorframe, whether we like the time we had taken there or not. We are stuck. They look 
at me, sleepily, sadly and together with blank faces gesturing to the table in front of us, 
operated by a HCR staff who looks as aggravated as we feel. The boys agree and murmur 
again, “Our identities rest there.” In a box. On a table. There are the plastic cards upon 
which their future food rations, enlistment in medical care, provision for firewood and 
water, right to education, and so much else rest. The blank wood of the benches and the 
tabletop is dirty with the stains of years of use. The unstable chair and the person sitting 
behind it make you nervous. We stare for hours and years at these things, just as they 
were before, as they are now—nothing changes. It is “just there,” they repeat: “all that I 
am,” in the cardboard box filled of plastics that are also waiting to find their way to the 
bodies entitled to them, even though movement in a larger sense is not happening for the 
ID, the refugee, for Promise, or the HCR staff. We wait, at least, together, we murmur 
aloud. Grace’s words linger, “Are we together? ‘Till now?” 
 







Now, upon each return to Gihembe, these times from Europe and the US, I have brought 
reams of photographs with me, carefully tucked into standard sized envelopes, inscribed 
with individual’s names, “Papa of Jackson, Mama Furaha, Baby Solange.” Tucked and 
sealed, then banded with stretchies, these gifts have been distributed over the last few 
years. With each return to the camp, I self-consciously dole out their images, feeling the 
allure and tragedy, bundled uncomfortably embedded with my offerings. Mama takes her 
most recent photograph, and says, “Boh,” noting how with the passing of a few years, she 
is wearing, on this very same day the exact igitenge that she did during the last series of 
photographs. Except her face looks more tired and aged. But ‘till now, seeing herself, she 
did not realize it. 
 
VULGAR TIME? GETTING SOMEWHERE, AND MISSION APOLLO 
Martin Heidegger (1927) writes that our perception of time plays an important part in 
someone’s ability to find form in life, and to create a life world. We are oriented to the 
future without discrete boundaries, and to the possibilities of futures. This moment of 
vision—anticipatory resoluteness—happens in the present moment, but only in the 
openness of the future. Grace takes hold of this when she states, “You have not forgotten 
us.” Being towards death, allocates the impacts of the fact that you will onto how you can 
be now, and the future resoluteness is in making a choice. The desire to actualize this 
futurity is an impossibility in the camp. Continuity of the past bleeds and the future is 
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always contained in the present. Ecstases, Heidegger terms, is the emergent part of the 
past, and the projection into the future.  
There are a few people working against the endless holding pattern of Gihembe 
who attempt to launch the camp into another future. Tucked into a cramped, disorganized 
space on the third floor of an office building, a prominent Kigali lawyer conducts his 
business. This man, named Apollo, came outside into the open-aired hallway and waited. 
He is slightly short and medium dark in color, adorned in the common Kigali 
professional attire of generic black pants, a tucked-in button-down shirt, accented with a 
loose, in-descript tie. His shoes have been meticulously cleaned and his shirt equally 
pressed. Apollo smiles.  
Finding this lawyer and getting an appointment with him is not an easy task. He 
represents Laurent Nkunda, the Congolese Tutsi leader of the militia called the National 
Congress for the Defense of the People, (CNDP) which until recently was fighting the 
Congolese government army and local militias in North Kivu, leading a lethally 
disciplined and competent army. He promotes death by firing squad for any CNDP 
solider that rapes women, prefers his nickname “The Chairman,” and is an ordained 
Seventh Day Adventist minister. Nkunda’s rationale for using force in the eastern Congo 
is to promote security, the enforcement a rule of law, and to broadly, “bring changes,” 
that will allow Congolese in the eastern territories to be safe and at home. In 2010, he had 
reached Goma after securing Masisi and Rutshuru, key provinces in north Kivu, DRC. 
There was quiet in the region for the first time in long period of war: internally displaced 
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people (IDPs) were returning to their land, infrastructure and governance was 
implemented, and curfews were strictly enforced in the larger towns. These were hopeful 
signs that organization and stability might be possible in a place where no one and 
everyone was the law for a very long time. 
In late 2009, the strategic visits to East Africa and Congo from American Hillary 
Clinton and her British counterpart, Jack Straw, produced initial quiet whispers that 
turned into loud allegations of human rights violations and war crimes involving Nkunda 
and his force. The Western influences threatened to cut aid to the respective Kigali and 
Kampala leaders if Nkunda was not leashed and taken out of the public forum. This 
moment was similarly repeated in 2012, where a sharp ultimatum was set in order for the 
same leaders from Uganda and Rwanda, now more specifically the roles of “puppet” 
governments and their finagling in the affairs of the Kivus, exacerbating an already 
volatile relationship between Kampala, Kigali and Kinshasa and the tentative politics that 
govern their relationships. The price tag for disobeying the West were stringent cuts to 
the associated incentives and aid allocations if they permitted the latest group, March 23 
2012 (M23) to continue temporary rule of law. CNDP, Nkunda’s militia, claimed to 
protect not only ethnically vulnerable people in the Kivus, but rather all Congolese.  
Situated amidst prolonged chaos, other global forces needed CNDP to be less 
visible, and to hold less obvious ties to its neighbors, especially to the Tutsi-Kigali 
networks. At the time of his arrest, Nkunda had responded to an invitation to visit key 
military strategists in Kigali and was, as it is popularly whispered, “tricked,” and then 
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immobilized as Rwandese military forces greeted him causally at the border. The 
familiarity of tactility and distraction, baiting and switching is a well-rehearsed strategy 
between ethnic groups, national boundaries, and the affluent in ever-constant competition 
over mobility, power and decay in the decades of unrest and violence. Nkunda obliged 
and did not resist holding tight in Rwanda. Since then, he has been on house arrest, 
sometimes cited as being in Kigali, at other times in Giseyni.   
 
I LOVE. 
Nkunda is also a verb in Kinyarwanda meaning: “I love.” In the bus park in Kigali, 
smaller boys hustle in between the parked buses, the ticketed passengers, the bus 
company staff, drivers, and others moving goods through the city to the rural parts of the 
countries. Heisting up blue and red plastic basins, brimming with peanuts, biscuits, hard-
colorful candies, chilled over-sweet juices and waters accompanied by straws and fruity 
Chiclets, these same boys often offer over-aged copies of Time Magazine, the Economist, 
and other reading materials in French and English and local maps where the scale and 
location of places is scrambled. Small vendors sell used clothes, and often-fickle 
overpriced flash drives that do not work once you get home. Scarves and hats are 
modeled in layers upon layers, one woman takes off a series of scarves, stripping down 
eventually to the one that the elder Mama from inside the parked and idle waiting bus, 
decided to buy.  
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The contingent of technology vendors have a naughty, playfulness built into them: 
modeling for me in a different way, my favorite set of boys sell ripped, action videos, 
copied you imagine over and over again, then placed into the plastic folds that are 
gingerly touted around in basins, or in loose bundles. They surround me most mornings, 
“Keza! Gino!” – Pretty, come! – they command me. Hustling around me, taking my bags, 
holding my hands, competing with each other over who is carrying which items, telling 
me I am becoming too fat or too thin, giving me extra candies than what I paid for, 
running for my tickets and with honesty, return my exact large change. They know that I 
arrive at Gihembe everyday and return every night.  
The technology boys, also know I have a fondness for Nkunda, though they are 
not sure why. They do know however, that I hungrily buy each new action video they can 
find “staring” Nkunda- these short five or so minute videos that are dubbed over with 
popular Rwandese music, with slow fades of still images of the Congo, Nkunda, guns and 
his soldiers. The bus market boys model for me the way they see him: bending over each 
other, flashing upright middle and index fingers into peace signs, smiling broadly, we 
laugh each time they act it out. “He is strong,” they say. They demonstrate the soldier’s 
poise and demeanor, erecting their chests, puffing out their arms with grace, standing 
with their feet at tension, planted soundly on the earth beneath their feet. I agree with 
them, he has “the force.” 
Nkunda is commonly referenced in the camp when refugees speak about politics 
and leaders related to their home country. With great affection, refugees narrate this 
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military leader as a source of hope and home and as representative of a change to 
transform the Congo into “a good condition.” They even say, through gossip or hearsay, 
that his family members lived in Gihembe camp for some years. Nkunda is the most 
public figure whose actions in Congo are interpreted as explicitly good to Gihembe 
residents, as he talks quite directly about “taking the Congo back for the Congolese 
people,” despite what UN mapping reports and special envoys claim of Nkunda’s forces, 
who at mass rape, slaughter, pillage, and take. While refugees see themselves as the 
enduring life that has survived these same experiences, the claims of the camp views 
CNDP’s actions as the central instigating force in taking back Goma and forcing 
Kinshasa into peace talks. Gihembe sees this as their way of being invited home. 
Realistically, Congolese refugees in Rwanda and elsewhere are not a singular or even 
centrally exclusive piece of the larger geopolitical stakes at play in securing east Congo.  
 
MORE ELEMENTS 
Mining operations, swathes of oil, unharvested forests and the tragically rare earth and 
elements that comprises the Congo weigh in on larger agendas outside of east Africa and 
stretch in their implications to China, South Africa, Israel, France, the US, and Russia. 
Anthropologist James Smith (2011) has described how the predecessor to CNDP, the 
militia RCD under similar rule, had entered into direct talks with the US based company, 
Sony Play Station in anticipation of their market needs leading up to the hot release of the 
Xbox game station in 2003. Coltan, casserite, titanium, and tantalum and all the other rare 
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earthy materials held under the land that had been Gihembe camps home before, make 
moves on their behalf, existing in their own toxic dimension, with militias, governments, 
companies, and everything else acting on the elements behalf- but with none acting on 
the human elements, the by-products of it, for refugees. 
But to refugees in Gihembe, Nkunda’s intentions remain more singular: in the 
mix for more than a decade and a half of hopelessness, he has been one of a rare few 
public figures who has talked about making Congo safe for its people there now, and for 
its people now in exile. He talks about futurity and a time beyond the present tense. They 
dream Nkunda could make their home safe again so they may leave the camp, and more 
broadly, “take Congo back,” of which they consider themselves lawful and deserving 
recipients of this gift. Yet, Refugees do not know what waits for them at home. Would 
they want to return, and lapse out of the nostalgia “of the before,” if they knew that what 
they left at home is just as gruesome as now? When does terror stop?  
 
A LAWYER 
In Kigali, Apollo and I were upstairs, inside the small, stuffy room. He immediately 
opens the window and air passes through nicely. There are heaps of folders that merely 
closed in on other loose papers without actually keeping documents organized or in a 
messy order. Additional reams of papers outside of folders, with pinched corners are 
bunched into heaps, among other items, like books about law in French, which teeter on 
the corner of his desk. His laptop is closed as is a phone, among other things, and the 
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desk suggested he had been in the middle of something earlier in the day, but not now. 
There is a printer, but no scanner or bookshelf: all the clutter obscured the appearance of 
other bulky things. On the wall behind me was a nail that contained a wire coat hanger 
that sat empty now, dangling and ready, for when he has to dress up and wear a suit coat.  
Apollo gestured to the opposite chair, placed some distance back from his own 
desk. Pulling it closer, we chatted, as he inspected my business card, pushing some of the 
debris and detritus from his immediate vicinity and pulled a blank sheet of paper from a 
stack, accompanied by a pen. He looked attentive. My introduction was a schpiel 
prepared carefully, with corresponding “facts,” that supported my reason for meeting 
him. The “facts,” are about anthropology, ethnographic research, my interest in refugees, 
and my methods. He nods and starts to take notes, after asking me to speak in slower 
English. My speech is general, and I try to avoid the slightest indication about the kinds 
of implications my interests could hold with respect to forced migration, or refugee 
camps, or to the utmost contested “second genocide theory” increasingly upheld by the 
UN mapping report. Triggering these factors would have closed down our conversation 
in an instant. It became more difficult as I explained my request to see him, and his 
potential connection. I smile, and with trust, I declare my real reason for our appointment 
and blurt out, “I want to meet Nkunda.” 
“Really?” he replies. I smile bigger. Explaining my interest in the camps, my 
familiarity and relationship to refugees and their situations, I said it is a matter of hearing 
so many adoring things about the elusive leader that my curiosity is piqued. Although, I 
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follow up, it seems the topic of Nkunda is “sensitive.” As with many transactions in 
Kigali, there is an acute need to be polite, vague and nice, especially about delicate 
matters. Additionally, as the subordinate, I need to demonstrate both a degree of 
innocence and comprehension about the topic, enough that allows Apollo a level of 
freedom and authority. It relieves him of the potential to not be confronted blatantly as 
withholding or colluding information. Researchers must indicate a degree of proficiency 
about the place by showing attention to acceptable conduct, while also understating 
dangerous topics. It is important not to draw out or overstate how much you know 




The dance between saying the right things is well underway. I reply, “I think it is possible 
to talk, especially considering I am not a journalist nor some one working for human 
rights groups?” He smiles and lightens up a little, still nervous. I continue, “My 
conversation would be about information that Nkunda would be interested in 
hearing…not for any reason to take action…but at least, because these refugees are 
people he has cared about for years and belongs to in some sense, yeeeee?” 
He nods, reclining a bit, said, “Perhaps you have not been briefed on how 
complicated Nkunda’s case is.” He starts to draw a diagram on the paper, concentrating 
on making a point. He said, “Here is Kagame, the government, and the General-- do you 
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know the one who is in South Africa? He has been wanting to talk to Nkunda perhaps for 
reasons about reorganizing the structure of the groups who he had been working with, 
that maybe that General was interested in having Nkunda’s old troops and 
army…Nkunda’s question is a very big problem.” His words are generic, but far from 
insignificant. 
He continues, Nkunda has been “forbidden from talking to anyone at all,” as the 
case is still waiting on how to move forward. And he, as his lawyer, is not allowed to talk 
about the case, outside of the generalities that most people already know. “Yes, yes, of 
course,” I confirm, “but I thought that perhaps, it would be possible, especially because I 
am not interested in getting an official interview…to just meet and talk to him about what 
is going on in the Kivus and how he sees the potential futures.” 
I bolstered my knowledge about how much the refugees love the man, identifying 
him as one of the people who are interested in bringing peace to Congo, and if that 
happens, they see their futures at home, emerge as something truly possible. I trail off, 
wondering aloud: what possibilities are there to secure both the futures of Rwanda and 
the Congo? I controversially conclude, “Besides, these refugees are partially 
Rwandese…and belong here, according to some.”  
Confused, he cocked his head. “The refugees in country do not want to stay 
here?” I said, quite the contrary. After a healthy dose of shattering silence, he offers to 
call and talk to Nkunda’s wife and brother on my behalf, to explain who I am and what I 
wanted to do and talk about. He pauses again, asserting, “In Rwanda, there is a general 
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feeling of ...” I gesture at my understanding of this, “Yeeeeee,” but prompt him to explain 
further. He hedges his explanation flirtatiously, saying that if someone was here in 
Rwanda a while, “You would probably understand.” Later in the conversation, he did ask 
explicitly for the duration of my stay in Rwanda so far. Impressed by the response—over 
a year—and confirms through his grin, “Yes, you do know then, don’t you?” Even then, 
he lost no momentum as he simultaneously suggests and asks if I am CIA, after all, “it 
would be possible.” Apollo explains his logic superficially, “Emily, you could be anyone, 
but with this card, it is clearer,” and besides, he asserts, “you must be clever anyway, 
doing an advanced degree and getting all this information.” He signals that the name I 
present to him would be followed up on, but in a way that was discrete. The integrity of 
our conversation is one that surely was passed along to the next tier of overwatchers and 
surveillance who are already privy to my movements, friends, social circles, and my 
location in the city and in the camp.  
Testing me one-step further, he asks how I came to learn of him and acquire his 
contact information. I had been warned that this might be a source of distrust, not only 
who I had managed information about him from, but that coupled with who I could be 
working for. While reading online; his name is cited in articles and reports, which leds to 
the Rwanda Bar association who hold his information as a public record. It was that easy. 
I laugh, “Do you never Google yourself?” He chimes in that the news online, “ah, yes,” 
he confirms, makes this possible. 
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Explaining himself, Apollo states, “We Rwandese, if it is something good, we can 
help you. If it is something bad, it might not be so easy.” To him, the dance is about 
figuring out what it is that someone truly wanted. Repeating himself, Apollo said again, 
“Good things, of course, we can help you with your problems.” But then, he broke the 
national code on genocide ideology and transgressively said, “Tutsi, you see, are clever.” 
He pauses and becomes distracted and silent. I reiterate his statement as a question: he 
grins and said it is about thinking through things. Dancing at a faster pace now, I ask of 
his background, “Surely, you are also Tutsi,” as I interrupt myself, and admit, “I know 
I’m not supposed to ask…but surely, you are such a successful lawyer...” He opens up in 
a way so rare to interactions with strangers, and outlines his origins, “My mother is 
Rwandese, and my father is Congolese, from Kinshasa. So in Congo, they say I am 
Rwandese. That is why I like to be here.” 
A man enters the room and interrupts. He studies me closely and said I was very 
pretty in Kinyarwanda. The lawyer agrees. They exchange a small folder and he exits. At 
the end of the conversation of big and small talk, he asks where I live in Kigali and when 
I go to the camp. He also asks about my background, saying I did not look like the usual 
muzungus. Was it possible I was from Eastern Europe, or Asia, or the Middle East? This 
is a frequent inquiry, “why is it,” I ask. He believed it was about having dark hair and 
eyes in addition to the way I act, walk, and behave, it is not like the other muzungus. Still 
flirting, he asks in this sense if I knew what the man on the way in had said about me. I 
admit I did know, I heard it. He smiles and thought that was really funny, indeed, I was 
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“too clever.” This is a context where everyone pays close attention to the physicality of 
others, the features, behaviors, mannerisms that indicate where one comes from and their 
background, status and class. Being “too fat,” signifies wealth and health, and the 
absence of HIV; and being too dark or so tall, or having a high forehead or dark gums or 
a broad nose, and all the other folklore of ethnic groupings, however untrue or unreliable 
these characterizations are in practice—remain active elements in making sense of social 
space and situations. Everyone pays close attention to shape and stature. 
He affirms “how welcome” I am to be doing research in Rwanda, “it is no 
problem, but when you get into politics, it is not good and further, if you go against the 
government here…” and then he trails off. Perhaps in response to my acquired 
affirmation, “Yeeeee,” a common indicator of acknowledgement, surprise or 
understanding, he continues, “If you are against the government here …you might not 
understand—in the US you are so liberal, with what people write and say….”  
He speaks too openly: he names what can and cannot be said in Rwanda, but he 
also demonstrates this practice, this dance, in our interaction. Iterations about ethnicity, 
groups, genocide, and the current regime are highly contested terrain. In his first slip—
the articulation of ethnicity—he speaks about his own background and the state. From 
there, his second slip is more severe, in his attribution of certain traits to characterize 
Tutsi. Backtracking, he shifts his own personal narrative and experience as someone from 
nationally distinct parents to refocus identity to be associated to a physical place instead 
of a group of people. This was intended as a corrective measure for talking too freely. 
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He concludes by reassuring me, “Because you, Emily, are here for good reasons, I 
will help you.” Nkunda’s wife, brother, mother, father and others who are in Kigali were 
contacted about meeting, but do not forget, he whispers, “these people are not allowed to 
talk about the case, just about themselves, and the refugees as you say. Maybe they in the 
city will allow you to meet the man.” But I never did. I search, looking and then waiting 




The man did not reveal his name over the phone, as he states a time and meeting place. 
Arriving to the far-off location, there were no other people around, but many cars parked 
outside. It is a lodge to take lovers in secret—often used by men who had families—
situated in an out of the way neighborhood of Kigali, where people do not merely show 
up casually for a drink or a visit. I am escorted inside; the man that greets me at the door 
said he knew who I was there to meet. The worker leads me far up the stony path, 
through the outdoor rock terraces underneath thatched roof canopies, into deepest corner. 
Underneath the most secluded canopy in darkness, sat a solitary man, who’s figure I can 
barely outline. The worker stands with me there, waiting for my lead, hanging onto my 
elbow carefully. Pausing, idle for several seconds, he leaves me and turned on the light 
inside of the bungalow, a singular wire cord dripped, snaking just toward the table top. 
The man stands, commanded by the light. I face an eerily similar replica of Nkunda: 
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exceedingly tall, remarkably broad through his shoulders and stature. His eyes and facial 
structure echoed what I can recount from still images of Nkunda. His chest is barrel 
sized. I crank my chin up toward the canopy sky; he towers over me and shakes my hand 
with fierce strength. 
I perch to his left side in the ubiquitous white plastic chairs. Lucky introduces his 
self and offered Fanta and tonic, but not alcohol. He works at a school in Gisozi, a 
university known for being good in law. Ever formal at first, he asks for my card and 
introduction, seizing the ethnographic reins for himself. I take my time, slowly peeling 
out the strategic details, sharing the timeline of the PhD degree, and the nature of my 
course. He studied economics and business, which he now teaches and is eager to soon be 
starting an online PhD. He nods, steadily taking his own notes. I try not to watch what 
details he writes down, the notes that I could peek at though are thorough. He scribbles 
quickly and it is distracting. He wears a kind of safari-jungle printed shirt, one that had 
palm trees on it. I could not gaze too long, his eyes held me. The top three buttons are 
undone, and later, in between pauses, I see him carefully put them back together.  
He is weighty and somber in appearance and eye contact, but feels purposely 
playful in demeanor. Unbeknownst to him, he had not been briefed by Apollo about the 
nature of my request. Laughing, touching my arm as I squeak out my remaining 
introduction, he explains he is a very close nephew of Nkunda, and that “‘till now, the 
family could not even see Nkunda.” But he rapidly pulls out his phone that very instant 
and shares a series of mobile pictures: one where Nkunda is smiling on the patio of his 
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large, well adorned house in Kigali, a second one of Nkunda in a large range rover in the 
property matching the patio-scene, and another with his Madame snuggling him on a 
couch. His smile is overwhelming in all the photos. The nephew explains, “There is no 
problem, do not worry, Nkunda is being taken good care of here. He [Nkunda] is a guest, 
in Rwanda and a visitor, and not someone to pass a long time here.” 
It is odd to see all these pictures of the man who has generated so much of the 
recent human rights controversy in Rwanda, simply lounging on his couch and enjoying a 
patio space on a Sunday afternoon, or a fancy ride. The photos were taken in November 
2010, at an undisclosed location in Kigali, just before the family was forced to cease 
visitation. Showing the photos on his camera allows him an opportunity to wrap his arm 
around my waist, as I strain to see the images, his gaze too intense, I feign trouble 
understanding his accent, so that I must more directly see his face, resituating my chair 
tilted away from his. Refocusing the conversation, he continues, Nkunda’s original 
arrival to Rwanda was “A matter of many things, difficulties. He is a much loved man, in 
the Kivus and in Rwanda.” Lucky elaborates: the elusive General away [in South Africa] 
is perhaps, feared to be interested in having Nkunda’s troops work for him in other 
conditions for the future. That was why he was most recently asked to have no contact 
even with family. He speaks slowly and softly, and refuses to be more specific about the 
dynamic with the General. This is the version of the dance that I am more accustomed to, 
unlike the lawyer, where the person speaking with authority is entirely more cagey and 
secretive about what they will and will not mention or discuss. In Rwanda, there is great 
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pleasure in withholding information, especially to outsiders—those people who’s fathers 
you do not know, who’s intentions could be cloudy, and more generally, people who you 
can not trust—not for specific reasons—but out of principle. Trust and the sensibility 
assigned to it, hovers a heavy and prominent place in social interaction. How to trust, 
who to trust, and what orders of trafficking in trust make you liable are questions I return 
to in the following chapters. 
Typical of other conversations about eastern Congo and the refugees in Rwanda, 
there is consensus that, no one, really knows what to do with the Nkunda. He is, as 
another person describes, “one of us, yes,” but his reputation poses too much of a threat 
to the progress and humanitarian monies and efforts coming from the West. Rwanda has 
abolished the death penalty, and the crimes Nkunda committed ostensibly, have not been 
in Rwandan territory. Conversely, the Congolese government—still committed to lethal 
executions—wants to try him in Kinshasa courts and “to take his head.” If Rwanda were 
to sacrifice Nkunda and pass him along to The International Criminal Courts (ICC) 
housed in Arusha, Tanzania, he would be tried and convicted with “crimes against 
humanity.” The current regime in Kigali is highly unlikely “to give him up” because of 
their hatred for things universal and to forces seen as “western outside bosses.” And so 
Nkunda also waits, far more comfortably than Gihembe camp, but he waits at the mercy 
of a host of other forces, immobilized for the time being. 
This sentiment arises from Kagame’s established history and dislike of the 
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICT), broadly understood as lenient on 
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convictions of known and high ranking genocidares from the 1994 Rwandan genocide. 
Beside this troubled and dense national history, Nkunda is beloved, and the Rwandan 
state’s ability to condemn someone who has worked within the current national agenda 
and individuals in Kigali for so long, would be difficult. Additionally, his military fans 
are too widespread, let alone those fans who are refugees camps, or part of the general 
Tutsi population in the region. A perceptive and tall, caramel colored man in his late 
twenties jokingly said, “Nkunda is a hairball: you can not swallow him, and you can not 
cough him up.” His observations are adept. 
In between stroking my hand and cheekbone, Lucky responds to questions about 
the camps in Rwanda currently. He claims to visit refugees, mainly in the Kaziba camp, 
where there are many “friends and family,” so much so that refugees had organized 
protests when Nkunda was arrested in Rwanda. They even marched. Working in broad, 
vague statements, the nephew tossed back other questions, sharing small amounts of 
information, such as his recent camp visit with refugees who relay adamantly that “they 
would not go home until Nkunda was going home.” The man emphasizes this statement, 
pronouncing each syllable for dramatic effect, relaying to me how significant it is for 
them to feel this way, something I already knew from Gihembe camp refugees. 
And it struck a chord with me, as my reaction to his words is also emotionally 
loaded: so much time in Rwanda demands an effort to distribute emotion evenly and to 
not be persuaded by celebratory or angry feelings, to “keep things nice,” and to relay “a 
good character.” The emotional result in me is numbness and I am taken by the nephews 
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ability for simply showing and communicating feeling, even if his posture, facial 
expressions, or conduct did not reflect it. But it is in his words. He spoke fire, but did not 
visibly show it. Lucky’s language is mediated by identity, lucrative gains, popularity, and 
power, but in the moment, his words feel infused by a deeper recognition of the lived 
horror and on-going abjection of refugees.  
What about Nkunda’s defected second in command called Bosco Ntaganda who 
has been nicknamed “The Terminator,” and his relationship to Nkunda? Ntaganda has 
recently (2013) relinquished power in the Kivus, crossing the Rwanda border to turn 
himself into the authorities who promptly shipped him from off to Arusha where he 
awaits trial. Another person, now in a holding pattern. Lucky, again sheepish and cagey, 
classically responds, saying just enough to make himself understood, and just too little to 
be vulnerable as stating something that was outside of general speculation or knowledge. 
He shrugs, “Ntaganda interests are in the minerals in North Kivu, not necessarily in 
protecting Tutsi,” a position he contrasts with his own, and Nkunda’s: where the priority 
for Tutsi originating from Masisi is one to protect Tutsi vulnerabilities instead of 
focusing on overall domination, as he believes, Ntaganda is. 
This theme, based on ethnicity and genocidal intent, is part of the apparatus that 
has allowed the Tutsi led Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) years of access, surveillance 
and involvement in the Kivus. Nothing about these dynamics are simple, as the nephew 
quickly interrupts and claims, “We” [Nkunda, Ntaganda] are all “Rwandese, yes, but of 
the Congo.” He too, fought with Nkunda in the 1994 wars, “of course, we were all 
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soldiers,” but only for a year, he said. His words signal explicit loyalty to the Rwandan 
state, but a loyalty and belonging not entirely of it.  
 
“IT’S NOT WHERE YOU’RE FROM, ITS WHERE YOU’RE TO” 
The sheer fatigue of waiting makes you wince. It happens when you talk to an American 
friend over the phone, someone who you have not talked to in many months. They are 
lost in their own world and forget how delicate you still feel yourself to be. It comes out 
in the offer of a potential decent job offer, as she replies from thousands of miles and 
months away, “But now, you’re safe and sound!.” It rears its head, again, in the way they 
move past what it is you live with, and what it is their daily grind consists of: the kids, the 
flu, getting time with the grandparents, the incessant and insolent houseboy, the lack of 
order or timeliness to their lives and how they demand at the same time ask, what do they 
have control over? You listen, reeling, and then break it down. What matters? They have 
life, you think to yourself. You have life too. You think of the young boys in Gihembe 
who exclaim, “We have everything here…they give us everything….but we can not be 
happy…” in the world in the clouds. You pause and stop. That would mean, the earth 
beneath their feet, the water in the tap, the helper at their back, the firewood on the stack 
means nothing. The rations are somehow edible. The plastics are somehow durable. What 
more do they want, and what do you want. Under what circumstances is reprieve given? 
What justifications for waiting are made?  
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 The condition and context of waiting hinge on the degrees of duress. What does 
waiting do to you? What does it frame differently? Waiting, for those people who have 
been dear to you to come back, in the elders words, “to wait with you ‘till you can be 
better,” is the loss. The crisis point emerges, and than passes, and what we are left with 
are ourselves, in every altered state. It is a point at which, for those who know it, can only 
try to calibrate our losses and hone our counter-assault geared toward living. 
Explanations about the effects of waiting become narrations, vague and distant, 
uncomfortable and so many voices echo: “So-and so- ran away with the madness,” “They 
became too disturbed,”  “We understand it ourselves, but the others do not.” 
 
COUNTING LOSSES 
Those careful moments, the moments you wish to delete from your memory—that you 
know you can not—would be more useful than any other resolution or assistance in 
moving forward. Arendt (1958) argues that what binds us together as humans are the 
dilemmas and experiences we can not choose, but that choose us whether we want them 
to or not: suffering, pain, sorrow, fear, death.  
But ‘till now, we are here. Stuck in station. We wait for something else. Is it a 
militia? Is it recognition? Is it hope? Belief? You sit on that damn bus, everyday. You 
hear the mix of Kinyarwanda, French, Swahili and English. The dark, fat old man, who 
you already know does not belong to the camp but works in it, speaks too loudly, “they 
have too much time on their hands.” You coil up and are sitting, without an exit or a way 
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out of this temporary space. After all, you are moving now, heading back to Kigali. You 
know you will arrive to somewhere else and get off the bus, and the heckling of the moto-
boys and the bus drivers and staff will be waiting you, as is normal.  
 





Chapter 3  LABORIOUS LIVING AND DYING  
 
THE CENTRE 
We linger in the centre of the camp watching the slow smattering of movement in late 
afternoon. Camp dwellers lumber up the steep pathway ahead of us. Schoolchildren 
skitter out of classrooms, and run to relieve themselves in the latrines. Women hover over 
bits of the plastics, gathered around small supplies of sweet potatoes, charcoal, tomatoes, 
and bananas, improvising a marketplace at the hilltop in the clouds. Old men cross their 
arms, leaning into another with bowed heads—and they talk—but about what?  
Everyone is bundled up in clothes, fighting the winds. A boy joins us to announce 
there was a death yesterday in the camp, the others huddle in, whispering, and confirm 
this death. In all the news they shared initially on this very day, this important fragment is 
missing from our conversation. “There are places in Gihembe you have not yet reached,” 
they explain, and this is where the God of Death rose up and took life. It is beyond the 
seventh quarter, on the outskirts of camp parameters. “Come,” they command casually, 
“We will take you there.” The site is over on the side, nearly where I enter daily, but 





As I describe in the last chapter, refugees feel the prolonged work of waiting and being 
idle. The possibility, then, of employment or a temporary job is highly alluring, as it can 
create desperately needed income to supplement the minimum materials awarded by the 
humanitarian apparatus, in the camp. The UNHCR supplies refugees with plastics and 
wood poles to construct makeshift houses, and the World Food Program (WFP) provides 
staple foods limited to beans, maize, oil, and salt that often arrive to the camp already 
damaged from the long series of connections and delays by transportation routes of great 
distance. There are partner organizations outsourced by the UNHCR to specialize in 
particular areas of camp management, such as hygiene and sanitation, medicine and 
health, and education programs, some of whom offer employment to refugees. 
 This chapter explores the production and reality of employment opportunities by 
the humanitarian system that orders and facilitates nearly every aspect of the camp world. 
Although refugees are legally allowed to seek employment outside the camp by the 
government of Rwanda and the UNHCR, the barriers to securing work are wholly 
limiting and extensive. Refugees experience discrimination in the local economy and are 
often seen as “begging” for jobs, despite their knowledge and qualifications in 
mechanics, business, cattle herding and cultivation. I am concerned with a corresponding 
paradox wherein the UNHCR wants refugees to be self-sufficient and find ways to earn 
income; at the same time it sees them as needy and incapable, unthankful for the small 
opportunities available, and unable to acquire more lucrative jobs. An extension of this 
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dynamic is visible in the small programs for refugee employment inside the camp, 
facilitated through the UNHCR and its partner organizations.  
This set of jobs, within the camp, often elicits refugees to take up inequitable and 
dangerous forms of employment to survive, and to supplement their basic needs. One 
source of employment for refugees facilitated by the overarching humanitarian apparatus 
is through the American Refugee Committee (ARC), a partner organization that provides 
health services in the camp. The ARC is also in charge of all the camp operations 
concerning hygiene, and makes jobs associated with these services available to a few 
refugees: to renew and build pit latrines stationed in housing quarters, or to administer 
basic vitamins, distribute and cook foods for those admitted to the malnutrition center, or 
burrow out channels around the quarters to direct the heavy rain waters. None of these are 
easy jobs. None of these jobs pay well. 
 
THE LATRINE 
The smell of the raw sewage from the latrines carries well, assisted by a breeze and the 
warmth of the sun. The latrines are daunting structures, covered in plastic bearing the 
UNHCR insignia of helping-hands outstretched in the shape of a house, ostensibly 
inviting the person into the fold. It is constructed out of weak wood and already ragged- 
like an oversized paper cut- plastics to release some of the smell contained inside. The 
HCR insignia looms iconically: the house formed of outstretched, helping blue-hands 
dangling within the white majority of the tarp. This symbol is everywhere in the camp, 
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gesturing literally at the assistance provided while illustrating a key material of the help 
provided by HCR- materials to create housing. The plastic tarps are everywhere and 
glimmer. 
The latrines grow old in the space. Latrines, among hundreds, are retired just as a 
new pit is renewed directly in front or alongside of the last. The retired ones become play 
stations for the children, who jump around the latrine top, which is boarded off and 
covered up with dirt. The wooden boards peek through the earth, and the children often 
use them like sea-saws, bouncing up and down, like springboards to something else. 
Eventually, the wood poles erected as a box to structure private spaces usually by five, 
side as hangers to dry clothes on. But the poles are quickly reused for the new latrines, 
taken up and moved to the adjacent new latrine construction site. Beside a house in the 
seventh quarter of the camp, a little girl child is washing clothes, crouched over a tiny 
piece of plastic HCR tarpaulin and a puddle of dark muddy water. She diligently washes 
the family’s clothes and her own. A few small suds scatter across the top of the overused, 
soiled water. She lacks more water to use for washing; the family needs the half-empty 
jerry can for cooking, for washing their bodies for the coming days, maybe for a cupful to 
drink. A taller child comes and takes the wrung out clothes from her, looping them over 
the old poles from the retired latrine. The waste held under the latrine beneath her feet 
soaks in 10 meters deep. Can you imagine the smell, ‘till now? It stings your nose. It 
makes your eyes water.  
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The mountaintop bends underneath unstable soil and severe rates of erosion that 
test the not only the durability of latrines, but all the structures and human lives built on 
it—be it the ostensibly temporary houses, broken and dried up water stations, and 
cooking sheds that sway in the winds. Without forgetting there is never enough of 
anything—water, firewood, food—the occasional news article about the camp by the 
Kigali party-paper snakes into the public arena as they report, “In Gihembe…the water 
shortage…is still not abated…” or they write “the problem of firewood in Gihembe has 
caused refugees to cut down trees…” These stories create an illusion that these shortages 
and losses are fleeting and occasional, and serve as a way to assign blame to the UNHCR 
office, and defer responsibility for these conditions. The host country and the 
administration (MIDIMAR) that organizes and collaborates in the camp must allocate 
security, and space for the camp to exist. They are holding up—exactly—their legal end 
of the terms of agreement, just as UNHCR from the long-view also is. The distanced, 
reported gaze misses the details and the minutiae of daily life. More accurately, the lack 
of water, firewood, or clean food rations are hardly new realties to the camp inhabitants. 
These are constant, chronic, and enduring truths of how refugees are forced to live in this 
confined space. ‘Till when? Until … peace comes to Congo, until… those killers go 
home… until… The latrines and other camp structures are built and rebuilt with the 
passing of time—but not refugee’s lives.  
 




For one latrine-renewal work project, the ARC employs two young refugee men to dig a 
new pit latrine on the south side of the camp. The guys work for a few days, carving out 
by hand and pick axe the rectangular space deep into the earth, in a plot of land that is so 
inside the mountaintop, to the visible eye, the land starts dramatically sloping downhill. 
Around it, huge tuffs of green grass grow unevenly, bursting through brown earthy spots 
that emerge as the mixture of dirt and grass settle independent of all the forces inhabiting 
this site. The ARC refugee workers dig for hours, delving into the earth, making a 
negative space as they emptied it out, sometimes struggling to get the earth up to the top 
of the pit without an assistant on the side above the hollowed out cave. They work with 
buckets and strings, pulling up the dirt in chunks weighing 10 kilos apiece, switching 
between digging together and hauling it out, climbing the rickety ladder tentatively tied 
into the soil. The workers are deep inside the pit, and they sense it as such, feeling the 
sides of the rectangle closing in on them, the crumbles of dirt hovering, suspended in the 
air as they continue to dig.  
Peering into the pit later, the life-ways for these workers is limited. In a few 
elapsed, short moments, something gave way. The pressure of dirt is unleashed and the 
weight of the world as contained in the immediate lump of earth around them, fell to the 
sides, in all directions and the gravity of the air “up there,” the air in the clouds, pulled in 
heavily, going somewhere else. It gave way and all traces of oxygenated air were 
evacuated, gobbled up by the God of Death and the weight of this world rushed in. They 
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are buried alive. The men did not find the end of their highly cherished workday this day, 
or the meager pay they were to be awarded for finishing the job assigned by the ARC. It 
is said they are found more than four hours after the pit collapsed.  
Other refugees from the quarter discover them, suffocated. One man positioned 
on the side of the pit that caved in more severely is discovered poised—like a runner— 
they say. The man was trying to escape, trying to sprint his way out. He was unable to 
reach air. People describe his body as they found him, mimicking him as they twist their 
arms, reaching in front of their chests, raising their knees, parodying an Olympian 
reaching the finish line. Everyone cranes their heads back and up towards the skies, 
showing how his head as situated as the earth blocked the oxygen from reaching his 
lungs, and the air became less and less and less free. The slowness of these deaths are 
accentuated in the stories that circulate through the camp. I wonder if it was all finished 
in a flash and that fast rush of dirt or, as they believe, in a small slow feeling of being 
absorbed by an element out of your control. Was it the charge of an impact and a brief 
crumble that is followed by silence? 
I peer into the pit. His legs are tucked and bound in knots at his knees, maybe the 
way the best runners appear, they said after “making the tricks,” on the television and the 
competitions. They describe him as a man knowing the positions of the best long-distance 
sprinter, as if he had been succeeding and is waiting to take his trophy medal at the finish 
line. I imagine the previous excitement of his family, having the ability to buy extra 
goods and materials in their household. Competition for resources, and the will it takes to 
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go after what is needed to survive in daily life—what does it take to live?—is not 
insignificant. For Gihembe, it has been a competition for nearly two decades of gathering 
precious resources in small increments, and hoping—not believing—that they will 
manage the day.  
Everyone talks about the pit latrine deaths for days: the details of what happened, 
how the workers are discovered, what they look like in the pit, and the positions of their 
bodies. The talk and gossip are efforts to know death, to become closer to it, after it is 
surely happened, not in the space that is more familiar to Gihembe now, this place where 
people are barely living, but are not yet dead. The laborers deaths need to be dignified. 
What do the pit deaths mean to those who tell me they wish they had died at home, 
“before this,” and how does dying rely heavily on what form and politics of life can 
transpire? 
 
A RETURN: OFFICIAL PROTOCOL 
The families who lost their sons need attention. Camp talk around the event focused on 
general feelings of neglect and abuse, and is supported by the empirical frequency of 
refugees killed doing labor for the ARC in the pits. Some around the accident site linger, 
claiming this is the fortieth refugee worker in recent years to die this way. Refugees and 
humanitarians alike realize latrines are a mandatory object to life in the camp, but the 
ability to provide safer systems cannot be realized, because the camp is justified as a 
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temporary residence, an impermanent arrangement, despite how long their duress and the 
duration of the camp is maintained. 
And so everyone is encouraged to work within the existing guidelines, the 
protocol for refugee camp infrastructure. The standards for pit latrines, agreements that 
the ARC implements in alliance with the UNHCR’s approval require the pit to be exactly 
ten meters deep. Remember their words, “It [this book] is exactly right,” or the echoes of 
other sentiments, “the materials—they give us everything here—but we can not be 
happy.” What is the precise—or exact value—of things required to live through this? The 
mandatory measurements of the pits are the equivalent to a US office building three 
stories tall. It is the distance you climb laced up with safety harnesses and gear for 
recreating at the climbing wall of your local gym. It is the extension and a half or more 
for a steel, not plastic, rooftop repair for a “do it yourself” home-improvement project 
somewhere far from Gihembe. 
But here, is the space between life and death. And you rarely, if ever, live this 
reality. You are buffered between the things that will save you and the things that can 
kill, as in your world they are more clearly delineated. This opposite tension is obvious in 
Gihembe: What refugees are asked to do, and what refugees are willing to do, and to 
survive in an empty open sea of very intangible materials that come to be the very 
calibrated difference between what is “here” and “there.” The rotten maize can kill, the 
lack of water can kill, the inadequate administration of medicines can kill, the cold winds 
and rains during the night can kill. The God of Death coexists alongside, embedded, and 
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built into the camp. Three meters deep—or high, or inside or outside, within or without, 
part to whole, interior or exterior—emerges as difference between continuing to live in a 
space refugees do not desire, and the reality of dying in it. 
The camp talks around the collapse in forced narratives that I struggle to 
understand. Like the way they made truth claims about how long the boys’ had been 
lying dead in the soil before being discovered by others: how long did anyone, actually 
know the men were trapped under the earth, suffocating? “They were there for more than 
a half a day…” she claimed. Or the older man, who said, “We sensed something was 
wrong and the air brought in something that told us so…” It might seem like an irrelevant 
question, considering the men are dead. But for the families in mourning, obsessed over 
any degree of attention officially given to how their loved ones died, even if it was a story 
about how long the dead lay without life and the picky distinction between half a day or 
four hours. They need attention given to the details of their lives—not just “life”—and 
what was lost for themselves and to feel the death was meaningful. Talk and gossip 
around the event helped to further this feeling. We are made of the things that happen to 
us, drawn together by them, not by the things we choose. We are made by the things that 
choose us without our consent. 
 
BURIED BENEATH EARTH AND GRACE 
And when this particular pit fell, it is only half of its final depth- far less than five meters 
deep. The humanitarian apparatus in the camp knows how dangerous their regulations 
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and rules are in enforcing such depths in such unstable soil and they refuse to change the 
regulations to make the latrines less dangerous to build, partially because it would 
contradict the set hygiene requirements and protocols of camps, in addition to building 
more permanent structures, which is also not allowed. And so refugees are unprotected 
from this form of labor and its dangers and they know exactly what they risk in 
constructing the latrines in return for the small benefits returned to them. The ability to 
deflect idleness, and to work, counts for a lot. 
Refugees describe the lethal accident and the actions of the ARC in the following 
days as both “horror dreams” and the “dark magic story.” The mother of one of the young 
men who died was still living, even though she was chronically ill and pushing the limits 
of her age. She suffered from madness generally, which escalated even more up to the 
seven day-long grieving period before her sons burial and funeral. Her son, extracted 
dead from the pit, is lowered back into the earth, carefully placed in the camp graveyard, 
where the mounds of other bodies are put to rest, accumulating significantly over the 
years refugees have lived here. But before the final touches are in order for making the 
boy’s resting place, the senior ARC non-refugee employees came to her home. When the 
ARC “bosses” arrived; they brought sorghum beer and gave the worker’s family 5,000 
Rwandese francs- the equivalent of about 10 USD. Everyone knows when the ARC 
bosses come, they are coming to “make them forget,” what happened and the death and 
injury. That is why they “bring the gifts,” they say, and the money, refugees explain, but 
“it is not ever enough, and it continues…and it is a very big problem, among many.” 
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Recall the list of problems cited in the feathered-capped camp President’s speech to the 
UNHCR. Death is rewarded, not life, illustrating a fundamental difference between 
surviving and thriving. 
Over the duration of time in Gihembe camp, these routines of inadequate 
compensation become less noticeable, say, until a worker is killed. Other problems do not 
even merit an official response from the humanitarian system, like when a latrine bursts 
open, indicating the surrounding soil has reached its maximum saturation level. Bursting 
latrines happen frequently in the camp quarters: the contents flooding the surrounding 
houses, spoiling the few materials families had, creating a more toxic health environment 
for everyone, not to mention the children. The sewage sits for days within the quarters, 
waiting for the ARC to remedy the problem, by eventually permitting a deployment of a 
few ARC refugee employees, with shovels to move other earth to cover up the huge 
puddles that lingered, stagnate, trapped and immobilized, without anywhere to travel to, 
similar to the life contained here.  
I ask my buddy named, Rudacogora, whose name means “someone of who never 
gets discouraged,” to accompany me to the secondary school, tucked in behind the camp 
centre. Tacking through the alleyways and muddy paths, something stops us before we 
reach the classrooms. My senses, my eyes, lips, nose, and mouth are overwhelmed with a 
disorienting burning feeling, as my eyes start to water and increasingly I feel puzzled, 
Ruddy, paused knowingly, craning his head around, looking for something in the terrain 
that was not yet visible. Boh, he exclaimed, it is not good. The dense air reeked now, 
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Ruddy pinches his nose, drawing his shirt collar to his face, and I imitate him, drawing on 
his clues of bodily conduct. Just ahead and above us, is a cesspool of sewage, situated in 
an open gully of houses, opposite the school. We climb up the hill, navigating through 
nooks and turns, it was the latrine in the third quarter that shattered, exploding out. The 
earth, burrowed out previously by ARC refugee workers, preemptively directed the 
sewage into a large flowing river. The sewage cascaded through only a few homes this 
time, less than the last time it erupted even though the open lake of sewage, they say, has 
been idly waiting for someone to clean it up. Standing now above the sewage, we watch 
the children below us, dangle their feet over the abyss and chuck stones into the pool, the 
sewage splashes up and out, its so ordinary they know how to play with and around it. 
Many days later, the burst latrines contents are still there and so are the children 
who play on its parameters. Eventually, the ARC bosses assign refugee laborers to put 
clean earth over it and to carve out more channels for it to drain, away slowly and to 
sprinkle some unknowable white powders around the households, we suspect to minimize 
the stench, but it does not work. The ARC bosses waited for most of this shit to seep into 
the ground below, and what is left is covered up, or at least that is what we assume, 
seeing as though they will not talk to us about this concern, and it is never clear who gets 
to decide how these matters are resolved. The “bosses” are faceless, the regular non-
refugee ARC employees defer to the head bosses, those housed in their “field offices,” 
outside of the camp in the town of Byumba. Those bosses repeat their deference to the 
bigger bosses in Kigali city. The tiers and abstractions of protocol and bureaucracy out-
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does itself, for the distribution of power and the sovereign one is always nameless, 
somehow faceless, and imprecise, but ever present and constantly felt. Ruddy laughs at 
me, claiming, “You do not know this yet?! This is normal, how it always is.” 
Anthropologist Elizabeth Povinelli (2006) tells us, “We need to remember that all 
these bodily extensions into the physical and social world occurs within the actual worlds 
where people live, not in some other world- not some other counter-factual world of an 
enchanted Dreamtime” (70). The latrine is a crucial material and object to living in 
Gihembe, to housing and accommodating the human waste produced by the living, and is 
built into their physical world out of necessity. The enchanted dreamtime world are the 
logics that explain away how latrines are justified, and the risks associated with them by 
the intervention, the endless deferments to those more senior, and of the working camp 
truths that everyone grapples around, but not within. Enchanted is the idea that saving 
life, and preserving it, results in pretty bite-sized pieces of happiness and self-serving 
gratitude and it can not see the tourniquet they impose, produced as a necessary pinching 
tourniquet: the severing and disjointed facts of the maintenance of camp life. Over time, 
the eventual amputation is the consequence to this tourniquet in the counter-factual 
world, not the world in the clouds. This life is shit. 
There are other experiences concerning the latrines that have become routine, 
often relayed by mothers, about their small children who have accidentally fallen into the 
structures, sinking to the bottom, drowning in their own and others waste. Small deposits 
of human excrement sometimes litter the peripheries of households, illustrating how 
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mothers fear for the small children to go alone to the toilets, during strong rains or 
without an older child to supervise. Without an escort, the child was safer to remain close 
to the house, proximate, and for someone to clean up after them. Latrines are dangerous: 
for those who dwell in close proximity to them, for the smaller refugee children who risk 
falling, and for those who labor to build and maintain them.  
The competing truths concerning the caliber of the food rations any given month 
are illustrated in the texture, consistency, and color of the children’s excrement. The 
worst months produce explosive piles of runny, yellow stool. Marking time, and seeing 
the signs of fragile life, is indeed, hard work. It reminds the camp of what they do not 
have, of what they cannot say, and where they cannot go. Staying alive here is 
excruciating labor. Living can kill. 
 
THE TRAGIC CHOICE 
The camp is aware of how the partner organization treats these situations: these particular 
accidents digging the latrines, or children’s lethal falls, are reoccurring and frequent, not 
unlike other facets of life and labor facilitated in the camp. Everyone knows there is risk 
to this work. And, refugees risk themselves in order to earn small wages as minuscule as 
400 Rwandese francs a day, approximately .20 US cents. Nevertheless, recognizing the 
manipulation involved in the ARC’s actions and their motivations for employing refugees 
for these jobs, does not deter refugees from still working for them. All parties know the 
latrines are needed for camp life, that refugees are in desperate positions to earn wages, 
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and that their non-refugee ARC staff is over-worked and themselves unwilling to labor in 
these conditions for such limited salaries. Everyone, to some extent, is resigned or locked 
into to the camp structure and the standards set in place. 
Compensation for other small jobs, like gate-keeping, guarding, or teaching, 
though perhaps less dangerous, are also mediated by what the humanitarian apparatus 
awards refugees through the housing and food rations. This forms the rationale to provide 
heavily reduced wages, leaving the jobs that are available to refugees, worth less than 
half of what a non-refugee would be compensated. “Refugees deserve to work,” one 
WFP employee claimed, “but they don’t want to” and instead always complain about 
“how the life here is insufficient,” he concludes. 
The camp and the accompanying humanitarian intervention claims to facilitate the 
life of refugees, often in the name of humanity, a reflection of liberal principles of how 
human life is valuable. Or in what kind of employment should be available in a place, 
even like the camp, and what forms of strain and terror its inhabitants will take on, or to 
form a better life, or by barely waiting for an unknowable peace to come to Congo. 
Refugees desire to make their own way, to work, and to reconnect to their previous 
livelihoods, even though accepting the terms, compensation, and risk described as typical 
for laborers in the pit, is better than being idle.  
Waiting without knowing what will come of the camp next month or in a year is 
one thing, but knowing that there is not enough to survive this day, today, drives the 
decisions made by refugees in the camp to seek employment and produce desperately 
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needed income to supplement the basic materials they lack. It is a place where the 
potential monetary gain outweighs the potential risk, and makes it worth it. The feeling of 
desperation runs wild: while the latrine scenes are a salient example of the constraints 
and difficulties in the camp, it is merely one among many hardships that refugees live 
with. And the humanitarian structures in the camp knowingly capitalizes on refugees 
frustration to find employment, facilitating work then, that often puts them in greater 
danger, even as it realizes the cruelty involved in their own actions and limitations.  
The position of refugees and the apparatus itself succumbs to exceptional 
helplessness, just as the structures given to all parties, somehow, pushes the current 
camp-life into an existence where immobilization—being stuck with what is at hand— 
leaves them grappling with nothing other than tragic choices. These are the moments 
where the need exceeds the amount, or degree, or award that is deserved. Despite its good 
faith, the logic of humanitarianism strands refugees even as it, somehow, helps them. In 
other words, “we are all vulnerable, but not equally so” (Povenilli 2006:73). 
 
EMMANUEL 
Around the pit a few days after initially visiting it, we return to look again. I saw, an 
older man from the time before. His skin sags around his eyes, stretching out the other 
marks on his forehead and the slightly grey sparse hair near his temple. He looks at me, 
initially suspicious saying, “this is the first time for me to see you,” he is thinking I might 
work for the ARC and am there to find out what people were saying about the 
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organization. Later, after many visits and home stays with him, he laughs at his initial 
thoughts. Emmanuel whispers quietly about his work in Congo as a builder and a 
machinist. He wonders, frustrated, why do the organizations and partner organizations in 
the camp hire most of its workers from outside the camp? He lectures me, slowly moving 
his hands for occasional emphasis, “From the outside, they come into our space to build 
the schools, when there are people here who know what to do…who know how to do 
these trades. Why would they not hire us? Why would the UNHCR hire people to service 
their cars when there are technicians in the camp who can do the work? Why aren’t there 
other kinds of work to do here, we were skilled before in Congo.”  
He, and so many others, coveted the jobs in the camp through the UNHCR partner 
organizations, even though these jobs are so poorly paid and so dismissive of the skills 
and training many refugees have from their previous lives at home. He feels such a strong 
negative effect from the lack of movement, from his inability to work and mark his time 
in the way he would like to. Work and the financial security it brings is only a small 
bundle of allure, couched in a mess of other stress and danger. Emmanuel and the small 
crowd that gathers around us on the mountaintop explain, “The reason we have to do this 
work [for the organizations] is because we cannot find work elsewhere and we need the 
money because the life is so hard. It is what we have to do, only because we do not have 
other choices.” The hard life in the camp is apparent at every turn. We stand together in 




BIOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS AND ALLOCATIONS 
Life in the camp is distributed. It is methodically planned out and accounted for. It is 
measured in the precise allocation of festering maize and in the ordinary terror of 
constantly smelling your own and others feces. But life in the camp is not feared because 
of the contamination and the disease that so readily breeds here, it is feared by those 
outside because it exists onto itself, in silence and secrecy. It exists only for itself, and for 
the life that limps along within it, what Allan Feldman calls talk of “in place and out of 
place bodies.” The liminality of the camp is what makes this dynamic work and keeps it 
in motion, despite how frozen it all is. “Ghoul health,” results, in Povinelli’s words, “and 
plays to the fear that the material distribution of life and death arising from the structural 
impoverishment…[that] worlds may have accidentally or purposefully brewed an 
unstoppable bio-virulence…” (2006: 77). The bodies of the camp are where they should 
be according to those who govern them. They are waiting for something to change that 
will to enhance their current situation. But their bodies and corporeality, are not where 
they should be and are rotting, knowing there is little to be done. What are the ethics of 
living in a place that is unlivable or livable enough? Is it “good” enough for now, despite 
what it is I tell you? Is this life better preserved than left for death? It hurts. It should. 
Biosocial environments reside where biological existence is intrinsically and 
crucially tied to modes of sociality. These are the moments where a family shares 
firewood with another household, not out of necessity, or requirements, or protocol, but 
because it is the way we continue to live. These are the moments where the younger boys, 
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adolescents, rally the younger children in the quarters to make sure they have arrived to 
the camp centre to receive the rare vitamin that makes their stomachs feel less cramped, 
congested, less vulnerable to the forces that inhabit this space by their own nature: 
sickness, disease, decay. The solidarity builds from there: you participate in it when you 
give to a charitable organization, or in your blind belief of the UN. Yet there is so, so 
much more to how these functions of keeping each other alive take place. The materials 
and the mechanisms form around the small things, the gift of clean water, if only a cupful 
or the lone firewood stick to finish cooking lunch, even though the lunch is incomplete 
and also damaging to the body. Borrowing clean shoes from a friend, Converse in a baby 
blue hue demonstrates the decency and humanity of our friendship.  
Camp sociality is impressive, as they have survived the duration of the time here, 
the transit it has taken to arrive, and the favors, the modes of being “biosocial.” It is not, 
just, a shoe. It is an entire worldview and sensibility that is intelligible in the camp and 
ties to how things like “potlatch” and other ceremonial and anthropologically significant 
encounters take place. These are the ways that refugees make due with the entirely, 
vulgar materials they have on hand. It hurts them to live. It hurts me to witness. I hope it 
hurts you to read of this environment, where people are kept living, but barely, and 
without the means to leave, or cultivate a good life again, or to be who they feel 
themselves to be. In Povinelli’s words, “The relevant question is not what kind of harm is 
too much for what kind of person, but how does one produce a viable subject within these 
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carnal worlds and mitigate the social numbing they inspire in others?” (2006: 88). 
Suffering indeed, should be shared. As we know, suffering is hard work and labor. 
Stranger sociality is what happens in impoverished places when those new to the 
decorum and routines of a particular kind of suffering, extend hope by participating, 
witnessing, trembling alongside others (Povenilli 2006). It describes the moment of 
embarrassment when I look closely at the feces of the children, or when I stand too 
closely to the pit latrines and others register what it is I smell, and react out of their 
shame. They try to keep me from it as “our guest,” and shelter me from what it is they 
live with, at the same time, even if they tried, they cannot conceal it. I know. They see. I 
see, alongside of them. Slowly by slowly, I see this world and I am incrementally 
enraged. Having been made promises and imagined solutions for years and years on end, 
they say, “The Gods have brought you us…and not even you can fix this. You can only 
advocate for us…even you…can not fix this.”  
 
OTHER WASTES 
The pit smells stick to me like stello-tape. It coheres and lingers. It haunts me. I use my 
toilet in Texas, and I wonder what it would mean for the camp to see the US, as I explore 
in the last chapter. How would they see the swirling waters in porcelain that whisk away 
their waste too easily? What would they say when they discovered it was a public service, 
what would it mean that it was so taken for granted, this way of conducting their bodies 
in the everyday? I take pictures when I am at this fancy campus club in Austin, where a 
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diagram above the pristine, white toilet resides. It shows the occupant of the cubicle how 
to “flush” their waste: pull up for “light matter,” pull down for “heavy matter.” I laugh 
aloud and blush, even though I am alone. It embarrasses and shames me. I know what it 
means to not have choice or consent in how it is you get to live. What does it take? Far 
more than a liberal diagram about flushing away those unsightly, smelly things, and these 
lives, that are not readily seen.  
In Rwanda, my research assistant queries me, “Water for nothing?” upon his first 
visit to Kigali city when he saw the fanciest hotel in the country, the Serena. There are 
towering huge fountains in the front entrances, spouting water in all directions, the blush 
and the breeze and the cool mist that hits your cheek. We stood together, taking inventory 
of the materials we are seeing as we walk about the town. The fountain mists are 
refreshing as much as it is painful to watch him gather these pieces of the worlds outside 
of his. “Sure?—Water for nothing, Emiline…?” Yes, I reply. The water here has no 
function but to be pretty, quaint, it is ornamental. It serves as a pleasing force, a 
decorative structure to the hotel and its guests. “But water, at home,” he says, “…there is 
never enough and it is always closed off from us and it makes us sick. The taps come on 
and we stand and we wait.” Yes, I say and nod. This is true and I know it. 
 
VITAMIN A AND WORM MEDICINE DAY 
I rolled up with the pack of children from the camp quarter where I am best known: we 
are laughing and joking, teasing and hugging. The children wear stains of dirt, mud, 
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mucus, and food. I love they way the bounce down the hills, running at me, waving, only 
to often arrive and to look straight-faced, or to sometimes be scared. These kids swagger. 
Earlier, there is reprieve from this larger reality and the children lay on their 
bellies with their legs above their heads, wagging their toes and bare-feet back and forth. 
For those who are a little richer, their adorned feet reveal neon-colored plastic slippers in 
green, orange and pink hues. The even luckier children are seen sometimes sharing a 
potato, or otherwise staring off at the clouds, or coercing an elder child into fixing a 
scrappy, little wire car built and designed themselves. These toys provide hours of 
entertainment and the near constant deployment of problem solving skills and 
resourcefulness. They ask: where is the last discarded piece of tin seen, the fragment of 
colorful plastic to attach to the toy as a ribbon, or any round object like a bottle cap, or an 
endpin to a toothpaste tube? The children delight in the toy for now, pushing and driving 
it up hill and down with rickety sticks, mostly fueled by the children’s will, gravity, and 
innovation. They work at playing. 
I entered the large common recreation room, the only authorized collective 
gathering space in the camp. From outside, there is a loud jumble of noise exiting. A 
friend found me there, and came in by my side. There are masses of the children sitting 
on the wooden benches. American Refugee Committee employees had walked around the 
center of the camp in the morning with a microphone, announcing in a blurry unclear but 
loud statement that it was time for vaccinations: vitamin A and worm medicine day, they 
say. There are two staff from the organization, who I had not met before, sitting at a 
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wooden table with the liquid vials of vitamin drops and a single plastic baggie of worm 
tablets. I greet them, among other ARC employed staff, who are themselves refugees. Far 
away from the head offices in an American city, the ARC proudly conveys, that “to use 
refugees to teach other refugees,” is a benefit to the larger agenda in the camp, largely 
because ARC refugee workers have a greater “understanding” of the refugee situation. 
Refugee employees more effectively teach their peers on hygiene and health related 
issues. Their instructions hold more traction in the camp. 
However, the rhetoric of human equity does not last long in the observable scene 
of balance. Along the way, there are many signs of hierarchy between the two groups of 
employees: the refugee staff wear green over coats and keep to the sides of the room, 
whereas the non-refugee ARC nurses wear white long smocks with pockets in the front 
and are comfortably seated. The refugee employees are keeping the children a little bit in 
order, as many of them are there without mothers and mostly accompanied by their older 
siblings, as the jobs seen as more critical—like administering the medications—were left 
for the ARC workers who did not belong to Gihembe. Everyone in the room knows who 
is a refugee and who is not. Meanwhile, the children sat and just watched each other, 
playing and talking—sometimes screaming and melting down as they were out of their 
element—feeling confined, and in a disagreeable space, even though it is their space.  
An ARC non-refugee worker calls up sections of the big room, the children 
approaching the wooden desk with the paid ARC staff who would then stuff the tablets 
into their mouths, waiting for them to swallow as they visually confirm through the 
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child’s bodily movements, registered in the channel of their throats or the licking of a lip. 
They then ask for the child’s tongue to administer the drops. After staff finishes 
administering the medications, they haphazardly mark the child’s fingernail with a red or 
black marker, making sure there is accountability or at least a temporary record put on the 
body, before the days would pass and the marker would wear off, insuring that no child 
would receive double the amount of vitamins or worm pills. The children ran off, 
quickly, leaving the staff with their little lists on the dusty wooden desk. Each ARC 
worker glanced at and monitored the papers, pausing sometimes for a long period before 
making a note. They are marking off which child on the register receives the meds, 
although children’s names often did not appear on the registry or did exist but under an 
alternate name. Confusion abounds in scenes like these. 
The staff who administer the meds do not wear gloves, and they do not wash their 
hands: child by child, their hand entering each small, dangling mouth. There is a basin 
with a water jug, which they eventually rinse their hands off with, without soap. In fact, 
there is none around. I asked my older companion to confirm what I saw. He casually 
walks over, greeted one of the kids, and looked around more closely. “Yes,” he said, they 
did not have “the soap flours.” So much for following the hygiene and sanitation 
protocols set by this implementing partner, the rules are arbitrary, exceptional 
circumstances are always in practice, and nothing makes sense.  
A different man came in and made an announcement, stating that the medicines 
are late arriving into the camp, so only the children the ages of 5 and smaller should stay 
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for now, “the others should come back after lunch, or maybe ejo, tomorrow.”  The room 
cleared out, pushing toward the exits, yet a few small kids lingered in this age group. It is 
observable through the consistency in their physical heights, all of which are small by 
global standards for their age bracket. My friend, very cute and gentle in his demeanor 
with the children, gestures toward a few of the taller ones sticking out of the group to go, 
as he is reading their confusion over the ARC boss’s instructions. They stand tentatively 
still waiting, not wanting to miss the extra medicines, refusing to go without these 
medical materials. 
The stout middle-aged head doctor came in, quickly surveying the room, and 
greets me. His English is broken and we talk mixing Kinyarwanda, Swahili and English. 
He describes a bit of the process, that the babies less than 6 months old do not get the 
vitamin A drops. He wavers unsteadily and is unsure of the logic, but it was somehow 
dangerous to feed it to the smaller ones, although he is unable to explain why. As we sit 
and watch many of the children scream, fighting back off their sisters and mothers as they 
try to get the medication. Others, quite the opposite, look to enjoy the attention and 
swallow carefully before running on out to rediscover their toys and playtime 
companions. 
Beside me, two women sitting on the front bench, each wearing newish-looking 
dresses, pressed and pretty, with the children they carried, likewise are very clean and 
well dressed in nice little sweats and shoes, rarely seen on kids this size. We wonder who 
they are, no one seemed to know, at the same time another friend came in racing, 
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worrying because he could not find his smaller sister, who needs her medicines. This 
teenager is overheating as he races around and finally, sat on the bench with us, 
unbuttoned his shirt and pulled up his sleeves. He only explains that he “was hurrying,” 
the ugly contrast of his sense of urgency with the stark everyday scenes of idleness here. 
He bent his long torso over and the sweat beads up on his forehead, he pushes it to 
the side with his index finger, as the perspiration keeps coming, matriculating down his 
face and chest. The other younger boy assures him that his younger sibling, a girl child, 
can get these vaccines during the next four days, as ARC said they will keep feeding 
them, eventually, as they receive more medication. The medical rations were not 
finalized or finished today; besides, the shipment coming from Mombasa or Nairobi or 
wherever, no one knows is delayed. The older brother does not believe the ARC would 
bring more medicine –but where is sister?—making today the only chance for his smaller 
sibling to receive the meager treatment available. The truths of this scene are several: it is 
about ARC workers, tasked with the duty of serving their peers, fairly and justly, and it is 
about the assumed lack of knowledge in the camp about good hygiene practices, and 
what the camp can not do for itself, not because they do not want to lead vitamin 
enriched lives, but because they can not.  
This moment takes on the paradox assumed in the allotments of laboring to live, 
and the extreme work it takes to get the young girl child to the centre before the 
medicines run out, and the replication of disease and illness in a space that has gathered 
in response to this very thing. Later in the this chapter, I describe the practices and work 
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taken up by refugees to promote life, on their own terms, practices that fall far outside the 
rubric of humanitarian care within the order of something cosmological and far more 
effective than the minimal pills, the vials, and the belief in the humanitarian order that 
frames this camp.  
 And this is the point: the ARC and its larger more bossy partners—the UN—
know that their actions and practices in the camp are limited. This is the foundation from 
which the apparatus can claim, as I mention in the prologue and chapter 1, a minimalist 
biopolitics of the camp (Redfield 2013). The point of their role and intervention in the 
camp is on one level to save and preserve lives, and instead of cultivating them, alongside 
this lays their own intrinsic and overwhelming ability to set boundaries and limits on the 
extent to which they may “act,” under what circumstances they determine medical 
attention or potential employment in these arenas, and what the lethal forms of 
employment may be extended under their rubric of care. Who is to say that administering 
mouth after mouth of pills into the innards of small children without cleaning the hand 
that feeds is not as dangerous as the children’s potential lack of this pill in the first place? 
Who gets to decide and play God? Which God?  
The humanitarian apparatuses “minimal moral legitimacy,” in Redfield’s words, 
is off-the-hook in this context, as they are “doing their jobs,” which in their minds are 
informed by the assumption that the camp prefers the lives they led now and polarizes 
this in opposition to what it would mean to kick them out of the camp, or to all at once, 
“let them die” (Redfield 2013: 21). Recall the words of the Kigali lawyer who sincerely 
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asks, “The refugees prefer to go home before being here?” His sentiments are extended 
into this apparatus in place which figures how explicit forms of breathing, speaking, and 
exhausted human life can be governed and it does not see itself as a contraption related to 
other processes, which explicitly differentiate between those who should live or those 
who can die. Besides, a critical feature of biopower in the traditional sense relies on the 
gathering of experts—and this, the ARC and the other partner organizations have done 
quite effectively: a refugee is better equipped to talk to and teach another refugee, as they 
are attuned to each other and the known practices. It is a brilliant formulation, because it 
feigns the ability to deter and defer questioning about the motives of the humanitarian 
operation in the first place. Yet the humanitarian apparatus and its practices ultimately 
does do a version, more clever surely, of minimalist biopolitics, as it knows the elder 
woman can not absorb nutrients from the food that is month after month, year after year, 
consecutively distributed. The humanitarian apparatus, also knows, that children living 
with minimal nourishment cannot survive as easily as though who live in contexts of 
abundance. Regardless, the old woman without her son, will survive a shorter amount of 
time than she would had she be gifted her son’s right to life back. She, and the apparatus 
itself, know that forms of biosociality and its environment in the camp will do its best, to 
minimize her losses. They are off-the-hook and can keep doing as they will. 
The apparatus knows these truths as they arrive to comfort the grieving mother 
from the pit latrine accident, as they are not blind to the modes of suffering that occur as 
a result of what has transpired here, and their role in facilitating death. They know the 
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mother, cannot afford to loose her most significant source of income: the jobs that her son 
worked and the minimal money he was paid. This is why they compensate her for his 
death, as they do very much realize how much is at stake for her survival ‘till she dies. 
Over and over again, I ask: what does it take to endure this? I ask, what do the politics of 
life mean for those in Gihembe who tell me, “I wish I had died in Congo, so that I did not 
have to endure this life here?” Surely, Gihembe camps lives are in crisis, but it has 
become normal, ordinary. The response to crises fades away quickly, we know that for 
ourselves. People forget to call, they resume their lives, and cannot think of what 
suffering lies, “out there,” beyond their immediate concerns and needs, and I think about 
what a sympathetic imagination would bring to the table that we do not yet have: were 
the kids picked up on time from school, my Austin friends worry. Were the doctors 
vaccinations met on time, my European friends ask. What did they say to about your 
rash…Emily…it was SO bad and unknown to the doctors, even here?  
 
Together, we say, “Boh.” ‘Till now, we are waiting. “Patience,” is a command usually 
prefaced by “please” in Kinyarwanda. Please, be patient. Just wait a little longer. 
 
HUNGER AND THE MALNUTRITION CENTRE 
Another young friend and I walk past the malnutrition center as he announces, “See, there 
are no persons malnourished here today, in the camp!” He says it as a matter of fact. 
Chuckling, he fakes a larger confidence, which pokes fun at an assumption that if a 
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refugee was malnourished, they would certainly be here, eating cabbages and even other 
things, like rice. Unable to parse out the details of his sarcasm and sincerity, he would not 
say more, like the Mudende massacres, about how on this day the center was deserted. 
Remember, there is a terrific pleasure taken in withholding information here. Months 
later, he said sometimes it hurts too much to talk about what refugees are missing.  
No one in the camp ever downplays the significance of food. Something opposite 
is true, as refugees talk liberally about how inadequate food supplies are, not to mention 
the quality of the food rations, often too damaged to eat, yet in the absence of 
alternatives, they do consume the maize and beans festering with weevils, moistened with 
a slow decaying rot and an accompanying stench. These stories freely spin off into other 
narratives about elderly refugees who are unable to digest maize—especially of a bad 
quality—and how hunger is not just familiar, but rather a constant feeling, and how 
debilitating and dangerous the realities of having a bad stomach are. “It can take your 
life,” they say.  
A very old woman, walks the pathway to tell another woman, who visits from a 
far away place of the horrors of eating maize. Toothless, her eyes are tired and her body 
ripped and muscular, but only from a lack of adequate nutrition to enable fat to grow. She 
does not bother speaking with her words. Holding the maize, cupped in her joined hands, 
she shakes her head and spits to the ground at her feet. Her movements become more 
intense, repeating her actions as the visitor watches, wondering. Stretching her arms 
outward, away from her chest, she raises her hands in the air, up to the Gods. Making 
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loud explosive, puttering noises, the children around her start laughing. She is describing 
how sick her digestion process is and the noises of her stomach when she is forced to eat 
this.  
When another mother sells some maize, she buys other things: regular potatoes or 
sweet potatoes. If she “can find” them, a phrase she uses to denote a good day at the 
market, she will cook the materials with the skins on for more vitamins. Her stomach too, 
is tense and upset from all the years of eating foods of poor quality, “it hurts her,” she 
says, “it does not bring me happiness,” to continue to eat the maize. She shakes her head, 
making a face that makes clear how much the food betrays her. On a day when she “finds 
nothing,” at the market, meaning she was not able to sell any portion of her and the 
family’s rations, she eats only a few bites for lunch. These are very different reasons than 
the boy, Promise, who eats the maize slowly because he enjoys speaking in English and 
telling stories of the refugee life “too much,” to eat what he should, unlike mother, who 
knew what it was like in the past life to eat so much better than this. 
 
RATIONS 
Each month, refugee’s line up in the main staging area called “the store,” where the WFP 
issues their allotment of food rations. These items are limited to maize, beans, salt, and 
oil. Additional products like soap are used for the body, for utensils and pots, and for 
clothing. Sometimes, there are other pieces that come in like, Maxi pads for women, 
though, I never saw them distributed and often heard stories from younger girls about 
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how restricted the distribution of this material is, even more than food. Back in Kigali in 
the expatriate circle, someone tells me about a women’s advocacy project that is 
“changing lives,” by teaching women how to make their own Maxi-pads from banana 
leaves. Materials are a focal point to camp life. 
In moments where I crave solitude, I look for impossible private camp space. 
Ultimately, a stray kid will detect my presence, maybe they saw me slip through the door, 
made of tin USAID cans that once served as containers for vitamin enriched oil. People 
will take the cans, cutting and slicing and then bending the tin into a shape that will lie 
flat, and can then be nailed to flimsy wooden pieces. It makes the door stronger, one that 
the winds and rains will endure. It is during the food distribution time, one week out of a 
month, that refugees can acquire a tin that also contains oil. The food, distributed arrives 
during the month, traveling on ground from other boat shipments arriving to the docks as 
far away as Mombasa in Kenya, or other places, though no one seems too sure of where. 
Long blue bars of hard soap arrive, intended to wash clothes, bodies, and cooking pans, 
along with heavy cases of oil, and the stacks of 50 kilogram bags of dried out maize and 
beans. Throughout the month, shipments arrive as they can; often things are late due to 
delays on the roads, or the arrival of shipments into the far off ports. Sometimes the food 
supply trucks, arriving within a few hours drive of the camp, serve beans and maize that 
are somehow damaged, either stored for too long or in conditions that have subjected the 
goods to the sun and rains or moisture. Other times, it is a corrupt matter within local 
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agriculturalists who, as the WFP trucks pause to refuel with petrol or to find a lunchtime 
meal, swap out their damaged crops with the cleaner, more valuable bags on the truck.  
In those moments, both the material supplies and the refugees have internalized a 
form of abuse. The food became damaged through a convoluted and hard to know 
process, and as that product is passed along through dreamy-eyed keepers of 
humanitarian ideals, it is ultimately shared and distributed to refugees who then suffer 
more and are affected from the original damages of the products. This is how children get 
“snakes” in their bellies and piss out their bottoms. An old woman said she took the 
goods in the form they were in without a fuss, shrugging she said it is simply, “because it 
is what everyone had received.” The terms and rules of engagement in biosocial 
environments are ever present and deeply informing modes of solidarity in the camp. 
Basic items here, ones that Westerners and elite Africans could not imagine living 
without go, under the rubric of unnecessary supplies. Refugees are left to find 
toothbrushes, body lotions, sanitary pads, blankets, clothes and so much more, on their 
own. 
 
AFTER THE FAILURE OF RATIONS 
Close to the store, and tucked in behind the health center, with corrugated gates defining 
the outside of the perimeter, there is a building and outdoor kitchen area refugees refer to 
as the Malnutrition Center. There is a guard, a refugee, also working his daily post. 
Mostly, he stands with a stick, chasing children away who try to enter. The facility looks 
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like a compound in itself, and there is even a small indoor bathroom in the corner of the 
larger building. I go there sometimes, when I cannot find energy to arrive at the pit 
latrines and go with the horde of children watching me from the outside. Like the 
UNHCR office and the health center, there is also a gate that deters rogue kids from 
leading a game into the space, or from anyone else who tries to enter without invitation or 
permission. There is another smaller office, very close to the gateway entry, and a large 
open brick pit with a few pieces of wood sparingly lying around it. There is usually an 
old man around, who wears a Congolese hat, though he does not have the job there 
formally. I sometimes will go there to escape the hustle of other places and share tobacco 
with him. His cap also bears a feather. He smiles a lot even though he always seems 
racked with fatigue. We talk about small things, the weather, or our sleep.  
On many days, there is often a lack of people being treated in the Malnutrition 
Center, a place where ostensibly, some of the rations kept in the Store are moved into the 
Center to service those deemed as malnourished. Similar to your initial assumption of 
finding the camp overall as a place bustling with services, trucks, and assistance, this site 
within the camp also, is slow and empty. There are stories in the camp about all the 
diseases that circulate, some stemming from malnutrition, others from the conditions 
embedded in sleeping outside over the years, and the rain and cold, and from the lack of 
water and soap to keep things cleaner. Small children are often ill with akaniga: 
diphtheria, mugiga: meningitis, and imbasa: polio.  
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Refugees reference kwashiorkor the most often: a malnutrition-caused illness 
mainly due to deficiencies in protein. Milk or eggs, or other vitamin rich goods are so 
difficult to find, and even if acquired, they are expensive objects to produce. The feed for 
a chicken, or the cow, or the tools and materials needed to maintain these life-giving 
animals are next to impossible to come by. Children with severe kwashiorkor will turn 
red in color, and their hair too takes on an amber glow. In the worst cases, the hair will 
even become straight, “like yours, the muzungu!” they exclaim, emphasizing how 
unnatural such a feature on a Congolese child is. There are other indicators too: like the 
way a child’s ankles and cheeks will puff out, giving the illusion of health, or even of 
chubbiness, until you place all the other bodily indicators of sickness together and notice 
how large a child’s head is relative to her body, and the degree of swollen body parts 
against their fragile skeletal frame. Many of these children are so much smaller than more 
healthy children their same age.   
In the quarters, older children often cut their smaller siblings hairs. As they do, 
they try to rub off the scaly patches of fungus that grow on the surface of the head’s skin. 
It is rough and whitish, and does not just wash off with water, or soap. It is nearly 
ubiquitous to the children in the camp, though a few lucky children, sometimes have 
small amounts of body lotion, that although does not remove the fungus or kill it, at least 
diminishes its outward appearance. Refugees and the health experts in the camp do not 
know what causes it, besides malnutrition and “the bad life.” The life then, serves, as an 
embodied condition, not really as a disease or something else, which can be cured. The 
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cure, they recognize is so far removed from what it is actually possible—to go home, or 
to eat better food, or to live as their parents have in the past at home, “in our country 
Congo.” 
Walking into the primary room in the Malnutrition Center, there are beds lined up 
in the ward. They are all-empty, now, and for sometime there is no one even around to 
greet me. The cots are sparse, not really even equipped with a pad or a mattress, but a 
bare surface, too nondescript to remember now as I sift through my copious notes about 
the space. There is an adjacent doorway that leads back outside into the open shelter 
where tin lines the rooftop and the fire pit is housed. No one is really their either, and a 
few spoiled cabbages are haphazardly lingering on the side of the pit with ashes 
underneath from days ago.  
On other days, there are a few women gathering, eating rice and miscellaneous 
vegetables. Sitting perched on the edge of the corner of the cooking and staging area; 
they look and refuse to speak. Many of them are also red in color, and their skin looks 
taunt and stretched. They eat small portions of each substance and later, those who are 
with me, explain that this group of women are living with AIDS. They ate slowly and 
each had a baggie of white sugar that they kept close to their bodies, focusing on the 
food, perhaps disinterested in anything outside of that moment where you hope, their 
stomachs are marginally satiated. One woman in particular is whispered about as we 
leave, “that one, on the right is known to be a prostitute in the camp,” they say, “you 
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know she sells her body, and maybe that is why she has fallen ill, still young,” though 
they are not sure and wonder. Rumors and gossip abound. 
The origins of foods that end up in the Center to be cooked, and the organization 
responsible for doing so are largely unknown. Health workers claim that when there are 
multiple children who come into the center fatigued and perhaps with colds or flu like 
symptoms or with diarrhea and vomit, they take a tally of these numbers and alert their 
mothers to attend the Malnutrition center later in the day, or the next, or the day after that. 
Ejo, can mean multiple days: today, tomorrow, the day after that. Sometimes if the 
mother is the sickest, she can bring along a small baby, who can also be supplied with a 
protein powder, or porridge, something most refugees try to eat daily in the morning. It is 
made from flours and water, boiled together; I can usually detect a hint of salt. 
The attempts by the Malnutrition Center or the Vulnerables Program are at best 
humble humanitarian and institutional attempts to correct a problem well-known to 
refugees. But there are other forms of home-care, or self-made interventions that exist in 
the camp, mostly to cure some illnesses, which largely stem from malnutrition. Imyotso 
is the most common medical technique refugees implement themselves, where they find 
self-employed labor. The term describes a type of scar: it is hard to miss all the children 
who bear the marks of this procedure, their skin shinier in places, forming scars and often 
darker than their overall skin tone. There are the marks left where sharp, heated metal has 
contacted the skin and deeply burns. A baby or child will fall ill, from fever, or 
something else that cannot be treated given the conditions of the camp and a mother, 
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often will take a metal fork or knife, and lay it on the fire. The searing metal is pushed 
into the child’s temples, or straight across the middle of the forehead, and at the nape of 
their necks. “Boooooh,” she says. By “bringing the heat,” to the small one, the rush from 
the metal and the push to expunge “the problem in the body,” they attempt a cure to 
malnutrition or disease, failed by other camp supports, such as the ineffective Center or 
medical tent. The dimpled marks from three and four pronged forks still linger on many 
refugees’ faces and sometimes include the inch long hash mark across the forehead long 
into adulthood, especially for those who are considered critically ill. This practice cannot 
be institutionalized, or made into a humanitarian ideal, for it forecloses the preconceived 
idea about how suffering, or pain matters, and under what conditions it should be taken 
seriously. For the mothers of the children who are ill, their labor—not the ARC’s or the 
UNHCR’s—is what saves their babies lives. Biosocial environments are thick and 
wracked with contradictions in how to preserve human life. Saving each other takes time, 
and it takes dedicated work, not the work that is for a salary, or a self-serving 




Maintaining human life requires a handful of non-negotiable elements in order to retain 
bodily function, of these “essentials” food and medicine as fundamental to being and 
staying alive. Yet the interaction between what the humanitarian apparatus in the camp 
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views as “vital” promotes an overarching affect of death, harm and sickness, the very 
opposite objective than was intended or intuited from the initial intervention. 
Humanitarianism intends to directly address physical and psychological suffering, which 
I return to later on. In the camp, there is a mosaic of actors and sectors intended to 
address particular bodies of need: food, housing, education, health, water, sanitation—
and employment.   
The terms and conditions in the camp oriented toward care and labor are 
constructed within a larger medical establishment and work ethic in mind, and the factors 
that influence health and illness, labor and injury, both in the individual and the 
community as a whole. In light of on-going sickness and idleness, refugees have 
established alternate ways of caring for themselves, for finding the means to work, 
however insufficient and lacking the practices are in reality. What is care and 
employment or rather, what are the forms of good care and safe employment, and how 
are the subjectivities of the camp desperately formed around these notions? Caring and 
curing, Annemarie Mol argues are tied together in the clinical and personal approaches to 
sickness and health. But the potential that these concepts carry in the camp, a place where 
illness, fatigue, and chronic limbo reign, mean not-at-all-to the lived, minimal biopolitical 
life contained here. Getting better for refugees, is understood by marking their own time, 
cultivating what is theirs, and is not founded in the moral fervor attached to such gifts, 
such as lethal work or deadly medicine. The care of strangers distorts the organic 
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biosocial environments within refugees define and crave value and their humanity. Their 
freedom is theirs to have, not yours to give. 
While analytical constructs of governmentality and bare life are evocative and 
extreme and serve, somehow, as frameworks for this ethnography, I intentionally work to 
throw into relief the notion that the modern camp mimics all death camps (Agamben 
1998). Empirically, it is not true, and in the process, I show how the mausselmean is 
witnessed in Gihembe, a place where there are people in immiseration, but where in the 
coming chapters, not all possibilities are foreclosed. There is not a single camp condition 
and instead the urgency in tracking it, showing how the face of camps changes in context 
and over time, reveals how the totality of social death is founded on the absent possibility 
of having a worthy life. Agamben’s mausselmean is about living death and passing it 
from man to non-man, and the threshold of life and death.  
And so at first, humanitarianism calls attention to doing good but then 
procedurally, limits the possibilities and relegates it back to bare life. But with recipients 
of humanitarianism, even if these institutions are able to approach refugees as humans, or 
victims, people do not just live in this very same narrow position. It is so much more. It is 
the auditory illustration in the old woman acting out how the maize makes her shit; it is 
the emptiness of the malnutrition center and how odd it feels; it is the monetary gain from 
the ARC workers death; the piles of runny excrement of the children; the faces of the 
mothers who have lost their children in this same element.  
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To those interested in the temporalities, or the endurance of bare life, theory may 
serve as a useful framework, because you do not live suffering, tragedy, pain, or the 
chronic reality of not being who you were, illustrated in the camps and others meaningful 
versions of this utterance, “I am not what I used to be.” Bare life is an extreme and 
illustrative way to demonstrate how life and death comes to be. But it is an inadequate 
one, for it forgets how those are living with humanitarian intervention, those learning the 
coping strategies of their peers, with all the other stuff that everyone else invests in your 
being. Their investment is in the place, where you secretly confine “this” will not ever, 
get better. We manage this reality and how it shapes, and reshapes, marginally, our own 
objectives, imaginaries, and hopes but—not beliefs. Povinelli writes, “If we must persist 
in this potentiality, we must endure it as a space, a materiality, and a temporality” (2011: 
128). Her words remind me that how I feel now, and how Gihembe feels: caught between 
the difference of becoming something stranger and knowing we can never turn back to 
where we were. There is no viable language to describe this predicament. 
But those, who do not know this truth, are forced to rely on other means: the 
theory against the lived realities of brutality or the not-even thirty minutes you dedicate to 
this chapters reading. Lucky you, we should show you the blindness’s and failures of the 
camp and violence, and demonstrate ethnographically the contradictory and brutal truths 
of refugees work and health regimes; after all, we are still working to be better.  
Under a broader rubric of suffering and charity, a humanitarian discourse is 
rooted in alleviating poverty and the generalized suffering commonly identified as the 
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lack of materials: in this sense the work of humanitarianism rests as inherently and 
resolutely progressive. Rather, the camp setting puts into motion a series of conditions in 
which we “should improve, with the promise of an open and potentially infinite future” 
(Redfield and Bornstein 2010: 5). But we fall back—the earth collapses—within the 
brackets of recognition and the desire to be who we once where, always confined to the 
past, always looking unrealistically to the future. It hurts. There is no redemption.  
Human rights and humanitarian efforts largely draw on wrongs of the past, 
generally relying on acute, exact, measurable violation. Humanitarianism and resulting 
programming for refugees, presents another separate dark gift: that of the physical 
condition of the suffering and of our immediate needs, rather than of their lives in the 
future tense or of the less measurable or abstract necessities of life. Humanitarianism at 
large is taken as a gift, and is measured, policed, evaluated and consistently kept track of 
by those interested in reciprocity and exchange. The gift of life circulates at every domain 
of camp life, yet, I draw out connections to the manner in which the humanitarian ideal 
configures refugees as both autonomous and fully dependent on their assistance. 
Refugees in turn, elaborate on the ways they feel incomplete, lacking, and in mourning of 
a time before the long-present tense, in which they lived as Queens and Kings and were 
freely independent. In route to doing this, the forces of compassion converge in arbitrary 
ways, at times through means little understood by refugees themselves, and in others 
moments where their hold on what it takes to undermine and survive the apparatus is 
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more than profound. They are our greatest teacher, and continue showing us more apt 





















Chapter 4  LEARNING: THE GIFT OF EDUCATION 
 
 
GIFTING THE LESSER EVIL 
 
“If we look at the techniques of totalitarian government, it is obvious that 
the argument of the ‘the lesser evil’…is one of the mechanisms built into 
the machinery of terror and criminality. Acceptance of lesser evils is 
consciously used in conditioning the government officials as well as the 
population at large to the acceptance of evil as such…Politically, the 
weakness of the argument has always been that those who choose the 
lesser evil forget very quickly that they chose evil” (36-37). -Hannah 
Arendt (1964). 
 
This chapter is about choosing the smaller forms of evil that come to bear in facilitating 
the camp, and my role in particular with my research assistant and a group of other 
students in the camp, concentrated broadly on schooling, learning and education. This 
chapter intertwines the roles between my research assistant, myself, and the refugee self-
run and self-sponsored school by centering our uneasy relationships around gift-giving 
and acts of reciprocity. Arendt sums up how the role of facilitating life, futures and 
giving the gift of learning is not merely a singular gift or a simple action. Decisions that 
rule the camp are culled from a series of choices, calculated risks that fall into the domain 
of choosing the things that are lesser evils. 
The overarching humanitarian structure traffics in gift exchange, embedding 
giving into all the systems and conditions that operate and justify Gihembe camp, even as 
it inflicts terror and hurts its inhabitants, and they are rarely able to refuse, or disengage 
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these humanitarian gifts. The cruddy tragic choices that overwhelm the humanitarian 
apparatus also overwhelm me, just as they do the refugee students, and especially a boy 
called Prosper. Feelings of despair and desperation rub-off and stick, embedded into 
everyone’s understanding of the camp space—in the getting and giving—and especially 
for those who are profoundly lodged in the durative present tense.  
Working with the Maussian notion of the gift, this chapter hones an extension of 
Mary Douglas’ related (1990) incitement, as she writes, there “are no free gifts.”  
Elaborating on the impossibility of innocent gift exchange, especially when the recipient 
of the gift is unable to reciprocate, like those in the camp, what remains for this subject 
are a series of obligations and degrees of indebtedness, trapped by their inability to re-gift 
or fulfill what it is they have accepted, having gifts placed on the very conditions that 
sustained their lives for nearly two decades. All varieties of gifts and actions surrounding 
exchange in—humanitarian intervention, charity, or welfare—congeal as forms of the gift 
that are one-sided, awkward, and insulting, precisely because they are gifts that can not 
be re-awarded, or returned.  
This is “what is wrong with the free gift,” Douglass writes, naming the manner 
that these acts, akin to the humanitarian logics, are fundamental contradictions to the gift 
and to exchange principles. Gifts, and in the adjacent subject of this dissertation—the gift 
of life—becomes vulgarly lodged, failing and flailing in a process of exchange and 
reciprocity, precisely because the camp recipient is unable to make a return gift. The lack 
their ability to reciprocate reminds refugees that the gift of life unleashed on the camp 
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does “nothing to enhance solidarity,” and exposes the lack of innocence involved in 
granting the gift of life and the materials that enable fragile life to continue to live 
(Douglass 1990: vii). What does it take to live? What elements are necessary? What gifts 
must be accepted?    
The chapters preceding this illustrate how cruel and dark the humanitarian life-
gifting world can be: in the recognition of massacre before, in the ways temporalities and 
waiting feel like death sentences, and the impossible, even lethal, effort it takes to labor 
within these camp conditions. The refugee life hinges on actions inflicted upon the camp, 
followed by the resulting reactions to these forces, where refugees calibrate how 
networks and social relationships and ideals are made valuable. Yet the gift of life and its 
benefits—are upheld by those outside of the camp, by people and structures who 
frequently do not even struggle to know the ordinary crises in this place, and do not know 
refugees who are subjected to these unyielding, powerful forces. Gifts to refugees are 
consummated in worlds of reason and logic outside of them: the camp is recognized as 
being in this world, but not as being entirely of it. The camp is left to sort out what 
generative resources are available to them and to take action upon these resources—the 
muzungu, education and learning, and hope—comprise the gifts and the object of this 
chapter. 
You consider what the “camp of life” consists of: rotten food, decaying bodies, 
non-operational water stations, dispossession and social death. This research is an 
illustration of the tragedy and paradox that puts into motion the forces of compassion, 
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while leaving the human element of its object, still immobilized. The gift is this locale is 
inescapable, sticking to the raw humanitarian structures and feelings in the camp. Yet, the 
benefits of these gifts of life are held and relegated to the life outside of the camp—the 
gift here is in not letting Gihembe camp pass into the death world, or in saving them from 
eminent death as they passed from DRC to Rwanda, or in allowing refugees to have 
simply exist in this host country. These gifts and the benefits that emerge from them are 
upheld as the threshold for what the forces who feel a need to give, do, at a calibrated 
minimal level. Showing up in this world in the clouds, in a moment where the boys in the 
introduction never would have guessed could have happened, I engage in—nor can I 
escape—the forces and structures that create the gift of life. I too, am wrapped up and 
part of the gift-giving apparatus that wills a space like the camp into long-term existence: 
my presence and interest creates hope that this world will not be kept entirely secret, onto 
itself, or that my presence will be a gift that will eradicate its existence entirely and carve 
a pathway for mobility and return to home. And the writing of these very words is a gift 
of exposure, of the promise of fame or of being better known, and I am racked with how 
this action too, is a tragic, violent promise that falls so far short of what gift Gihembe 
camp wants or deserves. The ghostly specter of gift exchange is the focus of what 
follows, described through my engagements with a boy named Prosper that bears out ‘till 




HE SAYS, “BE BLESSED” 
The kettle hisses. Steam shouts out of the spout. The whole contraption shook as it 
reaches a boil point. A red light blinks until it manually switches off, having boiled, 
happy and scorching. I need the kettle to make milk tea, mixing the fresh amata meza 
from the hillside stand down below the house with loose tea leaves and heaping spoonfuls 
of brown, prickly sugar. Prosper peeks through the open door as the kettle steams, 
pausing, looking closely. He asks, what was the machines function, did I use it everyday, 
did everyone in Kigali have them? The visitor, my research assistant and friend, in my 
home is from Gihembe. Though the camp is just a little over an hour away, the young 
boy about sixteen years of age had not been to the city before. A few times, he has 
walked to Nyabiheke camp, the third oldest camp to Gihembe, a distance that by car 
takes more than an hour and a half. But by foot, on the little pathways, through the less 
traveled routes, it took Prosper more than three hours to walk it, he has a long stride and 
the agility and youthfulness to move at a pace that those others can not, like the elders, or 
the smaller people, or the muzungu. 
Traveling beyond the camps is new to him. Prosper knows Byumba town, close to 
Gihembe, where you can reach in a matter of twenty minutes, or this other camp, where 
his mother sometimes sends him to pass messages along to their extended family, other 
refugees. He had been attending camp school, having just completed Senior 3, nearly half 
of high school in the West at the age of fifteen. He was waiting to learn about his results 
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from the national exams that determine what school and assistance he maybe provided 
from the host government, HCR, and NGO sponsors.  
If he does well on his exams, he hopes he might be able to travel to a new area of 
Rwanda, or even to Kigali, to keep learning and to complete his secondary education, 
something equivalent to high school in North America. It is difficult though, the scores 
and the funding to gain support from the government is highly competitive, and as a 
refugee, even more so. If Prosper places in the top rankings, he could be assigned to a 
school based on his study interest areas but he would not be considered eligible for the 
most precious governmental scholarships, only awarded to the best students who enjoy 
Rwandese citizenship. The private schools in Kigali and around the country too, will 
accept a refugee if their exam scores are considered adequate, but attending the school 
entails spending an exorbitant amount of money for refugees to pay in school fees, 
transportation costs, uniforms and apparel, and everything else a student needs to be a 
student.  
When I ask him what he wants to study the most in secondary school, Prosper 
expresses an acute desire to pursue language arts in English, Kinyarwanda, and Swahili 
and literature. “It is best,” he says, the studies in this field, will allow me, he emphasizes, 
to communicate with people from all over the world, not just with you, Emiline. “That 
way,” Prosper says, “I might be able to travel more, even to go outside of Rwanda,”  he 
says, “especially if the refugees are not able to return home to Congo and we have to find 
some other way forward…” His sensibilities about communication with a large audience 
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is impressive, as it exhibits a maturity far beyond his years and a compelling degree of 
focus and determination in getting somewhere better than where he sees himself now: his 
sentiments and words are striking and tragic. He knows that the larger, unknowable 
audience for whom he can address is by far more than limited; he knows that it is 
practically absent and that most people’s lives exist in a vacuum to the camp, locally, 
regionally, nationally and so on. He knows whose lives are grievable and who’s are not. 
He leans in, “Nta kundi,” what can you do? From the initial months that have 
built into the years of knowing each other, over and over again, he periodically asks me, 
“Will you tell the world our story?” I cringe and nod, and say, “I hope to.” Hope and 
belief are distinct in this space and in the human life that exists in durative time, the space 
in Povinelli’s words, where there exist the “social worlds” that are “impractical and 
disagreeable,” and more so, persist. She continues, “But they do not persist in the 
abstract. From the perspective of dominant worlds, the condition in which they endure 
has the temporal structure of limbo- an edge of life located somewhere between given 
and new social positions and roles, and between the conditions of the past and the 
promise of the future.” (2011:78).  
Her distinction is made as a rejoinder to Dipesh Chakrabarty’s relegation of 
marginal, exceptional, left out populations to the “imaginary waiting room of history,” 
yet Povinelli critically points out, “But they are living within these waiting rooms” (2011: 
77). Prosper, and the other students, the Promises, Jean Claudes, Vincents, Innocents, 
Angelics, Christians, the Emmanuels all are living in waiting, especially for the gift of 
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learning. Their tense positions in the durative present asks that they die a little in now, to 
have possibly more in the future. Learning is one motivating lure to attempt living; in the 
same way hoping is the thing you do when you cannot do anything else. Believing is the 
thing you want to strive for, the thing that you are supposed to do, the thing everyone else 
wants you to do, even though you cannot.  
The recent ethnographies about the institution of the camp by Michel Aiger 
(2005, 2011) echo Prosper’s operational knowledge about learning, its literal and 
symbolic value: how it is a gift exchanged, interchanged, and rejoined to other privileges 
in the camp and to the outside world. Prosper and the other students live in the formations 
of particular gatekeeping practices to learning (Feldman 2008) and subsist in the sizeable 
the gap between how compulsory educations are distinctively laid out in theory and their 
gapping failure in lived practice. Given the limited availability to learn, and grow, despite 
its acclaimed universal significance and role in rights-based discourses, the wide 
recognition that learning is the main way out the camp, to “personal advancement” 
(Feldman 2008:206) remains largely unrealized, but still attempted, as much as possible.  
Prosper’s and other refugees declarative visions, “you record with your eyes!” 
serves as testament how exposure to the outside world or to myself is taken up as an 
immediate goal and objective in “being together.” Learning me, and its inverted 
reciprocal form, as someone who wants to learn about who they are, increases the 
potentialities a refugee has for more formal learning in an educational sphere outside of 
the null ones available currently to them.  Learning is about figuring out how to 
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accumulate a generative resource from paying attention, practicing English, 
understanding my networks and reach, which can possibly be turned into a commodity 
which they can extend into another, larger potentiality to get out of the present tense. 
 
AGRONOMY 
Prosper’s visit to my home in Kigali stemmed from events a few days previously in the 
camp. He seems off, out of character, dull in spirits this morning. I greet him, in his 
quarter before setting out our daily tasks together: who did we need to visit, which 
interview should be followed up-on, how were the children’s programs, what about that 
other neighbor, are the rations arriving? He shrugs—a little out of sorts—and tucks his 
chin to his chest. It took a lot to get it out of him, as the modes of sociality and standard 
lines of greeting and polity necessitate that you not remind each other of the hardness of 
this life, the lightness of the sleep, and the illness of the morning, and everything else that 
is always so difficult in this space. And instead, he and everyone else is polite, regarding 
the smells of pit latrines or the accidents and the deaths and how unannounced these 
forces are: something not to be mentioned and yet felt, fully present. He tries to walk 
away and distract me with one of my favorite kids in the quarter, who is looking sheepish 
and cute beside a heap of sweet potatoes. I insist on understanding what is bothering him, 
and he painfully says, finally admitting, “Emiline, boh, everyone is laughing at me,” 
putting the palm of his hand to his cheek, cupping it in the worst way possible, an 
indicator of the most tragic and terrible kind of news or worry. Prosper finally relays, 
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“the results came in from the assignments to the schools….and….I am to go to study 
agronomy.” 
He raises his face and it meets mine. Cocking his chin, squinting his nose, 
clenching his teeth, he closely observed my face and continued,  
 
“They say, I am the most clever boy in the camp, and they all are 
wondering, how is it I have to study that?! I guess I will just be wandering 
around in the hills, looking at a plant, or the tree, thinking about the earth 
and the land and the ways to cultivate. But for me, it is not good. Anyway, 
the school fees are not there, either, boh. To study more is better, even if it 
is the subject I do not wish for.”  
 
I shake my head, again, and he mimics my movements. Even before his current 
reputation as my research assistant, he is known for being one of the brightest students in 
the camp, and certainly at the school in his same peer-group. The ladder part of this 
chapter explores how education and learning in the camp takes halting and disjoined 
shapes, at times obstructed and facilitated by various gifts and humanitarian forces, and 
through the tremendous independent efforts of the refugee founded and run center called, 
the Hope School. Immobilization and the lack of ability to cultivate neither a solid or 
ephemeral sense of prosperity and instead to be trapped in a constant state of lack, is a 
key feature of what John Comaroff suggests is the colonial governance’s “essential 
paradox, its capacity to be ordered and yet incoherent, rational yet absurd, violent yet 
impotent; to elicit compliance and contestation, discipline and defiance, subjection and 
insurrection. Sometimes all at once” (1998: 340). The humanitarian jurisdictions mirror 
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traits of the colonial one, in that the objective is to control through institutional 
commitments of populations, and by relegating humans to the politics of life. The 
intensity through which refugees in the camp mobilize to study and learn, embodies all 
the features that Comaroff points out: the multiple paradoxes and blindness’s of camp 
life; the inclination of the humanitarian apparatus to name refugees as helpfulness, 
dangerous, conniving, dishonest, at the same time it invests energy and resources into 
aiding students learning to only a certain level. Humanitarianism is about acute limits. 
The resulting argument lays out refugee’s confusion and knowledge, blindness’s and 
determination navigating this system to try to be better. Formulating gift and exchange is 
a key way into interpreting how refugees make sense of the humanitarian possibilities 
available to learn, and of the possibilities they make available to themselves, even 
through dangerous acts, illegal transactions, and bushy routes to back into a war ridden 
place. 
 
BACK IN TIME 
I established a relationship with Prosper that led to making him my formal assistant, a 
title he was awfully proud of, and he refused to accept money for his daily work, totaling 
much more than a year and a half in its duration. It was a complicated dance between us: 
I broach the topic, asking him if I could pay a wage for all his work, time, labor, 
commitment, and effort. He would shake his head, exclaiming, “The benefit is all mine,” 
or “what else am I doing here!,” or “I am the lucky one to have this opportunity with you, 
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you give me so many things, always spoiling me…” The boy’s words are humble. He 
would trail off, or giggle embarrassed. I could not get him to talk it through more, a few 
times, even as I try to be more forceful in advancing a fistful of cash. He frowns, shaking 
his head even more, distracting me with an new introduction to someone, or an 
observation of his own about the camp, baiting me with a new subject to pursue, tactile 
and distracted. Not only are the boy’s words humble, so are his actions: the material gains 
he was awarded from his relationship with me were minimal: a random Fanta or a lunch 
meal in a small stall restaurant down the road outside the camp or some fruits and a long 
glance of admiration.  
Prosper is honest, sincere, gracious, and wants desperately to cultivate himself 
and to unearth his current standing, to release the tourniquet, to exit the drift and find a 
better future. He knows, just as I do, that visibility and profile-raising of refugees is a 
means to arrive somewhere better. This precocious boy “lucks out,” he says, a phrase he 
picked up from me by finding this rare means of cultivating himself from our learning 
and refuses to be paid—“you have such a poor sense of your gift to me!”—he says years 
later. I am embarrassed: he feels that our relationship is more valuable than whatever I 
will pay him for the week or month of assistance. These utterances demonstrate his sense 
of learning: learning me, learning about social science, learning about the world outside 
the camp, and how these activities by far, exceeds what it is I offer him with money. True 
to one of his many nicknames in the camp, he is clever.  
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When he speaks of his, “learning opportunity,” regarding our research, he names 
it as “having our association,” and the meager possibility of the future connections that I 
can share with him. What is remarkable is the delicacy of his understanding; he knows 
that through facilitating my advanced education, he promotes the potential for his own 
education and his love for learning. Sharing the meager materials and things at hand, 
collaboration and endurance, in this zone of abandonment is one way of surviving—but 
not yet not thriving—as I argue throughout this dissertation. He is himself with me, 
facilitating and collaborating with the research project that landed in his lap. He sees it. 
Immobilization of the mind, the idleness of the body, the time of waiting, and the hope 
for a future beyond the camp parameters completes this universe even as it is still. The 
boys world sees learning as a key form of compensation.  
‘Till now, he asks, “How many chapters of the book are about me?” He is 
somehow kidding, “Joking in the idioms,” as he says he loves to do. “You have made me 
famous,” he recounts again, and I knew from the very beginning, that there is something 
extraordinary about this boy. Prosper does not want to play me, as other popular accounts 
of refugees assess—the stories of the conniving refugee, who is always asking, looking 
and begging for something that will better their own positions, or lying to cheat their way 
through something impossible (Horst 2008, Knudsen 1999, Fassin 2009). This trope of 
gauging refugees and their experiences is quite familiar in Gihembe, as authored and 
deployed by the humanitarian apparatus in place, most prominently articulated in the 
forums at the health center, and in resettlement interviews. In Gihembe, the hopelessness 
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and desperation that forms the sociality here, is about giving up, except when it comes to 
education and learning.  
Marilyn Strathern, summarizing Marcel Mauss (1954), outlines the importance of 
giving culture, “the reciprocities and debts created by the exchange of gifts are seen to 
compromise a form of sociality and a mode of societal integration” (1988: xi). Surely, 
gifts are the focus of life-cycle events, vehicles through which people compete, and often 
“subsume” persons themselves, passing from “donors and recipients” (xi). Transactions 
surrounding gifts are never neutral, as it forms and shapes modes of indebtedness, and 
gratitude between the one who disposes the gift and that who receives it, and along the 
way, gift exchange always creates modes of domination and the need for reciprocity of 
the gift to save face and remain equal. The humanitarian apparatus is founded on ethical 
moral principles to save life, and even though it has figured around ideas of neutrality—
the rights that all people deserve—the ethical impetus of this apparatus subjects its 
recipients to receive gifts that no refugee can repay, in Mauss’ figuration, a position that 
insures their status remains as it is, less respected. “A Gift From the American People,” is 
printed on the maize sacks for food distribution, or similarly emblazoned on the 
doorframe made of the unraveled oil tin, just as the educational awards and sponsorships 
given refugees to study are “Enabled by the Generosity of the Jesuit Refugee Service.” 




THE DARK GIFT 
Prosper eventually accepted a phone and credit for airtime, just as he reluctantly accepted 
my well-crafted explanation for these gifts: that these are materials necessary to assisting 
me as he wanted to in the camp. They were mandatory objects, I relay: What if we are 
separated and I need to find you quickly? Or if the Madman came and I needed you? Or 
if I became ill at the night in Kigali and need to tell you I was cancelling my trip for that 
next day?  
This subtly was necessary to provide him with these materials, these gifts, and 
despite how truly necessary these materials were for our daily work, it was critical that I 
give him a gracious and logistically reasonable explanation for accepting them, to not 
embarrass him or to depict him merely in a mode of taking. And still, in accepting the 
ordinary gifts he treated them as profound, material objects that accompany a highly 
privileged association to his research duties. He emphasizes his gratitude on a daily basis: 
thanking me for my presence, my time, and interest, even though his labor and his gift to 
me is far more enduring and important than the phone, or airtime. He reminds me, rather 
often, “’Till now, this camp is not used to begging, this is a VIP camp. Before, in Congo, 
we had everything, it embarrasses us have something and to hide from each other, 
because we can not share it…” I wince and sigh. He signals to material objects that I am 
giving him, because I need to rely on him, also make him more vulnerable by folding him 
into my own world and the promise of something more. I cannot protect him from 
everything, not the spies in the camp, not from risks of his elevated status and reputation 
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for working with me, not from the actual resources I have granted him—as little as they 
are—the point for him is about being able to learn from me. 
Mauss’s essay outlines the importance of giving and receiving, but perhaps most 
critically of the reciprocity in gift exchange, and the creation of moral bonds between the 
giver and receiver. During the late stages of fieldwork, the boy was accepted to study in a 
school outside the camp, to continue S3, the moment of the opening scene of this chapter. 
This is a big deal, the national examination every year determines the placement and 
acceptance of all students in Rwanda to finish their Advanced levels in Senior levels 4- 
Senior levels 6. As described before, the day of this acceptance and assignment however, 
he is acting strange, not smiling as he usually does, and is tentative about moving around 
the quarters, greeting and talking to people as we usually did. He was unsure of being 
seen by other refugee students who knew he was accepted to study, but in a nearby 
school where he would specialize in agriculture. The system and process of how students 
are assigned to schools during this period was unclear to him and other students, and 
besides, most of his peer students in the camp would not be able to go to school outside 
the camp, to pay the general fees, nor pay the associated ones, such as with bus fare, the 
teachers fees, uniform allowances, for books and pens. The boy fit this category of 
students too, but sometimes, a refugee who went to an NGO and uncomfortably begged, 




Looking for answers, we went together to the headmasters office in the camp, 
Fidele organized the senior students of the camp, reporting on the lists and assignments 
and paperwork originated from the primary education office for students to continue from 
Senior three, the Ordinary levels, to Advanced levels. “It was all determined there in 
Kigali, even for the refugees…” he said, and there was little more about the process of 
assignments that he understands and can tell us about. Prosper can arrive to the school at 
the date provided, as the boy has been given a sheet with the schools location, what items 
he needed to bring, and how much the general fees were. Prosper confirmed with the 
headmaster his assignment is at a mediocre school and one that was not known in any 
way for language training, which was the boy’s specialty as he saw it now and wanted it 
to be a career in the future. Fluent in five languages, Kinyarwanda, French, Swahili, 
Lingala, and English, the boy is committed to keep learning, “I love language so much,” 
he commonly says. How can I study the earth and trees, if I can do other things that I 
love? He asks. 
 
PROSPER’S VISION  
“Always spoiling, spoiling me,” he tells me. At my Kigali kitchen table the boy sat with 
generic white bread, Blue Band margarine, honey from the valley below, and sweet milky 
tea. It is still early morning, and Prosper seemed especially tired or at least wholly 
overwhelmed by all the things he was seeing for the first time. A kettle, microwave, 
margarine, couches, and mirrors. My housemates were there, and he watches them 
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carefully, as they used the knives with the spread, the spoons with the honey, on a small 
paper napkin. They piece their bread together; slathering these material spreads on one 
slice before putting it into a sandwich form, and then chopping it in half. He watched to 
closely, imitating their honey-gooey-buttering strategies. I could not tell if he enjoys it, or 
is uncomfortable. 
Prosper has learned anthropology, and is testing out his ethnographic skills on me, 
now punctuated by a full belly and an explosive burp: he walked the rest of the house, 
asking about photographs on the walls, about the cable bills and television programs, the 
blood relations of the people staying in the house. How many people stay in this house, 
he asked the question more than once, what are they to each other, and to you, how did 
you find the girls? In the bathroom, he smiles when he saw a basin in the tub, like the 
ones used in the camp. He wants to know so much: what purpose did it serve? How did I 
use this basin when there was water than ran from the pipes outside, inside the house, and 
into the tub? He laughs harder when I explain that I was “too weak” to wash directly in 
cold water from the pipes, exclaiming and making fun at once, “Really!!!!” He laughs 
even harder when I explained that I use the kettle in the kitchen to boil the water first, 
then use it in the basin, mixing it with the cold water. “Imagine that!” He said. “Everyday 
you wash like this?” 
Entering my room, he marches in and flops down on my bed. It seemed odd, at 
first. It is my personal room, and as he kicks his knees up on the mattress, dangling his 
long feet off the side, he looks around some more. There was a pile of books I travel 
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with, about six or seven, lined up in a row on the windowsill. Picking through them, he 
mechanically surveyed what was around, the authors, their disciplines, and their object of 
inquiry. He slowly looks at Giorgio Agamben’s Homo Sacer, and flips through it briefly 
before tossing it back to the shelf, disinterested, and does the same with Didier Fassin’s 
Empire of Trauma, and then lingers longer with the a book of poems and Al Lingus’ 
Trust— which he declares, is “basically the best book” I own, “trust,” he exclaims, “is 
important!” And the photo there, is that me as a child? Who is making that silly face 
beside mine? Where were my parent’s photos, I thought they were not yet dead? My 
room to him is a shrine of things from the outside. He asks again, is it only mine and no 
one else shares it? Did I sleep alone? He opened the closet, studying the contents: the 
new towels, heavy coats, high heels, the big suitcases stacked in the back, the soaps and 
lotions, the excessive expensive makeup. He later asks what he watched me spray onto 
myself from the closet as we exit the room: it smells of something sweet, what did you 
call it, perfume?  
When I am in the camp, he and the other students while it rains heavily, pile into 
their bed and usually read. The English dictionary is their most favorite learning material: 
everyone crowds around it, taking in new words, trying them out in sometimes janky, 
awkward sentences, asking me to correct their pronunciation and usage. His family house 
is of two rooms, a single bed for his mother and father, and the smallest girl-child, and 
another bed in the visiting room, with a small table, and a stool. It is there, Prosper and 
his brother’s sleep, sometimes three inside the narrow bed. In the camp, they pity 
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someone who does not have anyone, someone who has no one to receive the gift of sleep 
with—it is too cold, so there are often boys who travel to each other’s houses, making 
sure that the bed is full up with other bodies to create enough warmth to last through the 
night. It was there too, I often would ask for a child when I was cold, our body heat 
combining and making the winds more bearable. But it is the second bedroom and the 
front room in Prosper’s house that is always full of people, either visiting, or sometimes 
peeling potatoes, or just sitting idle.  
His family usually made me sit on the bed—children often crawling up to be near 
and cuddling my sides, as I wrap my coat and mother’s igitenge around us all. My 
favorite small boy-child was tucked in with me as it poured outside, and his grandmother 
calls for him. The boy refuses to move, replying he is “with me,” how could he possibly 
leave as we are so comfortable. I smile, happy for his refusal and interest in being 
sedentary with me, just for a little while longer. 
The differences in these spaces are compelling- for me staying in Kigali, I lived 
unlike most other expats, yet in a house far more privileged then most Rwandese. My 
house included water, and electricity. It was secure and close to town. Even there though, 
for the boy to see, it seemed so unnecessary to have so few people living in this home. It 
contained three bedrooms, and there were at least four, usually five people staying in my 
house: the girls usually had cousins and friends coming in and needing places to sleep 
while in school, or away from school or in transit. To my comfort level, the house always 
felt too dense and so packed, it was difficult to have space away from people, or the 
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guards who were numerous and always outside, or the neighbors guards and house 
workers. Inside my room, is the only place of reprieve, the only space to close the door 
and lock it with a guarantee of solitude. Even then, the noise outside, the sound of 
footsteps close by, or trucks and loading products always moving around provided 
distraction enough to remind me that even while alone, I was not really ever too far from 
anyone. It was both a comfort and an annoyance. 
Being alone in the camp is rare. Like the way sharing a bed is important, sharing 
common space is important, sharing learning materials matters. Though it is difficult to 
discern how much common space is given up as a choice, the camp dwellings are so 
small and crowded without choice, so that refugees are always together. The bedroom is 
also a common room, the kitchen is also for cleaning and body-washing area, the 
doorway is also the receiving room for goods and basins borrowed and received. All 
things blur into one space and there is no ability to distinguish in the camp. The boy was 
confused in my home, with all the unknown objects and the free space and items existing 
without purpose, photographs, nick-knacks, rugs, and basins, some items to have just for 
having.  
His questions demonstrate how stripped down the camp is, as illustrated in the 
previous chapters, and reduced to less than the minimum goods and things most people 
use to survive their day and by necessity, but share through gifts and re-gifting processes 
with each other. A large part of camp dwelling revolves around collaboration, as people 
identify the goods and the things they are able to part with and the ones they cannot go 
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without. Refugees understandings about materials can encourage another kind of thought 
about what strange objects we own and sometimes use, that others live and do without. 
The social bonds of giving sustain the fragile life here.  
 
Education is a material too, and something Prosper and so many others feel cannot live 
without. Learning provides an opening into the future. 
 
CHASING EDUCATION 
We stood at the office for the ministry on education. As is often the case, within several 
hundred people, I am the only white person there. Prosper holds my hand, leaning with 
his lanky body frame, gazing around. The lines streamed throughout the property, around 
a tree, with people standing, sitting, and leaning on each other. They are all very tired, 
and exasperated with the education ministry on this particular day, mistakes had been 
made all over the country on which schools were accepting new students, for refugees 
and Rwandese citizens alike. Our objective was to receive change of receipt for his 
school assignment. We had gathered recommendations from my Kigali friends, and some 
others in the camp about which schools are strong programs in language science, though 
there was no way to contact these schools directly, as all that information and 
authorization for changes were made in main office in Kigali. We arrived in the early 
morning, perhaps at 8.30, obviously much later than so many others who also had 
problems with their school assignments, citing a multitude of reasons: it did not fit their 
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desired course of study, or is too far from home, and even that a child needs to be paired 
with one of their siblings in the same school. Authorization for changes is rumored 
difficult, if not impossible.  
An involuntary rustle from the crowd signals our arrival, as people are shifting 
their things, looking, inspecting, and staring. I had become used to excess attention in 
many different ways, and sometimes would use it to my advantage, though in the 
moments when I am in control of it, would try not to exploit the outsider status to get 
things out of the ordinary. But this was not one of those moments. It makes Prosper 
uncomfortable, he is not used to getting things that he wants or needs. Standing in the 
very back of the yard densely packed with people, a guard signed us inside to the 
entrance, several tiers of steps up. We pushed through the bodies, and waiting there we 
are eventually escorted into the long corridor inside, jammed with people waiting outside 
of small offices, parents and students together. They stare more. I am led, with Prosper in 
tow, immediately into the office about transfers, where people inside now watched us 
closely. Inquires are made: “Where do you want him transferred?” “Am I the boy’s 
guardian?” “What does he want to study?” I took to giving all the employees my business 
card, a sign of prestige and status. Between that and showing up in person with a refugee 
boy, not even a citizen and advocating for him so explicitly, scares people into wondering 
about who I may “really be,” or which bosses I might be connected to that could penalize 
them for not doing what I had ask. 
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None of this matters initially in the negotiation over placing the boy in a different 
school. The flat answer is still an unequivocal “Nta kundi…no…” A mixture of language 
difficulty, a complicated organization and system of schools, the current lists of 
attendance, and much more confuses the process for a transfer request even more and it is 
challenging to know what the process is grounded on. The pretty young woman sitting 
behind a desk, among five other employees, uses her personal phone for calling around to 
about extra spaces for students in the schools. She runs out of airtime, and then looks flat, 
concluding, “Your request is not possible!” And her decision was not confirmed or final 
because she had new information, it is decided so because she was without the monetary 
ability and airtime to literally make more calls. She did not want to buy more airtime with 
her own money. A mixture of smiling and laughing and compliments allowed her to keep 
working, however now through my phone, “Please!” I beg. She calls to her friend, in 
Nyanaza, who confirms there are spaces at a language school. Prosper sighs deeply, and 
starts to grin. 
Confirmation is made, the paper that she could stamp is printed, however the 
deployment for protocol is never ending: there were more papers for the boys entry into 
the new school, with signatures and official stamps from big bosses, who were at 
meetings. “They are coming, now, please be patient!, as we sat in the hallway, ‘till 
then… we wait in the late afternoon sun, and into the early evening. Prosper cries later 
that day, as he enters the bus back to Gihembe, the taxipark boys noticing my new friend, 
asking if he was from Byumba.  
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With clear eyes, peeking now out of the window from the bus, he says, “I don’t 
know how to express my feelings to you…otherwise…all of this is due to you.” Through 
much ado, luck, and my muzungu card, we changed his school assignment. In a card 
later, which I tentatively open, he writes,  
 
“Thanks! What to say? What to mean? What to breathe out of my mouth? 
Why the joy fills my heart? What it beats harder than ever? I guess, 
because I am bound to give you my thanks. The burden has been too 
heavy. It did for so long. Sometimes, nights staggering with it but I’ve 
come for a rescue. The faster days pass and the lighter it becomes and still 
I guess. I am bound to give you thanks. How generous you are! How 
welcome you are! How wonderful you are! How wise you are! Who can I 
compare you with? Only the most essential. I am bound to give you 
thanks. With my usual simplicity and ordinary sympathy, my heart is 
widely open to show you satisfaction. Your deeds are perfect. Your 
compassion towards me is perfect. The value you owe me. I will forever 
recognize and never forget. The only thing is I have to owe you is my 
gratitude. Final still not yet in conclusion, never shall I forget this. Your 
sweet heart, your day to day joy, your strong and fast mind, your great 
generosity altogether forces me and pushes me and makes me believe that 
you never, and you don’t and you won’t, deny my appreciations. For I am 
always close in your heart. Allow me to say that- You are the strongest 
pillar of my bright future. Be blessed.”  
 
 
Later that day, I see he has my number saved into his phone under the 
pseudonym, “Crucial,” as he has learned my system of giving fake names and 
uses it himself. What do I owe him, and what does he owe me? What are the gifts 
he has imparted to me and I to him? He wishes I could fix the school situations 
for the other youth in the camp. To give this same gift to others. What I have done 
for him makes me deeply uncomfortable, as it reveals my unequal assertion of 
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privilege into our relationship, showing to others in the camp what I am capable 
of doing and orchestrating if I choose to. We keep it secret, but everyone still 
knows. His explicit demonstration of gratitude sits even more uncomfortably too 
in his words, “I owe you everything,” and then think back to earlier chapters, 
“They give us everything here, but we can not be happy.” The work of gifts—part 
of their magic and risk and enduring importance—is that the recipient is always at 
a loss for how to reciprocate or pay back what was gifted in the first place. 
Humanitarian logics follow from this reasoning, cultivating indebtedness in the 
camp that results in forms of resentment and dehumanization for refugees, how 
they can not repay what they have been given and “this life” because they do not 
exist fully in the human world, nor in the world of the dead. “Be Blessed,” he 
writes, and I can not but fear I have done the same as the apparatus in place: I 
have given because I can not wait and watch for him to be idle, and without the 
means to learn.  
 
ACTIVE THREATS 
The students cluster in a group telling stories about the Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) who 
organized education and school services in Gihembe who have shut down the all the 
schools. Rumors abound about why and how this has happened. A contingent of students 
say it was about the headmistress in Byumba town who was brought up by the local 
courts on genocide ideology and it is she who was administering the schools in the camp 
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because of physical proximity and JRS complied and fired her also. Another contingent 
of students claim that the headmistress in town had nothing to do with the educational 
programming in the camp and instead, “the problem” centers on JRS and the refugee 
teachers in the schools, who formed a union of sorts, and demanded that all the teachers 
positions be awarded only to Gihembe refugees: why should those others from outside 
the camp receive the work that so many refugees inside are qualified to do? Labor and 
employment rises again in another problematic form. A third, different version of the 
lapse in the schools is the most volatile. This version states that the President of the camp 
threatened to kill the acting field officer from JRS, if the officer withdrew education 
beyond Senior 3 levels. In any version of these rumors and stories, over the course of a 
day, the camp schools were closed. Teachers are at home. The students are idle. It 
continued like this for months. Like so much else that happens in this world in the clouds, 
piecing together a comprehensive narrative is impossible, getting people to talk about 
how they know what they know, and why they believe it is even harder. There is a 
pleasure in withholding information.  
HCR supports education through primary school in the camp, something to the 
lines of age of thirteen, at which point JRS is the outsourced organization to implement 
education programs beyond, spanning Senior 1 through Senior 3. Promise, laughs 
heartily, when he discusses what the failures of learning in the camp are about: “They 
give, even before, education through primary through to even, other levels. Maybe their 
lies are not well prepared? From what I know, the UN has the education for all…I do not 
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know if the confusion is giving or sharing with us…HCR here, says education is to the 
primary level, but the global UN says the education should be to the university and to 
other levels. Here, you cannot say you can study the primary only. We are human like 
others.”  
The Forum for Congolese Refugee Students and the Hope Family and School, 
both groups in Gihembe understand the stakes of learning. In alignment with the national 
and UN protocols for learning, education was available in the camp from primary school, 
and secondary school, to level Senior 3- the approximate age of fifteen or sixteen. The 
camp students endure this precipice, and struggle to inhabit how their educational spaces 
are enduring, significant, even if calloused (Povenilli 2011: 116). Getting nowhere is a 
very familiar experience to camp and it is precisely why education and learning is so 
important: the means to “get somewhere,” and get out of here is how the youth sustain 
themselves. Durative time activates the recognition that “every decision and subsequent 
action is the result of a set of obligations already in scene. That is, we are not within 
different “cultures,” rather we are all implicated in a set of shared and divergent forces 
that bring us together and move us apart” (2011: 84). Durative time lends a framework 
for understanding how abandonment feels to those who live it, and in what ways they 
cope, and get by in the everyday. What are the means through which youthful students 
invest hope—but not belief—and how does learning feel tangible, and serve as an 
opening to getting somewhere else? This is what the boy names when he speaks of our 
associations and what it has given him: he is speaking about a way of getting ahead, and 
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getting by, a way of ordering his time more productively, which means that it is without 
the despair and the grief that orders most other refugees’ time in the camp. Learning 
stands in for a potentiality. It is a signpost for a way out of Gihembe.  
 
ZONES OF DESPERATION 
“The Forum for Congolese refugee Students, the purpose was to succeed 
in different levels for this camp, find out how we can participate for the 
youth, to help the problems of this camp, in this life. The first problem, 
after meeting, in the forum, was the problem of education. After that 
forum, the JRS has informed us we were stopped to helping us. We will 
help the ordinary and primary school levels only, we have to think about 
the students who have succeeded in the senior 3 examination. For those 
who have succeeded, we grouped them and formed a school. The 
churches. Some churches are for this school. It is the “Good News,” 
church, after then, we sit as the Forum, to find out how we can get the 
support. We think about our parents, and the issues and the parents have 
understood us and so they listen and also sit together and try to find a way 
to support us, every family tries to contribute .70 RWF per month, after 
that support, the contribution, these rooms, then ‘until now, we still are 
supported by the families, ourselves, as the refugees, there is not other 
support. But before coming here, we studied in the churches of the 
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Protestants, and they put them in the church, around close by, by the gate 
you come through, there are some rubbish bins. That is where we started 
studying, we had not support and classrooms, the pastor started to help us. 
He is a refugee. That church is called “Good News,” church. One year, 
senior 4 and the second year, we had to find other churches, here, the 
Adventists. For this second year, they build another room here, we have 
two rooms, and then another. They lent more rooms, we use them now as 
three classrooms.” –The Hope Family School  
 
This is the banner that draped across the walls of the Headmasters office in the Hope 
School, narrating the birth of their school, their intentions, and their mission. Members of 
the Hope Family School exceed over 300 members. Classes are directed by refugees, 
usually male and in their mid-twenties, Monday through Friday, and usually on Sundays, 
as the majority of residents are Adventists and spend all day Saturday praying in 
churches, students study in the classrooms that side as churches, and other spaces that 
pieced together through spare materials. The Hope School teachers are volunteers, and 
work without pay, Jean Vie, a key leader had managed to arrange school fees for 
university at private school in Kigali to study through an outside camp organization, 
World Vision or African Development Action Initiative. Of a meager number of teachers 
similar to Jean Vie, lend their knowledge and exposure to learning and earning bachelors 
degree’s back into the school camp environment, giving back what they can. Even though 
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having earned degrees, they struggle to find jobs and employment as non-citizens in 
Kigali and the surrounding areas.  
Having successfully extended their educational experience has not meant their 
potentiality of leaving the camp has likewise been extended or improved, if anything, 
they talk about how their educations have made them “more aware” of what citizens and 
others who are not refugees are entitled to. This generation of young men were small 
children when they left north Kivu, and have known home mainly through the stories and 
folklore of their elders. For the special few who have managed to continue through 
university level in Rwanda, their knowledge of the outside has increased the reminders of 
what the camp lacks, and how lesser evils in choices about who the apparatus will help 
are made in confusing, arbitrary, contradictory, and ambivalent ways. If education is a 
form of hope, even in its most minimal unpolished form and resolves some part of being 
idle and waiting—what purpose does it serve if it reinforces how lacking the refugee life 
is, and how does this also hurt?  
Another founding student of the Hope School draws out how their relationship 
with HCR is troubled and lingers on terrain that makes the Hope School nervous. He 
adamantly explains, “Yes….we informed them (HCR, JRS). We have to inform them, to 
write to the mayor of the district and to inform them, otherwise they can accuse us of 
making insecurity. That is why we wrote those letters. So as for them….to not be 
surprised…about what we have done, to make disorder, and insecurity. But because we 
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have informed them, they have no comments, and we still wait also. After giving them a 
copy, they are quiet, we wait for them, until now, there is no reaction.” 
 Walking into another classroom of the Hope School, another pink paper banner is 
nailed to the mud walls, it says, “WELCOME TO HOPE SCHOOL. WE SHALL 
NEVER LOOSE HOPE. NO ADVOCACY. NO EMERGENCY. OUR FUTURE 
DEPENDS ON PARTNERSHIP.” There is another pink collage and diagram, done in 
crayons and bubble boxes, the first names the Congolese Forum for Refugee Students, 
led by a young man, who says, “As students who have our university degrees, what can 
we do to help our brothers?! Please they need our support now!” Another sketched out a 
group of younger people, sitting below him, say, “We’ve to look for rooms or we do it in 
churches! No sponsorships now, let’s help ourselves!!!” Another group, in the next box 
responses, “And I’ve studied human sciences, let me help with the activities!” The banner 
scrolls on marking the evolution of the Forum to the current, Hope School foundation and 
family.  
 What the students describe as nerve-wracking are the potential responses HCR 
will have to see, witnessing the refugee students “helping themselves.” One boy explains 
how he has traveled back to DRC into south Kivu to continue his studies, as he can not 
receive support in Rwanda. He passes through the bushy routes back across the border, 
taking his refugee ID, explaining he is a student and if he gets caught, HCR would refuse 
to allow him reentrance and refugee status in Rwanda. The bottom line reinforces that 
refugees living in Rwanda, should stay in the camp, as the security and conflict in the 
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DRC is the reason they are housed and fed by the humanitarian forces. He says, “How 
could I tell them what I was doing, if they see you can help yourself, they start to refuse 
you everything and tell you, you are not a refugee.” He passes time moving from one 
school to the next in south Kivu close to Goma, the instability and militias rove and 
predictably, schools are periodically shut down. He returned to the camp for a multiple 
month stint when the conflict became more tense until he was willing and able to manage 
to return, and finish his Senior 6 degree eventually, proud of what he was able to 
accomplish. A Rwandese local man had pitied him, he said and gave him the equivalent 
of 30 Rwandese francs that it cost him to study for the full three terms of the school 
years. He along with many other students, out of desperation and a love of learning, make 
these travels to and from the Kivus to study and learn. The differences in school fees and 
the costs it takes to transport them there are so much less burdensome than continuing to 
study in Rwanda. 
 His sentiments about withholding information is reflected in the Hope School’s 
apprehension of showing the UNHCR their mission—what if they decide we do not need 
schools at all?—we wonder. These are another version of minimalist biopolitics in place 
concerning mental acuity, rather than the physical constraints and terrors described in the 
rations, or latrines, or homes.  
 The gift, as with Prosper, and with Hope School, subsumes all of us. The gift 
brings us together and moves us apart, creating infractions and potentialities, even if the 
realization of having a better life are in actuality less possible than everyone hopes it 
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would be. The gratitude, so outpouring by Prosper, and by others in less flowery ways, 
creates a rift, a divide, a recognition of the transaction where everyone knows that what 
has been given can not be repaid. And this leaves, a boy like Prosper, somehow less 
human, far less equal, than what he would wish for. But it is not entirely as 
straightforward as this, just this morning, he writes, and tells me, “I know that your 
success is mine too, send me more of the book, so I can show you any errors.” People, 
indeed, are infrastructure. I am tied and beholden to him, as uncomfortable as it maybe. 
He recognizes this too, and how his gifts to me, are reflected back in my gifts to him: it is 
mutual and constituting, albeit structurally unequal and made of a series of choices, 




Chapter 5  LEAVING AND RESESTTLEMENT 
 
I want to suggest that there is a fine line between recognizing suffering 
and fetishizing it as the fundamental and only basis of a common 
humanity…an understanding of suffering as the basis of a universal 
humanity can result in the obligation to use suffering to barter for 
membership in the category humanity, we still need a language that can 




This chapter explores the production of the UNHCR resettlement system that is unable or 
unwilling to redeem, protect, and represent the basic needs of all those who experience 
violence. I am concerned with how the structures serving refugees rely on categories of 
vulnerability and trauma, which strategically exclude other experiences of violence and 
suffering, and privilege a medicalized and rigid set of conditions for resettlement. Often 
the refugees chosen to permanently resettle to a new country have had their experiences 
validated as exceptional forms of mental and physical trauma through a selective 
interview process, discussed previously concerning the Mudende massacres. In this 
chapter, I am concerned with the tension involved in the resettlement process that 
prompts refugees to share narratives of trauma, only to—in many cases—assume those 
narratives are fabricated and then penalize the refugees for it.  
The process of resettlement is not straightforward to refugees or for the UNHCR 
alike. To minimize what the UNHCR calls “fraudulent claims” of trauma, their staff in 
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charge of resettlement sifts through the refugee in-take and registration database for those 
refugees who were initially marked as extremely vulnerable. One staff member describes 
how wildly outdated the UNHCR official roster is. Most of the data was collected as 
refugees were originally processed into the camp, leaving the information inaccurate and 
sparse fifteen years later. What new information the roster does contain are indicators of 
refugees who are possibly “high qualifiers” for resettlement. The criteria for this status 
are mostly based on current medical conditions or violence presently endured in the 
setting of the camp. Resettlement is supposed to award those most in need and provide 
reprieve from the on-going emergencies of the camp that they find themselves in, be it 
living with AIDS, physical disabilities, or peer-based discrimination. According to the 
UNHCR, refugees who fall into the categories “widow,” “rape victim,” “orphan,” and 
“HIV positive” and are exceptionally vulnerable in the camp are more qualified for 
resettlement to Europe or the US.  
In the chilly air of the UNHCR field office at the center of the camp grounds, a 
mother of six relays to a UNHCR staff member her family’s flight narrative from the 
Masisi in 1996. They were selected for an initial “screening” to determine the level of 
past trauma, household size and scope, and current hardship. In the course of ten quick 
minutes, the officer is able to confirm a family’s basic eligibility for future interviews 
and, therefore, the hint of a potential way out of the camp. Responding to a basic question 
prompting her to talk about fleeing Congo, she describes this time, as one when “the 
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killers came to kill us,” a phrase often used by refugees in the narratives about fleeing 
their homes, unsure of how they might be killed, or where they were running to.  
The Mai Mai, a roving paramilitary group in the Kivus invaded their village. 
During their escape, the mother of six became trapped. In the process, she and her eldest 
daughter were raped as her husband and smaller children were held and forced to watch 
the violations performed. Afterwards, the militia proceeded to beat her to near death, and 
then later beat her husband badly enough to leave him physically handicapped by the 
assault. He now struggles to walk. His face bears severe scars and is generally disfigured. 
The cheekbone and chin areas appear crushed; the skin droops. Both adults still struggle 
to form words and speak.  
The eldest daughter now tries to help her family as they live in the camp, she is 
twenty-four years old, and she contends with the challenge of supporting two 
handicapped parents—her mother psychologically shattered, the father physically so—
and caring for several younger siblings. Small jobs around or outside of the camp are 
often coveted by refugees as means to attain money to supplement basic items, like soap, 
rice, or blankets. With both parents unable to work, the eldest daughter has held two such 
jobs in town as a domestic worker. At both of these jobs, the owner of the household has 
raped her, and she is now pregnant.   
Violence like what this family endures is typical of refugees in Gihembe. It is 
egregious and on-going and pernicious. The trauma created from these events is too 
volatile and painful to be compared and it should stand independent of other narratives. 
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Yet, the resettlement system vulgarly interpolates this family’s history of suffering, 
forcing it into a rubric where this family is evaluated and judged in relation to other 
refugee families. Who deserves to leave the camp the most?  
The UNHCR resettlement system qualifies this family’s vulnerability primarily 
based on the father’s physical handicap. In the eyes of this system, the daughters repeated 
rapes, and the mother’s nearly fatal rape and beating carry less weight because these 
violations did not occur in the physical space of the camp. The humanitarian apparatus 
cares less about how the girl child has been expected to supplement the family’s income 
and compensate their weaknesses through work, and further increased her vulnerability 
by forcing her into environments where she is more susceptible to rape.  
And the mother’s qualification as a rape victim stands as one of millions of 
Congolese women. While her trauma improves the family’s overall case, her experience 
does not necessarily set her outside of the usual confines of what other female refugees 
also endure. The resettlement system acknowledges her rape, but does not privilege it as a 
leading factor. Additional determining criteria to this case remain unknown, as the 
UNHCR is not able to establish any family member’s HIV status or what additional 
violence has been unaccounted for.  
 In this case, the family and the UNHCR officer engaged in a series of interviews, 
after the officer had determined her ability to “make a case, an argument,” about why this 
particular family was deserving of resettlement awards. Unbeknownst to the family, this 
UNHCR staff member was unique in her approach to narrativizing trauma: she blends 
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human sensitivities and bureaucratic practicalities. As she develops cases into formal 
applications for additional evaluations, she often takes as many of the little details out of 
the broader narrative. This UNHCR staff fears the way that as refugees tell and retell 
their traumas, details can be left out or rehearsed different in another future screening 
stage of resettlement. The discrepancies in narrative details, such as the precise time 
relayed (was it 7AM or 10AM) or subtle sequences (my small brother was killed first and 
then my mother) will immediately disqualify them from resettlement. This officer 
understood something different than most about how to facilitate liberal ideas of 
humanity and compensation. 
Yet, the majority of UNHCR staff creates more rigid terms for evaluation and this 
is why one family’s casework does not rest only on the evaluation of any singular staff. 
The refugee under review is scrupulously interviewed multiple times by different staff, 
who are often outsourced from NGOs. Even though refugees are primarily evaluated on 
their current vulnerabilities, they are asked to relay their stories of flight when they were 
initially forced to flee their homes, and previous lives. As they do so, every small detail 
of their narratives are recorded, their testimonies confirmed against other family 
members’ renditions of moments where their lives were at stake or they watched violence 
take place on others. This is one way UNHCR staff vet refugees. 
Despite the huge amount of energy placed on scouring refugee’s trauma 
narratives, and general vetting, UNHCR staff readily admits it is very difficult to know 
“what is true” in the experiences refugees share. The same staff who sympathetically and 
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strategically extracts the “tricky details,” from her caseloads, commented, “It is obvious 
to me that all the refugees in this camp have suffered, and to me, she said, it does not 
really matter to what extent they may lie to get better chances.” She says this because so 
much of the selection process is designed to disqualify refugees, apart from her unique 
attempts to strengthen refugees chances to qualify. An important unspoken piece of this 
system that she knows, too, is the way that refugees, particular to Gihembe camp, fail to 
know critical information about the process, the criteria, and the assets—was she raped in 
the camp, or in the town nearby?—and how those things are judged to increase a 
refugee’s case. It hurts to see how refugees show in interviews and conversation what 
they do not understand to better their resettlement odds. The young girl easily could have 
reported her rapes occurred in the camp parameters, instead in the town, and her family’s 
case would have been made exponentially stronger. More upsettingly, are the ways 
refugees often commit “fraud” and disqualify themselves unintentionally by sharing what 
they consider benign information or in actions they consider harmless or irrelevant to the 
system. 
 This kind of inadvertent fraud is what happened in another case. Two adolescent 
brothers were chased by the Mai Mai, and captured as they fled with their family. On a 
bridge, the paramilitary separated the women and the men, the brothers were held captive 
and were forced to watch their mother with their baby sister tied to her back as they were 
stoned to death. The brothers along with a few others managed to get away, and escape. 
The brothers are now orphans. For a while, another refugee family took care of them, but 
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now for many years, the brothers have lived alone in the camp, caring for themselves. In 
the camp setting, orphans are understood to be any child or young person who has lost 
even just one parent. Generally, orphans are highly ostracized, mistrusted, and shamed, 
even though refugees certainly understand the lack of control one can have in 
determining their own fates.  
 The resettlement officer in charge of the brothers’ case needed their official 
photographs. The one brother was working and could not get back in time for the photo, 
so the brother who was present stood in for both of their photos, just pulling his hat off. 
The camera snapped, and this brother pretended to be absent one, and signed his name. 
He thought nothing of it- it saved his brother having to leave work and miss pay, and 
besides, he said, we look the same! When the officer discovered what the brothers had 
done, she had to report their fraudulent actions to her supervisor, who dismissed their 
case for resettlement. After days of appeals and full-hearted apologies, it was unclear if 
the boy’s case would be reaccepted, though it was unlikely. The slightest wrong action by 
refugees in the process upends the intended outcome of resettlement. Certainly if the 
brothers had understood the terms of UNHCR fraud, they would not have replicated the 
photos.  
In so many ways, while the dominant narrative suspects refugees’ embellishment 
or fabrication of trauma, refugees so often do not understand the rules to the process, or 
what the most desirable criteria for truth or trauma is. And just as the resettlement system 
intends to restore refugees’ humanity, it also limits the ways that refugees can navigate 
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their own trauma, privileging current trauma over that of the past and rewarding certain 
kinds of violence over others. The humanitarian apparatus promotes an idea that different 
kinds of harm and suffering can be isolated and objectively ranked and serves to 
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